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By modifying the existing WM-methodology with the proposed suggestions, the scope of the 
WM-assessment is extended. Besides the identification of improvement options within the 
physical boundaries of the company, the modified WM-methodology would now also aim to 
identify improvements in the industrial network in which the company operates (external 
improvements). It would therefor be important to involve network partners of the company 
during the entire waste minimisation exercise. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 
Eco-efficiency 
Eco-efficiency is a management approach, developed by the World Business Council for 
Sustainable Development (WBCSD), that allows companies to improve their environmental 
performance while meeting the demands of the market. Put in simple terms, eco-efficiency - a 
combination of the words economic and ecological efficiency - is all about producing more 
with less [DeSimone and Popoff, 1997]. Eco-efficiency was defined at the first Antwerp 
Workshop on Eco-efficiency, held in November 1993, as being "reached by the delivery of 
competitively priced goods and services that satisfy human needs and bring quality of life, 
while progressively reducing ecological impacts and resource intensity throughout the life 
cycle, to a level at least in line with the earth's estimated carrying capacity". 
The WBCSD has identified seven success factors for eco-efficiency: 
reduce the material intensity of goods and services 
reduce the energy intensity of goods and services 
reduce toxic dispersion 
enhance material recyclability 
maximise sustainable use of renewable resources 
extend material durability 
increase the service intensity of goods and services 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
An SME can be defined in a number of ways. This research project applies the SME-definition 
as defined by the South African Small Business Enabling Act (draft). According to this act, an 
SME can be defined by quantitative and qualitative criteria, which are presented in Table 1.1. 
Quantitative criteria (a minimum of two to be satisfied) 
Sector Size Total annual Total asset Total nwrtber 
turn-over value (flxed employees 
property full-time 
excluded) 
Group A Less than Less than Less than . 
Agriculture, forestry, and Medium R1S.0 m R3.0m 51-100 
fishing, transport, storage and 
corrummication, finanCing, Small R2.Sm RO.Sm 5 - SO 
insurance, real estate and 
business services, corrumm.ity, Micro RO.Sm RO.l m 1-4 
social and personal services 
GroupB Less than Less than Less than 
Mining and quarrying, Medium R2S.0m RS.Om 51 - 200 
manufacturing, electricity, gas 
and water, construction, Small RS.Om Rl.Om 5 - 50 
wholesale and retail trade, 
catering and accommodation Micro R1.25 m RO.25 m 1-4 
services 
Qualitative criteria (compulsory) 
"The enterprise must be privately, and independently owned or co-operatively owned and managed 
and must not fonn part of an enterprise which exceeds the qualitative criteria referred to, but may have 
more than one branch." 
Table 1.1 Definition of SMMEs Proposed in the Draft National Small Business Enabling Act 
(South Africa) 
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"Identification of Eco-efficient Improvements in the Industrial Networks of SMEs" 
Chapter Two - Literature Review 
2 Literatllre Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The central problem this Masters thesis is investigating is the perceived limited potential of 
South African SMEs in the manufacturing sector to improve their environmental perfonnance 
on their own. The literature review explores this perceived problem and discusses bodies of 
theory that may possibly provide solutions. 
As explained in Chapter 1, the introduction, various observations have laid the foundation for 
the developIJlent of an industrial network approach. In this literature review, these observations 
will be discussed in detail in order to justify the development of the industrial network 
approach. 
Section 2.2 discusses the poor environmental perfonnance of the South African industry and its 
manufacturing sector. The characteristics of SMEs and their lack of capacity to improve their 
environmental perfonnance themselves are outlined in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the 
waste minimisation methodology and its limitations to achieve the required environmental 
improvement of SMEs in the manufacturing sector. Opportunities offered by the theory / case-
studies related to networking of businesses and industrial ecology are discussed in Section 2.5 . 
After discussing the observations which initiated the development of a method for the 
systematic identification of opportunities for improved environmental perfonnance in industrial 
networks, two useful concepts for the method development are examined; viz. the systems 
analysis theory and the methodology for a life cycle assessment. 
At the end of this chapter, conclusions are drawn about the need for an industrial network 
approach for SMEs and which features such a tool should possible have. 
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Chapter Two - Literature Review 
Pollutant Environmental! health effect 
sulphides/sulphates may evolve noxious gases; dissolution in water creates acidic 
conditions resulting in corrosive attack 
sulphur oxides (SOx) irritant; respiratory problems; contributes to formation of acid rain 
suspended solids (SS) turbidity and solids deposition impede transfer of oxygen and reduce 
light penetration of water; inhibiting biological growth 
temperature thermal pollution; promotes abnormal algal growth in natural water 
bodies; may cause structural damage to sewer system; may inhibit 
biological treatment processes 
volatile organic compounds odorous; contributes to the generation of photochemical smog 
(VOCs) 
Table 2.1 Environmental and Health Effects of Waste Types and Identified Pollutants [EMG, 
1993] 
The relatively low costs of raw materials, many of which are mined in South Africa, and 
especially the low disposal costs for wastes, do not encourage industry to make efficient use of 
natural resources. This is the main reason why the producti n of wastes by the South African 
manufacturing sector is relatively high. In the last years, many licenses have been given to new 
waste disposal sites without fully examining and assessing their potential long-term 
environmental impacts. This happened because the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 
had a lack of inspectors to enforce regulations. A significant number of landfill facilities cause 
water, soil and air pollution, which is caused much controversy especially in surrounding 
comunities. [Ast v. et aI., 1996]. Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show a comparative contribution to 
respectively total industry waste and hazardous industry waste by the selected manufacturing 
industries [EMG, 1993]. 
food processing building materials 
2.3% 11.7% 
textiles 
0.9% EI rretallurgical 
• rretal processing 
o pulp and paper 
o textiles 
• food processing 
t3 building materials 
• chemical prod ucts 
Figure 2.1 Comparative Contribution to Total Industry Waste by the Manufacturing Sectors 
[EMG,1993} 
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textiles 
8.7% 
building ffilterials 
0.1% 
electronics 
0.1% 
Iretal process ing 
2.6% 
chemical products 
6.7% 
o Iretallurgical 
• Iretal processing 
o building ffilterials 
o textiles 
• electronics 
CJ chemical products 
Figure 2.2 Comparative Contribution to Hazardous Industry Waste [EMG, 1993} 
In South Africa, water is not abundantly available: rivers and artificial lakes must provide most 
of the water. Although South Afiica is able to meet the water demand at present, problems with 
the water supply can be expected if no measures are taken to improve the efficiency of water 
use, storage, and transport. Pollution and salination of water stocks, caused primarily by the 
manufacturing sector, have a significant negative effect on the natural environment [Ast v. et aI, 
1996]. Table 2.2 gives insight into the water intensity of various processes in the manufacturing 
sector. 
Process Water intake per unit 
Wool, dyeing and fInishing 100 - 600 m3 per ton 
Cotton, wet processing 80 - 600 m3 per ton 
Wool, washing 7 - 40 m3 per ton 
News printing 17 - 30 m3 per ton 
Kraft pulp production, unbleached 12 - 15 m3 ~er ton 
Cardboard manufacturing 1.5 - 22 m3 per ton 
Breweries 8 - 13 liter per liter product 
Abattoirs, with meat canneries 0.8 - 20 m3 per cattle unit 
Table 2.2 Water Consumption per Produced Unit/or Selected Processes [WRC. 1983} 
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Chapter Two - Literature Review 
2.2.2.3 Overall Environmental Overview of the Manufacturing Sector 
Table 2.3 gives an overview of the environmental aspects of various manufacturing sectors in 
South Africa, as selected by EMG [1993] . This table shows that the manufacturing processes 
have various environmental aspects. Therefore they need to be controlled in order to limit their 
environmental effects as much as possible. 
Sub-sector Critical Estimated Estimated Estimated , Water 
aspects total waste hazardous electrical power use 
intensity waste intensity intensity 
(fIR million (fIR million (GWbIR million 
GDP)] GDP)4 GDP)5 
Chemical energy; air 3.9 \.8 1.4 high 
products pollution; 
hazardous 
waste 
Metallurgical energy; air 719.3 47.7 7 .2 high6 
pollution; 
hazardous 
waste 
Metal waste water; 3.3 2 .7 0.1 medium 
processing hazardous 
waste 
Automotive' energy; air part of metal part of metal part of metal medium 
pollution; processing processing processing 
solid waste 
Electronic toxic gases; 0.2 0.2 unlrnown medium 
hazardous 
waste 
Pu Ip and paper energy; 36.1 0.0 l.l high 
water use; 
waste water; 
air pollution 
Textiles water use; 23.6 14.5 0.4 high 
waste water; 
hazardous 
waste 
Food processing water use; 10.6 0.0 0.1 high 
waste water 
Building energy; air 408.4 0.3 1.8 low 
rnaterials2 pollution 
Notes: 
1 inc!. of broader issues relating to "transportation" 
2 chiefly in relation with to cement production as addressed in [EMG, 1993] 
3 based on CSIR [1992] total waste estimates and 1991 GDP data 
4 based on CSIR [1992] hazardous waste estimates and 1991 GDP data 
Water Air Land 
pollution pollution pollution 
7 
high high high 
high" high high 
high low high 
high high9 high 
high medium high 
high high medium 
high low medium 
high low high 
~odour) 
medium high medium 
5 based on ESKOM record of sales for 1991; expected to be underestimated due to exclusion of 
contribution from bulk sales and industry self-production 
6 even with high level of water recycling 
7 refers to pollution load 
8 contamination from landfill and process run-off 
9 with respect to the air pollution impact of "transportation" 
Table 2.3 Overview of Environmental Aspects of Selected Manufacturing Sectors [EMG, J993} 
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Chapter Two - Literature Review 
Phase 1: Planninj! and orj!anisation 
get management commitment 
defrne scope and boundaries of the project 
set up a project team and defrne responsibilities 
set up goals (quantitative or qualitative) and time-planning 
identify sources of data and contact persons 
Phase 2: Pre-assessment 
identify, characterise, and track the facilities waste streams 
draw up process flow charts 
determine mass and energy flows .... 
..... 
start making rough mass and energy balances 
identify the main environmental costs 
select main focus areas 
Phase 3: Assessment 
compile background information on processes, waste types & 
sources, technologies, wm-practices and environmental 
impacts 
gather additional data 
close mass and energy balances 
generate options 
screen and select options for further study 
Phase 4: Feasibility 
technical evaluation 
economical evaluation 
environmental evaluation 
Phase 5: Implementation 
Repeat the process decisions on projects and fInances 
implementation 
evaluate results 
Table 2.4 Waste Minimisation Assessment Procedure [Kothuis & Berkel, 1992J 
The goal of the planning and organisation phase is to obtain management commitment and to 
detennine the overall goals, involvement from company staff, and to set up a time-plan for the 
waste minimisation project. The pre-assessment is an initial overview of the company's 
operations and waste streams and emissions to establish the focus areas for the waste 
minimisation assessment. The objective of the assessment phase is to obtain a clear 
understanding of the sources and causes of wastes and emissions in the focus areas, resulting in 
the identification of improvement options. It involves a detailed study of the focus areas to 
establish as many possible suitable waste minimisation options. Owing the fourth phase, a 
technical, economical and environmental feasibility analysis is conducted on the generated 
waste minimisation options. The last phase incorporates the implementation of the feasible 
waste minimisation options. 
2.4.2 Waste Minimisation Techniques 
Waste minimisation techniques are the creative methods which are used to generate options, 
ideas and opportunities to minimise the generated waste by the company [Janisch, 2000]. Waste 
minimisation techniques can be grouped into two approaches, namely source reduction and 
recycling. 
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Areas in which environmental Core drivers . 
networking initiatives can occur : 
Transportation Shared transport 
Common vehicle maintenance 
Alternative packaging 
Human resources Human resource recruiting 
Joint benefit and wellness packages 
(health insurance etc.) 
Common needs (eg. maintenance) 
Training 
Flexible employee assignment 
Informatio'} / communication systems Internal communication systems 
External information exchange 
Monitoring systems 
Computer and software compatibility 
Joint management systems 
Quality of life / community Integrating work and recreation 
Co-operative education opportunities 
Volunteer and community programmes 
Involvement in regional planning 
Energy Green buildings 
Energy auditing 
Co-generation 
Spin-off energy fInns 
Alternative fuels 
Marketing Green labelling (eco-labelling) 
Accessing "green" markets 
Joint promotions (eg. advertising) 
J oint ventures 
recruiting new companies 
Environment, occupational health and Accident prevention 
Safety Emergency response 
Cleaner production(eg. waste minimisatiorD 
Multimedia planning 
Design for environment (eco-design) 
Shared environmental information systems 
Joint regulatory pennitting 
Production process Pollution prevention 
Scrap reduction and reuse 
Production design 
Common sub-contractors 
Technology sharing and integration 
Table 2.5 Areas and Core Drivers for Networking Initiatives 
Without addressing and overcoming "networking" barriers, it is unlikely that identified co-
operative solutions for SMEs to improve their environmental performance will be implemented. 
According to Coleman [1994], Cote [1994], Lichtenstein & Hoeveler [1996] and Tang et al. 
[1998], the barriers for networking of businesses can be summarised as: 
Dick van Beers 
There might be limited trust amongst network partners which does not encourage 
businesses to work together with each other (trust). 
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Network partners might compete in the same market which limits the willingness of a 
company to establish partnerships with its competitors, especially if the market conditions 
are tight (competitiveness). 
There can be a possible conflict in commercial interests amongst network partners (conflict 
in interests). 
Co-operative solutions may require a change of thinking or working methods; these changes 
concern cultural changes which are often hard to achieve (change 0/ culture). 
Certain co-operative solution might require the exchange of confidential information or 
trade-secrets (confidentiality). 
There is a reluctance to depend on others, companies prefer to be fully in-control 
themselves (dependency). 
There is 'a level of uncertainty involved as certain tasks are given out-of-hand (uncertainty) . 
2.5.5 Success Criteria/or Networkillg 0/ Busillesses 
In order for external parties to successfully assist SMEs in improving their environmental 
performance, success criteria have to be met. Lichtenstein & Hoeveler [1996] mention in their 
work that the following three factors should be considered before initiating a networking 
programme: 
To be "do-able", collaboration between firms has to be based on mutual trust and co-
operation among the participants of business network; 
To be successful, the business networks must have results which are directly linked to the 
specific needs of the all involved partners; 
To be sustainable, the benefits of the business network for the participants must be 
measurable to justify the time and financial investment. 
According to Nesheim and Reve [1996], three phases can be distinguished for the establishment 
of networking initiatives. The first phase is one of developing relationships between (potential) 
partners. Secondly there is an organisational phase. The last phase is the implementation of 
joint actions. The results of the business network will only be there when all three phases have 
been successfully completed. Research of the business networks showed that many of them 
failed, but those that succeeded often achieved results which exceeded their most optimistic 
expectations. 
Nesheim and Reve also state in their work that the establishment of an efficient and effective 
networking initiatives should be based on the following success criteria: 
Dick van Beers 
The networking initiative should include a system or a mechanism which prevents the 
leakage of confidential information. 
The uncertainty or dependency factor should be kept as low as possible. 
The network initiative should be formalised in order to clarify the roles of all parties 
involved, and also to obtain commitment from all participants. 
The network initiatives should aimed at the ordinary business activities which have a high 
potential to gain economic benefits to all involved parties. 
The network initiative needs a facilitator who can co-ordinate the activities and 
involvement of the participants. 
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2.7 Conclusions 
The environmental performance of the South African manufacturing sector is poor, in particular 
amongst SMEs. SMEs lack the expertise, know-how and financial resources to improve their 
environmental performance on their own. 
Waste minimisation is a valid and proven tool for the identification of ways to reduce or 
eliminate wastes. However, the systems boundaries, scope, and focus of the WM-methodology 
seem be too narrow to achieve the required environmental improvement of the South African 
manufacturing sector; a broader approach might be necessary. 
Industrial e.cology offers new opportunities to industry to improve its environmental 
performance. Instead of only addressing the internal flows of a company, as most 
environmental tools do (including the WM-methodology), industrial ecology also assesses the 
external flows. By extending the systems boundaries, additional environmental and economic 
benefits can be gained. The developed methodology to assess the industrial network of an SME 
can be seen as one of the approaches within industrial ecology. 
Based on these observations, it can be concluded that there is a need for the development of a 
practical tool for SMEs which can identify eco-efficient improvements in its industrial network 
in which it operates naturally. 
A review of the theory of industrial ecology and networking of businesses, as well as the 
practical application of these concepts in industry, provide important lessons for the 
development of a method for the identification of eco-efficient improvements in the industrial 
networks of SMEs. Some of the features which the developed methodology must have can be 
derived from the reviewed literature and experiences; which can be summarised as: 
the developed methodology must be simple and practical to apply; 
the industrial network methodology should aim to address and eliminate the barriers of 
industrial networking, and incorporate the drivers for networking initiatives (see Subsection 
2.5.4); 
the identified improvements in the industrial network of an SME must be beneficial to and 
economically, technically and socially feasible for all parties involved in order to obtain 
commitment during the implementation phase; 
the facilitator plays a vital role in co-ordinating the experiments for testing the developed 
methodology. 
Systems thinking and LCA are two valuable concepts for the method development. An 
industrial network, as defined in this research project, is a complex web of organisations 
connected by material, financial and information linkages. The theory of systems analysis can 
provide a framework by which the industrial network of an SME can be analysed. A matrix 
LCA seems to be a useful tool, which is simple enough to be applied by SMEs, for the 
identification of environmental constraints in the industrial network of an SME. 
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network model, which could be involved to utilise the driver in question. The barriers for 
networking of businesses are also linked to the core drivers. 
Drivers of co-operative Possible co-operative partners Potential barriers: 
initiatives within industrial within industrial network: 
network: 
Materials 
Shared buying competitors competitiveness, 
confidentiality 
Customer / supplier relations competitors competitiveness, 
confidentiality 
By-product connections suppliers, clients, competitors, trust, change of culture, 
support organisations, waste confidentiality, dependency, 
treatment companies uncertainty 
Creating new material and product clients, competitors competitiveness, 
markets confidentiality, trust 
Transportation 
Shared transport suppliers, clients, competitors, conflict of interest, change of 
waste treatment companies culture, dependency 
Common vehicle maintenance suppliers, clients, competitors, conflict of interest, trust 
maintenance companies 
Alternative packaging suppliers, clients conflict of interest 
Human resources 
Human resource recruiting shareholders, competitors, support trust, competitiveness, 
organisations conflict of interest, change of 
culture, confidentiality 
Joint benefit and wellness packages shareholders, competitors, support conflict of interest 
(health insurance etc.) organisations 
Training suppliers, clients, competitors, trust, competitiveness, 
support organisations conflict of interest 
Flexible employee assignment suppliers, clients, competitors, trust, competitiveness, 
support organisations change of culture, 
dependency, uncertainty 
Information / communication systems 
External infonnation exchange shareholders, suppliers, clients, trust, change of culture, 
support organisations, government confidentiality 
Monitoring systems shareholders, suppliers, clients, trust, change of culture, 
support organisations confidentiality 
Computer and software shareholders, suppliers, clients, confidentiality, dependency 
compatibility support organisations 
Joint management systems shareholders, suppliers, clients, trust, change of culture, 
support organisations confidentiality 
Quality of life / community 
Integrating work and recreation community organisations trust, conflict of interest 
Shared sponsoring all network partners trust, conflict of interest 
Energy 
Energy exchange support organisations, trust, change of culture, 
maintenance companies dependency, uncertainty 
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Drivers of co-operative Possible co-operative partners Potential barriers: 
initiatives within industrial within industrial network: 
network: 
Energy monitoring and auditing suppliers, clients, competitors, change of culture, 
support organisations, confidentiality 
maintenance companies 
Marketing 
Green labelling (eco-labelling) suppliers, clients, competitors, competitiveness, conflict of 
support organisations interest, confidentiality 
Accessing "green" markets clients, competitors, support competitiveness, change of 
organisations culture, confidentiality 
Joint promotions (eg. advertising) clients, competitors, support conflict of interest, change of 
organisations culture, competitiveness 
Joint ventures suppliers, clients, competitors trust, competitiveness, 
conflict of interest, 
dependency 
Environment., health and safety 
Accident prevention support organisations, govenunent trust 
Emergency response support organisations, govenunent trust 
Cleaner production (eg. waste suppliers, clients, competitors, conflict of interest, change of 
minimisation) support org nisations, culture, confidentiality 
govenunent, waste treatment 
companies 
Design for environment suppliers, clients, support trust, conflict of interest, 
( eco-design) organisations, waste treatment change of culture, 
companies confidentiality 
Shared environmental information suppliers, clients, support trust, change of culture, 
systems organisations, govenunent confidentiality 
Production process 
Production process optimisation suppliers, clients, competitors, competitiveness, conflict of 
support organisations, waste interest, change of culture, 
treatment companies confidentiality 
Shared sub-contractors suppliers, clients, competitors change of culture, 
dependency, uncertainty 
Technology sharing and integration suppliers, clients, competitors trust, competitiveness, 
change of culture, 
confidentiality, dependency 
Table 3.1 Drivers and Barriers Jor Improvements within Industrial Network Model 
Table 3.1 reveals that there is potential for improvement within the industrial network of a 
company. It has to be mentioned that this table is based on the opinion and experience of the 
author of this thesis; the purpose of the table is just to give an indication of the improvement 
potential within the industrial network and the expected baniers. 
The industrial network approach should incorporate the discussed drivers for networking of 
businesses and should provide a mechanism to overcome or eliminate the addressed barriers. 
Systems Analysis and the Industrial Network Approach 
As discussed in the literature review, a system can be defined as a plan or scheme to which 
things are connected into a whole. The definition of a system can be applied to the industrial 
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framework of matrix-LCA has to be adjusted in order to make suitable for its "new" purpose. 
The adjusted matrix LCA, which is named "network impact matrix", will be discussed in 
Subsection 3.7.2.2 as it is part of the assessment phase of the developed industrial network 
approach. 
3.3 Phases of the Proposed Industrial Network Assessment 
The proposed industrial network assessment consists of four phases; viz. the inventory phase, 
the assessment phase, the discussion / selection phase and the feasibility phase, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
Inventory phase 
Assessment phase 
Discussion and selection phase 
Feasibility phase 
Figure 3.4 Four Phases o/the Industrial Network Assessment 
During the inventory phase, information on the structure and functioning of the company's 
industrial network is gathered, including the visualisation of the industrial network. 
Improvement options within the industrial network are sought in the assessment phase. These 
identified improvement options have to be discussed and the options with the highest potential 
to be successful have to be selected. The last phase consists of a feasibility analysis on the 
selected improvement options. 
3.4 Proposed Procedure of an Industrial Network Assessment 
Figure 3.5 shows the proposed procedure for an industrial network assessment. Each step 
within this procedure will be discussed in the following sections. 
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la) Prepare the worksheets for the network mapping 
~ 
I b) Transfer information of WM pre-assessment in 
network mapping worksheets 
+ 
Ic) Have interviews with SME staff to complete 
worksheets network mapping 
i 
Id) Visualise (plot) industrial network by using 
a flow-charter computer programme 
i 
Ie) Discuss industrial network with SME I. .... ..... 
i 
If) Adjust industrial network 
Figure 3.7 Procedure for the Mapping of an Industrial Network 
Step la: prepare the worksheets for the network mapping 
To gather the network information as efficiently as possible, worksheets have been developed 
for each network section. The worksheets can be adjusted according to particular characteristics 
or needs of the company. Appendix A includes the framework of the worksheets, which were 
used for the mapping of the company's network. 
Step 1 b: transfer information ofWM pre-assessment in network mapping worksheets 
At companies where a waste minimisation assessment is conducted, a pre-assessment report is 
made in order to select priority areas to focus on during the waste minimisation assessment 
phase. All the information of the pre-assessment report, which is valuable for the mapping for 
the SME's industrial network, has to be transferred into the network mapping worksheets. This 
will make the interviews more efficient as the information will only be gathered once. 
Step Ic: have interviews with SME staff to complete worksheets network mapping 
Interviews are held with the company staff to complete the network mapping worksheets. 
Depending on the network section, the interviewees are chosen. The worksheets are used as a 
guideline during the interviews. 
Step Id: visualise (Plot) industrial network by using a flow-charter computer programme 
The completed worksheets contain the relevant information to map the industrial network 
around the company. The industrial network is visualised with computer software (Micrografx 
Flowcharter) and is plotted in color on A I-paper size. 
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Description 
Brainstorming Session 
One technique to identify potential network improvements is to conduct a network 
brainstorming session, which is done with company staff of the SME. An industrial ecology 
checklist is used as a guideline during the discussion. This checklist is an abridged version of 
the checklists set up by Graedel & Allenby [1995] and DeSimone & Popoff [1997]. The 
brainstorming session relies on the company staffs experience and their knowledge of the 
industrial network. It is important to create an open atmosphere so that as many potential 
network improvements as possible can be generated. 
Table 3.3 shows the framework of the checklist which is used during the brainstorming session 
with the staff members. The complete checklist can be found in Appendix B. 
Ref. no. CHECKLIST OF BRAINSTORMING SESSION 
1. Energy Comments 
l.X Check questions 
2. Environmental management Comments 
2.X Check questions 
3. Inspection / maintenance Comments 
3.X Check questions 
4. Packaging Comments 
4.x Check questions 
5. Process optimisation Comments 
S.X Check questions 
6. Product design Comments 
6.X Check questions 
7. . Transport Comments 
7.X Check questions 
8. Wastes Comments 
8.x Check questions 
Table 3.3 Frameworkfor the Brainstorming Checklist 
Network Impact Matrix 
The second technique to generate potential network improvements is to conduct a network 
impact matrix. The network impact matrix is based on the matrix LCA as described by Graedel 
[1998]. The goal of the network impact matrix is the identification of environmental constraints 
within the industrial network. Once the network constraints have been identified, possible ways 
to eliminate these constraints can be sought through a pro-active partnership approach. 
Table 3.4 shows the framework of the network impact matrix. Instead of the life-cycle phases, 
the different phases within the industrial network are given. The developed worksheets to 
conduct a network impact matrix are included in Appendix C. 
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Network Impact Matrix Environmental concerns 
Material Energy Solid Liquid Gaseous Total 
choice* use* nsidues* residues* residues* 
Network sections: 
Pre-manufacturing 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 Suml20 
Product manufacturing by 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 Suml20 
company 
Product packaging and 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 o -4 Suml20 
transport (to& from 
company) 
Product handling by I'r, 2nd, 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 o -4 Suml20 
3rd tier clients 
Waste processing by 0-4 0-4 0-4 0-4 o -4 Suml20 
recycling / waste treatment 
companies 
Total score Suml20 Suml20 Suml20 Suml20 Suml20 Sum'lOO 
* rating from 0 (lowest impact on the environment) to 4 (highest impact on the environment) 
Table 3.4 Frameworkfor the Network Impact Matrix (after Graedel [1998]) 
Experiences, as discussed in the literature review, indicate that a full quantitative LCA is not 
feasible for SMEs due to the lack of time, knowledge and finance [Guld, 1998]. However, the 
abridged LCA method described by Graedel [1998] works with subjective ratings for the 
various environmental concerns (material choice, energy use, solid residues, liquid residues and 
gaseous residues) and can be done with much less time and financial investment. As the ratings 
of the environmental concerns are subjective, it is important to discuss the network impact 
matrix with various industry and LCA specialists and to consult available literature. This will 
prevent ratings from being incorrectly interpreted and/or certain network improvements being 
unidentified. The scoring guidelines and protocols for an abridged life cycle assessment, as 
described in Graedel's work, can provide assistance for assessing the environmental concerns 
for each life cycle stage or network section. These guidelines are included in Appendix D. 
The network impact matrix will largely be based on information gathered during step 1 of the 
developed procedure for the industrial network assessment, the mapping of the industrial 
network, and readily available data from other external resources. 
3.8 Step 5: Summarise the Potential Improvement Opportunities 
3.8.1 Purpose 
The network brainstorming session and network impact matrix will identify potential network 
improvements. To streamline the discussions with staff members, the results of these two 
techniques have to be summarised as managers of SMEs often have a time-constraint. Their 
time should therefore be used as efficient and effective as possible. It is not feasible, time-wise, 
to discuss the findings of the brainstorming session and network impact matrix in great detail. 
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3.8.2 Description 
Table 3.5 shows the framework of the summary of the identified improvement options. This 
summary should provide enough information to the staff members for the selection of options 
for which a detailed feasibility analysis is required. 
Potential Option Action Potential Identified by Select option 
improvement characteristics plan network partners WM- for detailed 
option to work together assessment? feasibility 
with analysis? 
Table 3.5 Framework/or the Summary o/the Identified Improveme t Options 
The identified improvement options are classified as an internal or an external improvement. 
An internal improvement is defined as an improvement, which "only" has an economic, 
technical and social impact within the company's physical boundaries. An external option has 
an economic, technical and social impact outside the company's boundaries as well. The 
environmental impact is, per definition, outside the company's physical boundaries. 
The column "Option characteristics" evaluates who will benefit from the option and states if 
the option is an internal or external improvement. 
The proposed actions to implement an option are given in the third column; this plan will give 
insight into the required time-investment to make an option successful. 
The implementation of certain options may require the co-operation from network partners; 
which partners should or could get involved during the implementation is outlined in the fourth 
column. 
If an industrial network assessment is conducted in addition to a waste minimisation 
assessment, some options might have already been identified by the waste minimisation 
assessment. It has to be decided if these options need further attention or a follow-up. 
The last column is used to indicate whether an option is selected for a detailed feasibility 
analysis or not. This decision is made during step 6 of the industrial network assessment 
procedure. 
3.9 Step 6: Select Improvement Opportunities 
3.9.1 Purpose 
Based on the results of step 5, a summary of the potential network improvement opportunities, 
a selection has to be made of options which have the highest potential of success and are most 
valuable for further investigation. 
3.9.2 Description 
The selection will be made during a discussion meeting, attended by company staff and the 
facilitator(s) of the industrial network assessment. 
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4 Ap, licatioll 0 the Method to a MediulII Emerprise ;11 the Textile Sector 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes and evaluates the results of the application of the industrial network 
assessment at a company in the textile sector between May and September 1999. 
A textile printing company participating in the research project "An Industrial Symbiosis View 
of SMEs" was selected for testing the developed industrial network assessment for the first 
time. 
According to the SME-definition given in the introduction (Chapter 1), the textile printing 
company can be classified as a medium-sized enterprise. The company meets all quantitative 
(total annual turnover, total asset value and number of employees) criteria of a medium-sized 
enterprise. The company also meets the qualitative criteria of an SME. 
The textile company did not complete a full waste minimisation assessment before the 
industrial network approach was tested. For this reason, it is not possible to evaluate the results 
and experiences of the industrial network assessment against a conducted waste minimisation 
assessment. However, a waste minimisation pre-assessment report had been compiled for the 
company; also a water savings project was carried out before the industrial network assessment 
was started. 
During the experimental work with the textile printing company, the network impact matrix 
was conducted after completion of the network brainstorming session. At the metal finishing 
company (described in Chapter 5), the network impact matrix was completed first. The 
optimum sequence of these two techniques will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7 "Discussion 
and Conclusions". 
In order to understand the tenninology used in this chapter and the results of the experiment, a 
general overview of the South African textile industry and the textile printing company, 
respectively, is given in the following two sections. After this general overview, the results of 
the industrial network assessment at the textile printing company are discussed. 
4.2 The South African Textile Industry 
4.2.1 A Brief Description of the Textile Processes 
Activities in the textile sector include the processing of wool and cotton and the manufacturing 
of textile products, including yams and woven cloths. The production process in the textile 
industry can be divided into different stages. 
The textile industry in South Africa can be segmented into the following major sectors: 
Dick van Beers 
Fibre production 
Spinning 
Weaving 
Knitting 
Non-wovens 
Carpet production 
Fabric coating 
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The main fibres used in this industry are wool, cotton and synthetic fibres. Cotton is the most 
used fibre, wool and synthetic fibres are approximately equally used. Polyester is the most 
common synthetic fibre [EMG, 1993]. The processing stages of wool, cotton and synthetic 
fibres are displayed in Table 4.1. A detailed description of the different stages is provided in the 
glossary of this thesis. 
Wool Cotton Synthetic 
Scouring Carding Weaving or knitting 
Carding Spinning Scouring 
Spinning Sizing Dyeing 
Knitting or weaving Weaving Scouring and bleaching 
Wetscouririg Desizing Finishing 
Fulling Scouring 
Washing Mercerising and caustic recovery 
Bleaching and rinsing Bleaching and washing 
Dyeing, printing and fInishing Dyeing or printing 
Finishing and drying 
Table 4.1 Involved Stages of Wool, Cotton and Synthetic Fibre Processing [Barclay, 1996J 
Companies in the textile industry include both large scale milling and treatment companies and 
SMEs. The large scale facilities have continuous and automated operating systems and the 
SMEs use batch and manual modes of operation. The advantage of SMEs is that they have the 
flexibility to process variable bathes or amoW1ts of fabrics and garments on a contract basis and 
are better able to meet the specific requirements of clients .. 
4.2.2 Environmental Aspects oj Textile Processes [EMG, 1993J 
Wet-finishing processes to treat woven yarns and fabrics cause the most significant 
environmental impacts of the textile industry. Large amoW1ts of water and various kinds of dyes 
and chemicals are used and discharged as liquid waste during the wet-finishing processes. 
Hence the critical problems are identified as: 
water consumption; and 
waste generated as highly contaminated aqueous effluent and sludge wastes. 
Rinsing operations are responsible for a significant amoW1t of the water consumption in the 
textile industry. Rinsing is necessary to remove process chemicals between the various process 
stages. Without rinsing, process chemicals will have a negative effect on the subsequent 
process steps; viz. reduced efficiency and effectiveness and poor product quality. 
The effluent of wet-finishing processes often requires a wastewater facility to treat the natural 
impurities derived from the fibre and the process chemicals (mainly from rinsing processes) 
discharged to the sewer. The effluent can contain a.o. organic compoW1ds, dissolved organic 
salts, sulphates, dyes and heavy metals. Most SMEs can not afford a wastewater treatment plant 
due to the high investment and maintenance costs. However, a treatment facility does not 
eliminate the environmental impacts of the effluent. The treatment facility will generate sludge 
containing heavy metals and inorganic salts. In South Africa, this sludge is mainly disposed on 
landfill sites. 
Hazardous gaseous emissions, mainly volatile organics, are generated during bleaching 
operations and from drying operations for printed fabrics. 
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The textile industry also generates significant amounts of packaging. Although the packaging is 
not considered as a hazardous waste, it is certainly a matter of concern because of the large 
amounts. The bulk of this waste is not recycled or reused in South Africa, but ends up on 
landfill sites as well. This is unfortunate as most packaging waste has a great potential to be 
reduced, reused or recycled in a cost-effective way. 
4.2.3 Support Organisations in the South African TextiLe Industry 
Appendix E includes an institutional framework for the South African textile industry; it briefly 
summarises the services offered by each support organisation. The framework gives an 
indication of organisations that can assist SMEs within the textile sector in improving their 
environmental and economic performance. 
The following organisations are included in this overview: 
CSIR - Division of Textiles (Textek) 
Department of Trade and Industry - Directorate: Textile, Clothing and Footwear (TCF) 
Textile Federation (Texfed) 
Textile Institute (TI) 
Clothing Federation 
Clotex 
- Textile Training Board 
South African Cotton Textiles Process Employer Organisation (SACfPEA) 
South African Clothing and Textile Workers Union (SACTWU) 
South African Dyers and Finishers Association (SADF A) 
4.2.4 A Brief Economic Review of the South African Textile Industry [Naumann, 2000aj 
The textile industry is responsible for a notable contribution to South Africa's gross domestic 
product (GDP); 2% of the GDP is generated by textile production and sales. 
It is estimated that 74% of South African textile companies are Small, Medium and Micro 
Enterprises (SMMEs). The government will increase its support (financial and other) to 
SMMEs as these companies are important for employment creation in the textile sector and its 
related upstream and downstream business partners. 
The textile industry is currently under pressure, due to the globalisation of trade and the 
increased external access to the local market. The local industry in particular does not utilise 
the market opportunities offered by the globalisation of the economy and trade. The 
globalisation of trade challenges South Africa in a number of ways; viz. in terms of illegal 
imports, international agreements, cost of capital, productivity and input price developments. 
The sector provides a significant number of direct and indirect employment opportunities. 
However, the textile employment numbers have decreased from approximately 100,000 direct 
employees in 1990 to about 63,500 employees in 1999. This is a decrease of almost 35%, the 
indirect employment figures not included. This decrease can be largely explained by the 
restructuring of the textile sector. Labour in the textile sector is regarded as unproductive and 
not internationally competitive, mainly due to the high percentage of low skilled workers in 
textile production. 
For the last 10 years, the import and export of textile products have increased, although the 
exports have grown at a greater rate than the imports. The development of the exchange rate of 
the South African Rand against foreign currency (e.g. European countries and USA) favours 
the marketability of South African textile products and reduces the effects of the low 
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Another contaminant (of the textile company's effluent) is the screenwash, which is considered 
to be hazardous. The screenwash is used to remove the left-over coloured pastes from the rotary 
screens. Both the screen wash and the dissolved emulsion are disposed into the sewer. 
The wastewater from the printing process is also contaminated with the glue that is used to stick 
the fabric onto the blanket. However, this is not regarded as a major concern. The glue contains 
polyvinyl alcohol and is not considered hazardous; the glue is applied in diluted form. 
Solid Waste (Coloured Paste) 
On completion of a print job, there is always left-over coloured paste because more coloured 
paste is made than is actually necessary. Extra coloured paste compensates for process faults or 
unforeseen ~ituations. It would be a loss of valuable capital and human resources if the printing 
machine has to be stopped due to a shortage of coloured paste. 
The textile company has a so-called colour-kitchen which enables the transformation of used 
coloured pastes into coloured paste with a new colour. Each coloured paste has its own recipe, 
which means that the composition of each formulated coloured paste (mixture of pigments with 
paste components such as binder, hardener, softener) is unique. The coloured paste's recipe 
depends on the characteristics of the design, the used fabric and the printing machine. The 
company's years of experience has led to the formulation of the required recipe of a coloured 
paste for each job. The recipes of all stored coloured pastes are saved in the database of the 
colour kitchen machine. A new coloured paste can be composed of the Ieft-over coloured paste. 
This is financially and environmentally attractive as no or fewer newly bought raw materials 
have to be used. 
However, not all waste coloured pastes can be reused because it is often not possible to transfer 
a dark colour coloured paste into a lighter colour. There are also limitations to the time-span 
over which coloured pastes can be stored. For these reasons, a part of the used coloured pastes 
have to be disposed of as hazardous waste. 
Energy Use 
The most energy-intensive processes of the textile company are the curing and stentering of the 
printed fabric. Both machines are heated by gas. Although the curing and stentering are energy-
intensive processes, they are regarded as energy-efficient because they are technologically 
advanced. 
The printing process can also be considered to be energy-intensive, although less so than the 
curing and stentering process. The two rotating printing machines are electrically-powered. 
4.4 Waste Minimisation Activities conducted at Textile Printing Company 
Although a full waste minimisation assessment was not conducted at the textile printing 
company, a waste minimisation pre-assessment report was completed and a follow-up project 
was started to reduce their water consumption. These two projects are described in the 
following subsections. 
4.4.1 Waste Minimisation Pre-Assessment Report 
The waste minimisation pre-assessment report of the textile company was written by a student 
at the Department of Chemical Engineering of the University of Cape Town as part of his 
practical internship for a Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemical Engineering [Wright, 1998]. 
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The aim of this report was to get an initial overview of the company's operations, waste streams 
and emissions in order to establish the focus areas for the waste minimisation assessment. 
The focus areas selected for the textile printing company were: 
Water consumption: the rotary printing process and the cleaning of the screens after printing 
are water-intensive process and have a high waste minimisation potential through good 
housekeeping and technology changes. 
Waste coloured paste: it was estimated that 15% of the coloured paste is not transferred 
onto the fabric. For both the rotary and the flatscreen plant, roughly 10,000 kg of wasted 
coloured paste is disposed of per year as hazardous waste. The cost of raw material that 
will be ~equired to make-up one kg of coloured paste is considered to be relatively high, 
approximately 3.50 ZAR per kg. 
Pollution oj effluent: during the printing process and cleaning of the used printing screen, 
the water becomes contaminated with coloured pastes, which have a negative impact on the 
BOD of the effluent. Good housekeeping practices and technology changes could probably 
reduce the water pollution caused by the textile company. 
The waste minimisation assessment was not completed as no students could be found with the 
required expertise and time to carry out this project. 
4.4.2 Water Consumption Project 
Although a full waste minimisation assessment was not carried out at the textile company, a 
Dutch student followed-up on the recommendation of the waste minimisation pre-assessment to 
investigate the possibilities of reducing the water consumption at the company. This project 
was part of her internship for the Degree of Bachelor in Environmental Engineering at the 
Hogeschool Delft in the Netherlands [Bakker, 1999]. Only the rotary plant was taken into 
consideration for this assessment because it is responsible for 94% of the water consumption. 
A detailed assessment of the water consumption was carried out to determine the exact amount 
of water flowing through the company and, subsequently, to generate improvement options to 
reduce the water consumption. Water meters were also installed in order to get a correct water 
balance for the rotary plant. The water balance indicated the amount of water that was used by 
each process step. 
A brainstorming session was held with the production staff in order to generate options to 
reduce the water consumption at the company. A presentation about waste minimisation and its 
benefits was given to the participants before starting the actual brainstorming session. 23 
options were generated during the brainstorming session, of which 8 were selected for further 
investigation. A description of these selected prevention options and their financial savings can 
be found in Appendix F. 
4.5 Conducted Experiments with the Industrial Network Approach at the Textile Printing 
Company 
This section and the following sections discuss the experiments and results of the developed 
industrial network approach at the textile printing . The evaluation of the developed 
methodology itself is outlined in Chapter 6. 
The experiments were facilitated by the author of this thesis. He was therefore responsible for 
the co-ordination and the results of the conducted experiments at the textile company. 
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Ref. Additional improvement options identified by industrial network approach Intemalor 
no. external im-
provement 
option? 
5.2 Replacement of currently used hazardous process chemicals by available less Internal 
hazardous alternatives. 
6. Product desi~n 
6.1 Obtain approval for the EU Eco-labeling scheme. External 
7. Transport 
NA Included in option 4.1 External 
8. Wastes 
8.1 Assessment of general waste for valuable, recyclable components. Internal 
8.2 Participation in waste exchange progranune. External 
Table 4.2 Overview of Results of Industrial Network Assessment 
4.7.2 Screening of Identified Options 
Although a full waste minimisation assessment has not been conducted at the case-study 
company, the options, identified by the developed industrial network assessment, will probably 
be identified by a waste minimisation assessment as well. Table 4.3 indicates those options that 
are typical waste minimisation options. Therefor, these options do not add value to the 
developed industrial network assessment. 
The internal and external improvement options are discussed separately ill the following 
subsections. 
Ref. Improvement options identified by industrial network ' Would have been identified by 
no. assessment waste minimisation assessment? 
Internal improvement options: 
1.1 Usage of alternative energy for heating processes. Yes 
4.2 Reuse of plastic foil to wrap printed fabric instead of Yes 
using new plastic foil. 
4.3 Reduction of environmental impact of packaging of Probably not, not main focus of 
supplied chemicals. waste minimisation methodology 
5.2 Replacement of currently used hazardous process Yes 
chemicals by available less hazardous alternatives. 
8.1 Assessment of general waste for valuable, recyclable Yes 
components. 
External improvement options: 
2.1 Better utilisation of the services offered by support No, outside scope of waste 
organisations. minimisation methodology 
2.2 Utilisation of available environmental incentive schemes No, outside scope of waste 
from the government. minimisation methodology 
2.3 Optimisation of handling and washing requirements of No, outside scope of waste 
clothing. minimisation methodology 
4.1 Improvement of packaging, transport standards and No, outside scope of waste 
efficiency within client-part of textile company's network. minimisation methodology 
5.1 Application of JIT-principle at textile printing company. No, outside scope of waste 
minimisation methodology 
6.1 Obtain approval for the EU Eco-labeling scheme. No, outside scope of waste 
minimisation methodology 
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Ref. Improvement options identified by industrial network Would have been identified by 
no. assessment waste minimisation assessment? 
8.2 Participation in waste exchange programme. No, outside scope of waste 
minimisation methodology 
Table 4.3 Screening oj the Internal and External Improvement Options 
4.7.3 Evaluation of Internal Improvement Options 
4.7.3.1 
The aim of the industrial network assessment is to identifY eco-efficient improvements in the 
industrial network of the textile printing company, the so-called external improvement options. 
The internal, options, therefore, do not add value to the developed industrial network approach. 
However, the internal options will be discussed briefly in order to give an impression of the 
environmental improvement potential of the case-study company. 
Evaluation oj Internal Options - Typical Waste Minimisation Options 
Table 4.4 gives an overview of the internal improvement options, identified by the industrial 
network assessment, which would most probably have been identified by a waste minimisation 
assessment. For each option, it is indicated if it was selected for a feasibility analysis and 
whether the option is estimated to be feasible or not. 
Ref. Internal improvement options - Selected for Estimated 
no. typical waste minimisation options feasibility feasible? 
'.- analysis? 
1.1 Usage of alternative energy for heating processes. No N.A. 
4.2 Reuse of plastic foil to wrap printed fabric instead of using Yes Yes 
new plastic foil. 
5.2 Replacement of currently used hazardous process chemicals Yes Yes INo 
by available less hazardous alternatives. 
8.1 Assessment of general waste for valuable, recyclable No N.A. 
components. 
Table 4.4 Internal Options - Typical Waste Minimisation Options 
Use of Alternative Energy for Heating Purposes 
Option 1.1 concerns the application of alternative energy in the pnntmg, curing and/or 
stentering process that are regarded as the three most energy-intensive processes of the textile 
company. Gas is used to heat up the curing and stentering machines and the rotary printing 
machines run on electricity. 
This option was not selected for a feasibility study because the alternative energy can not meet 
the high energy requirements of the printing, curing and stentering process. Additionally, the 
electricity costs (ZAR per kWh) are extremely low in South Africa and the investment costs for 
alternative energy equipment (eg. solar energy) are considered to be high. These observations 
do not make the investment in alternative energy cost effective. 
Reuse of Plastic Foil to Wrap Printed Fabric Instead of Using New Plastic Foil 
The incoming fabric, supplied by the clients of the textile printing company, is wrapped in 
plastic foil. The plastic foil is collected by the local community who sell the it to a plastic 
recycling company. After printing, the fabric is wrapped again in new plastic foil and sent back 
to its clients. 
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Ref. External improvement options Selected for Estimated Estimated 
no. feasibility feasible for feasible in 
analysis? company? network? 
5.1 Application of JIT-principle at textile Yes No N.A. 
printing comQ,my. 
6.1 Obtain approval for EU Eco-labeling Yes No Yes 
scheme. 
8.2 Participation in waste exchange Yes Yes N.A. 
programme. 
Table 4.6 Evaluation oj External Improvement Options 
A rough feasibility analysis was conducted for the external improvement options in order to 
estimate the practical viability thereof. The feasibility concerned an environmental, economical, 
technical and social evaluation of each option. 
An external improvement option might not be feasible for the textile printing company. It can, 
however, be a feasible option for one or more network partners of the case-study company 
(indicated in the last column of Table 4.6). 
Figure 4.3 illustrates how the selected external improvement options fit into the industrial 
network model and which network sections should get involved to successfully implement the 
improvement option. The following subsections will discuss each option in detail. 
winning of raw materials 
OpCloa 6.1 
utility providing 
companies 
(electricity and water) 
'Shareholders 
Optiolll.l 
local government & 
community 
organisations 
production of 
raw materials 
support 
organisations 
production of 
POP-materials 
(part of product) 
Oplloa 1.3 OpUoa 4.1 
product end-users competitors 
List Or selected external improvement options: 
Option 2.1 Better utilisation of the services offered by support organisations. 
production of 
aiding materials 
(not part of product) 
Oplloa 5.1 
waste treatment 
companies 
maintenance 
companies 
Optloa 8.1 
Option 2.2 Utilisation of available environmental incentive schemes from the government. 
Option 2.3 Optimisation of handling and washing requirements of clothing. 
Option 4.1 Improvement of packaging, transport standards and efficiency within client-part of textile 
Option 5.1 
Option 6.1 
Option 8.2 
company's network. 
Application of nT-principle at textile printing company. 
Obtain approval for the EU Eco-Iabeling scheme. 
Participation in waste exchange programme. 
Figure 4.3 External Improvement Options Linked with Industrial Network Model 
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The South African government has various financial incentive schemes available to promote 
the business development of SMEs. The growth of the SME-sector is a keyfactor in promoting 
economic growth, social equity and employment creation. Incentive schemes are controlled by 
the Department of Trade and Industry (DTl) or the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC). 
Although the IDC is a government owned organisation, the corporation's autonomy and 
independence is guaranteed. The IDC has been set up to assist in the development and 
expansion of the South African manufacturing sector [Naumann, 2000b]. 
There is only one incentive scheme available that aims to encourage SMEs to improve their 
environmental performance - the IDC's Cleaner Production Scheme. This scheme provides 
financing with interest rates of up to 2% below the prime rate in South Africa. The financing 
should be uS,ed for the modernisation of existing plant and equipment, the expansion of existing 
industries and the establishments of new ventures aimed at cleaner production technologies 
[DT!, 1997]. 
The case-study company regularly invests in the latest printing technologies as technology 
advancement is one of the key factors of the company's competitive advantage. These new 
technologies improve the process efficiency and therefore, in most cases, reduce the negative 
impact on the environment as fewer raw materials and energy are used. An example of such an 
investment is the automatic colour kitchen, which the textile company bought in 1998; this 
machine enables the company to reuse a part of the used coloured pastes internally. 
The textile printing company could apply for a loan with the reduced interest rate from IDC's 
Cleaner Production Scheme for future investments. However, the textile company will not 
benefit from this scheme because it can get financial assistance from its holding company at an 
even lower interest rate. Additionally, the application process for a loan via the Cleaner 
Production Scheme was regarded as complex and time-consuming, with no guarantee of 
success. Based on these reasons, this external option is not considered to be feasible. 
Option 2.3: Optimisation of Handling and Washing Requirements of Clothing 
A classification of option 2.3 is given in Table 4.9. 
Option was generated by: Yes No Reference 
Network brai stonning session X Question 2.6 in brainstonning checklist 
(App. H) 
Network impact matrix X Product handling by first, second and 
third clients (App. 1) 
Options aims to optimise: Direct In- No Environmental benefits of 
* dired* option: 
Material flow(s) in industrial network X Option will reduce material and 
Financial flow(s) in industrial network X energy use and liquid (water) 
Information flow(s) in industrial network X emissions 
* by unprovement of one flow category (duect optumsatlOn), another flow category nught be optumsed 
as well (indirect optimisation) 
Table 4.9 Classification of External Option 2.3 
A life cycle assessment on a cotton men's shirt carried out by Diehl [1994] showed that the user 
phase is responsible for most of the waste generation and the energy use. Although this LCA 
was only carried out on a cotton men's shirt, it is stipulated that the waste generation and 
energy use of clothing in general is the most significant during the user phase. 
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in an assembly line. In order to accomplish this, an attempt must be made to drive all queues 
toward zero and achieving the ideal lot size of one unit. 
The textile printing company could possibly benefit from the JIT-principle to reduce inventory 
levels, improve product quality, reduce production and delivery lead times. JIT applies 
primarily to repetitive manufacturing processes in which the same products and components are 
produced over and over again. The company's production process does not meet those criteria 
as almost all printing jobs are unique and printed in accordance with specific requirements from 
the clients. This option is therefore regarded as unfeasible for the textile printing company. 
However, the case-study companies tries to keep its stocks as low as possible in order to limit 
the associated costs and risks of ageing, leaking and accidental losses. 
Option 6.1: Obtain Approval for EU Eco-labelling Scheme 
A classification of option 6.1 is given in Table 4.12. 
Option was ~enerated by: Yes No Reference 
Network brainstorming session X Question 6.4 in brainstorming checklist 
(App. H) 
Network impact matrix X Product handling by first, second and 
third clients (App. I) 
Options aims to optimise: Direct In- No Environmental benefits of 
* direrl'* option: 
Material flow(s) in industrial network X Option rmy iOOirectl.y ~ve all 
Financial flow(s) in industrial network X enviromrental concerns (material 
Information flow(s) in industrial network X choice, energy use, solid / liquid / 
gaseous residues) 
* by improvement of one flow category (direct optimisation), another flow category might be optimised 
as well (indirect optimisation) 
Table 4.12 Classification of External Option 6.1 
The interest in Europe for "envirorlIrentally fuend1y" textiles is growing due to the increasing environrrmtal 
awareness armng end-constIIlHS. fu develqJing countries, su:.:h as South Afiica, this market is limited due to the 
low consideration of the environrrrnt wh:n coosidering product purchases [Hyvarinen, 1996]. The South Afiican 
market is rrninly driven by pice, and to a less exten~ quality. The export market is the main market for "green" 
textiles manufuctured in South Afiica. This rreans that potential export clients have a great influence on how the 
production of "green" products will develop in South Afiica. 
1l"xTe are various textile eco-Iabels in Europe, all of which are voluntary: sotre are national, while otix:rs are so-
called "private" labels, which cover a wider geographic area. Ero-labelling criteria for textiles have only existed for 
three years now, and different eco-labelling sc~ have not yet matured [Burdett, 1997]. 
Option 6.1 "Obtain approval for EO eco-Iabelling schetre" assesses the extent to which the textile pinting 
company rreets the requirerrents of the EO eco-labelling schetre. If the case-6Il.rly company decides to obtain EO 
eco-label approval, it can use this schetre as a rrnrketing instrurrent to enter the international muket. The EO eco-
labelling schetre has been chosen because it is believed that this schetre will be the new standard for the European 
market [Tascher, 1997]. Additionally, the EU eco-Iabelling schetre is 00sed on the product's impacts on the 
envirorurent during its entire life cycle whereas roost other sche:m::s tend to focus only on the finished products. 
The objective of the EU eco-labelling schetre is to proroote the design, muketing and use of products that have a 
low environrrental ~ during their entire life cycle. It also provides COl1Sl.IIrerS with better infonmtion on the 
environrrental ~ of the products without significantly compromising on the properties that mike a product fit 
for use. 
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In order to obtain EU eco-labelling arvoval for the textile cof1¥U1y, both the rotary and fJatscreen printing process 
have to rreet the requirerrmts. An a.sses<>rnnt of the cof1¥U1Y's processes showed that the textile company 
currently does not rreet the requirerrents of the EU eco-labelling scherre on the following criteria: 
Insight is needed into the chemical composition of the ocreenwash and the stripping agent used at the rotary 
plant as heavy rre1al salts (except for iron) or fonmIdehyde are not allowed to be used for stripping and 
depigrrentation. 
The gold pigrrent contains Zinc and Coppel". A detailed assessrnnt is needed to detemrine whether the 
concentration of these heavy rre1als is within the limits. 
The maximum concentration of VOC-compounds allowed in coloured ~ is 5%. The solvent-based 
coloured pastes used at the flaro-em plant cet1ainly do not rreet this requirerrmt Further investigption is 
required to establish whether the 'Miter-based coloured ~ used at the rotary plant, rreet these 
requirerrmts as certain ~ compooents (for example a thickener) contain VOC compounds. 
FonmIdehyde is not allowed to end-up in the end product A type of fixing agent and a ready-rmde-print 
tmte used by the textile company contain fonmIdehyde. 
A detailed analysis of the waste 'Miter is required to detemrine whether the CDD level of the effluent is within 
the limits of the EU Eoo-labelling ~ Oess than 2500 mgIliter). 
Tests are required to assess whether the case-study company meets the ''fitness for use" requirerrents. These 
requirerrmts concern dirrensional crnnges during washing and drying, colour ~ to wet and my 
rubbing etc. 
This list shows that the textile printing company has to invest a considerable armunt of effort and apply various 
process changes in order to rreet all requirerrmts of the EU eco-labelling scherre. Appcrxiix J includes a detailed 
assessrrent the EU eco-labelling requirerrmts and its application at the textile printing COlllJElY. 
It is the opinion of the author of this thesis that it is not feastble for the textile COf1¥U1Y to obtain EU eco-labelled 
arvoved as the national rmrket is characterised by a low envirornnntal awareness and mainly driven by price 
and delively-tirre. By applying an ero-label, the textile company will only increase its costs without increasing its 
revenues by increasing its share in the local market. 
If the intentions of the case-study company are to enter the international rmrket:, it might be feastble in the loog-
tenn to obtain arvoval from the EU eco-labelling ~ or ano1her eco-labeL However, it would still be 
advisable to wait until eco-labelling criteria for textiles have rmhIred rmre and are rmre corrrrnon prnctice in 
Europe and o1her international mni<ets. 
Option 8.3: Participation in Waste Exchange Programme 
A classification of option 8.3 is given in Table 4.13. 
Option was 2enerated by: Yes No 
Network brainstorming session X 
Network impact matrix X 
Options aims to optimise: Direct In-
* direct* 
Material flow(s) in industrial network X 
Financial flow(s) in industrial network X 
Information flow(s) in industrial network X 
Reference 
Question 8.2 in brainstorming checklist 
(App. H) 
Processing waste ofSME by external waste 
treatment / recycling companies (App. n 
No Environmental benefits of 
option: 
Option will improve material 
choice, reduce solid and liquid 
emissions 
* by improvement of one flow category (direct optimisation), another flow category might be opturused 
as well (indirect optimisation) 
Table 4.13 Classification 0/ External Option 8.3 
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The local government is currently creating a platform for waste exchange that will link the 
waste generators with waste users. An internet website is being set up to provide this platform. 
The textile printing company could make use of this exchange programme. 
The waste coloured pastes, that can not be reused by the textile printer, are valuable waste 
streams that could be submitted to the waste exchange database. Approximately, 10,000 kg of 
coloured pastes is disposed on a landfill site annually. The average value of 1 kg of coloured 
paste is 3,50 ZAR; the loss ofraw materials is estimated at 35,000 ZAR per year. It should be 
mentioned that these figures account for both the rotary and the flatscreen plant. Instead of 
paying for disposing the waste coloured pastes (up to 15,000 ZAR per year), the company could 
create an income by selling these coloured pastes to competitors or other potential users (for 
example the, plastic industry?). 
However, there is a barrier. Each coloured paste has it unique composition of pigments, 
binders, hardeners, fixing agents etc. The buyer of the waste coloured paste needs to know the 
full recipe in order to apply the coloured paste in its production process, otherwise the coloured 
paste is only of limited use. The recipe of the coloured paste is regarded as confidential as it 
based on years of experience; it gives case-study company a competitive advantage. Possible 
solutions to this "confidentially" problem is the signing of a confidentially agreement or only 
selling the coloured paste to companies that do not serve the same market as the case-study 
company. 
The textile printer generates about 100 kg of waste plastic per week; this plastic is the wrapping 
of the incoming fabric. The waste plastic could also be a valuable input material to another 
company. TIlls plastic is already being collected for external recycling, but it would be more 
efficient, in terms of energy and material use, if it could be reused without being reprocessed. 
Additionally, the textile printing company could use other company's waste streams as well. 
Plastic and cardboard packaging can be mentioned in this regard (the textile printing company 
uses approximately 10,000 kg of plastic and tape annually). There may even be possibilities for 
the textile company to use waste coloured pastes from competitors as well. 
This option is considered to be feasible. However, there are barriers of perceptions, as 
mentioned above, to overcome before this option can be implemented. The access fee to submit 
waste streams to the waste exchange database are extremely low as the local government wants 
to encourage industry to reduce their amount of wastes ending up on the municipal landfill 
sites. Once a match is found with another waste generator, the price of the waste has to be 
negotiated. 
4.8 Network Impact Matrix versus Brainstorming Session 
Table 4.14 gives a total overview of all identified improvement options and indicates whether 
they are identified by the network impact matrix or the brainstorming session. It also indicates 
which of these options were selected for a feasibility analysis and whether they were 
considered to be feasible or not. 
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Ref. Identified options by industrial Internal Identified Identified Selected Estimated 
no. network approach or by brain- by for feasible 
external stonring network feasibility for 
option? session? impact analysis coIql3.Ily? 
trix? ma • 
1. Energy 
1.1 Usage of alternative energy for Internal Yes No No N.A. 
heating processes. 
2. Environmental management 
2.1 Better utilisation of the services External Yes No Yes Yes 
offered by support organisations 
regarding. 
2.2 Utilisation of available environmental External Yes No Yes No 
incentive schemes from the 
government 
2.3 Optimisation of handling and External Yes Yes Yes No 
washing requirements of clothing. 
3. Inspection/control/maintenance 
NA No identified improvement options N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
for "Inspection / control / 
rnaintenance". 
4. Packaging 
4.1 Improvement of packaging, transport External No Yes Yes Yes 
standards and efficiency within client-
part of textile company's network 
4.2 Reuse of plastic foil to wrap printed Internal Yes Yes Yes Yes 
fabric instead of using new plastic 
foil. 
4.3 Reduction of environmental impact Internal No Yes Yes Yes 
of packaging of supplied chemicals. 
5. Process optimisation 
5.1 Application of lIT-principle at textile External Yes No Yes No 
prin~ company. 
5.2 Replacement of currently used Internal Yes Yes Yes Yes 
hazardous process chemicals by 
available less hazardous alternatives. 
6. Product design 
6.1 Obtain approval for the EU Eco- External Yes Yes Yes No 
labeling scheme. 
7. Transport 
NA included in option 4.1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
8. Wastes 
8.1 Assessment of general waste for Internal Yes Yes No N.A. 
valuable, recyclable components. 
8.2 Participation of waste exchange External Yes Yes Yes Yes 
prO",,"'HU''''. 
Table 4.14 Overview of Results of Network Impact Matrix and Brainstorming Session 
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Based on the table, shown above, Table 4.15 can be generated. This table evaluates the extent 
to which the network impact matrix and the brainstorming session were able to identify 
(feasible) options. 
Number of improvement options 
Identified Selected for Estimated feasible 
feasibility analysis for the company 
Internal ExtemaI Total Internal External Total Internal External Total 
option option option option option option 
Only by network I I 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 
impact matrix 
Only by 1 3 4 0 3 3 0 1 1 
brainstorming 
session 
Identified by 3 3 6 2 3 5 2 1 3 
both the network 
impact matrix & 
brainstorming 
session 
Total 5 7 12 3 7 10 3 3 6 
Table 4.15 Analysis oj Network Impact Matrix and Brainstorming Session 
The network impact matrix and the brainstonning session identified two and four unique 
improvement options respectively. An additional six improvement options were identified by 
both the network impact matrix and the brainstonning session. 
The aim of the industrial network assessment was to identify eco-efficient improvement options 
in the industrial network of the textile printing company. The effectiveness of both the network 
impact matrix and the brainstonning session are, therefore, determined by the number of 
external options that are considered feasible for the textile company. 
The brainstonning session initially identified more external improvement options than the 
network impact matrix. However, as shown in Table 4.15, both the network impact matrix and 
the brainstonning session identified only one feasible external option, which was not identified 
by the other technique. One other external option was identified by both the network impact 
matrix and the brainstorming session. 
4.9 Conclusions 
Although efforts were made to mmUTIlse the company's wastes and reduce the water 
consumption, a full waste minimisation assessment was not carried out at the textile printing 
company. It was therefore not possible to compare the results of the network assessment with 
those from a waste minimisation assessment. 
The effectiveness of the methodology developed is determined by the number of identified 
external improvement options that are estimated feasible for the textile printing company. The 
quantity and quality of the internal improvement options are not viable criteria to detennine the 
effectiveness or value of the industrial network approach because these options would most 
probably be covered by a waste minimisation assessment. 
The industrial network assessment, conducted at the textile printing company initially identified 
seven external improvement options of which three options were estimated feasible for the 
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5 A lieatioll 0 the Method to a Small Elttel' rise ill the Metal Fillishill Sector 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes and evaluates the experimental results of the industrial network 
assessment conducted at a metal finishing company. 
A powder coating company participating in the research project "An Industrial Symbiosis View 
of SMEs" was selected for testing the developed industrial network assessment on a metal 
finishing company. No significant changes were applied in the methodology after testing the 
industrial n~twork assessment on the textile printing company. 
A full waste minimisation assessment had previously been conducted at the powder coating 
company between November 1997 and March 2000. The developed industrial network 
assessment was tested on the metal fmishing company between December 1999 and April 2000. 
The procedure followed for the metal finishing company was somewhat different from the 
industrial network assessment conducted at the textile company. During the experimental work 
with the metal finishing company, the brainstorming session was conducted after completing 
the network impact matrix. At the textile company, the brainstorming session was conducted 
first. Chapter 7 "Discussion and Conclusions" will discuss the optimum sequence of both 
techniques in detail. 
In addition, a full waste minimisation assessment was not completed for the textile company. 
For this reason, it was not possible to compare the results and experiences of the industrial 
network assessment with those of a completed waste minimisation assessment. 
It is stipulated in Chapter 3 that the industrial network assessment can identify additional 
improvement options for the powder coater which were not identified by the conducted waste 
minimisation assessment at this company. 
The following two s ctions of this chapter give a general overview of the South African metal 
finishing industry and the powder company respectively, in order to understand the terminology 
used and the experimental results. After this general overview, the experimental results of the 
conducted waste minimisation and industrial network assessment at the powder coating 
company are discussed in order to determine if the developed network approach is a valid tool 
to be conducted at an SME in addition to a waste minimisation assessment. 
5.2 The South African Metal Finishing Industry 
5.2.1 A Brief Description of the Metal Finishing Processes 
The metal finishing industry is a highly diverse and flexible industry supplying to many 
different industries. Products that have undergone surface finishing can be found almost 
anywhere. Some examples of the major industries that depend upon metal finishing in the 
manufacturing of their products are: 
Dick van Beers 
automotive furniture 
aerospace 
commercial aviation 
communication 
computer equipment 
construction hardware 
household appliances and accessories 
jewellery 
motorcycles / bicycles 
oil drilling equipment 
steel mill products 
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5.5 Conducted Experiments with the Industrial Network Approach at the Powder Coating 
Company 
This section and the following sections of this chapter discuss the experiments and results of 
the developed industrial network approach at the powder coating company. The evaluation of 
the developed methodology itself is outlined in Chapter 6. 
The author of this thesis facilitated the experiments and was therefore responsible for the co-
ordination and analysis of the results of the conducted experiments. 
The inventory phase consisted of mapping the industrial network of the powder coating 
company. This exercise was done over a time period of two weeks during which several 
meetings were held with the managing director of the company in order to complete the 
network mapping worksheets and discuss the mapped network. The full-size mapped network 
of the powder coating company can be found in Appendix M. 
As outlined in Chapter 3, two tools are proposed to identify eco-efficient improvements in the 
industrial network of a company; namely a network brainstorming session and a network 
impact matrix. At the powder coater, the network impact matrix was conducted first. The 
network brainstorming sessions were carried out once the network impact matrix was 
completed. 
The facilitator of the industrial network assessment conducted the network impact matrix over a 
time-period of 2 months. Company staff and network partners of the powder coater were 
contacted to provide missing data in order to complete the network impact matrix successfully. 
The resulting network impact matrix is included in Appendix P. 
The network brainstorming session was led by the facilitator and done with the company's 
managing director. Two sessions, eachof approximately one hour duration, were necessary to 
go through the network brainstorming checklist. The completed checklist can be found in 
Appendix O. 
The potential improvements, identified by the network impact matrix and network 
brainstorming session, were then summarised and discussed with the managing director of the 
company in order to select the options with the highest potential to be successful. It is not 
viable, time-wise, to conduct a feasibility analysis on all identified options. One meeting of 
approximately 2 hours was required to discuss the identified options and make a selection of 
the potentially most feasible options. 
The feasibility analysis included an environmental, economic, technical and social evaluation 
on the selected improvement options. The feasibility study was conducted by the facilitator of 
the industrial network assessment with assistance from company staff, network partners of the 
powder coating company and industry specialists. It is estimated that the facilitator spent ten 
full working days on the feasibility analysis of the selected improvement options. 
5.6 Description of the Industrial Network of the Powder Coating Company 
The first step within the procedure for the industrial network assessment consists of mapping 
the company's industrial network. The full-size mapped network of the powder coating 
company can be found in Appendix M. Each section of the industrial network is discussed 
separately in the following subsections. 
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Ref. Additional improvement options identified by industrial network approach Internal or 
no. externalim-
provement 
option? 
1.5 Installation of infra-red meter to detennine optimwn curing time. Internal 
1.6 Prevention of heat losses during (un)loading of the products in curing oven. Internal 
2. Environmental management 
2.1 Promotion of cleaner production practices in SABS-schemes. External 
3. Inspection / control/maintenance 
3.1 Implementation of procedure to test the incoming products on quality criteria. Internal 
4. Packaging 
4.1 Better utilisation of sup~lied chemicals. Internal 
4.2 Installation of waste ~er/plastic container Internal 
4.3 Usage of reusable packaging system to wrap incoming and outgoing products. External 
5. Process optimisation 
5.1 Extension of life-span of etching bath. Internal 
5.2 Approval of chrome-free pre-treatment chemical from Qualicoat. External 
5.3 Elimination of de-smutting process step. Internal 
5.4 Replace the TGIC-hardener in powder coating. External 
5.5 Expand business by investment in a blasting machine. External 
6. Product design 
6.1 No identified improvement options for "Product Design". N.A. 
7. Transport 
-
7.1 No identified improvement options for 'Transport". N.A. 
8. Wastes 
8.1 Participation in waste exchange prograrrune. External 
8.2 Re-winning of chrome and aluminiwn out of thegenerated sludges. Internal 
Table 5.1 Overview of Results of Industrial Network Assessment 
5.7.2 Screening of Identified Options 
Some of the generated improvement options should have been identified by the waste 
minimisation assessment conducted prior to the industrial network assessment. Table 5.2 
evaluates why the improvement options were not identified by the waste minimisation 
assessment. 
An option might not have been identified because the option is not covered by the waste 
minimisation methodology. The selection of a limited number of focus areas during the pre-
assessment phase of the waste minimisation assessment can also be a reason why an option was 
not identified by the waste minimisation approach. 
In the following subsections, the internal and external improvement options are evaluated 
separately. 
Ref. Additional improvement options identified by Why not identified by WM-
no. industrial network assessment assessment? 
Internal improvement options: 
1.1 Utilisation of hot air from curing oven. Not selected as focus area 
1.2 Usage of solar energy to heat-up the process baths. Not selected as focus area 
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Ref. Additional improvement options identified by Why not identified by WM-
no. industrial network assessment assessment? 
1.3 Insulation of pre-treatment tanks and ovens. Not selected as focus area 
1.4 Installation of timer for (de-)activating the process Not selected as focus area 
baths. 
1.5 Installation of infra-red meter to detennine optimum Not selected as focus area 
curing time. 
1.6 Prevention of heat losses during (un)loading of the Not selected as focus area 
products in curing oven. 
3.1 Implementation of procedure to test incoming products Outside scope of waste minimisation 
on quality criteria. methodology 
4.1 Bette'r utilisation of supplied chemicals. Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
4 .2 Installation of waste paper/plastic container Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
5.1 Extension of life-span of etching bath. Not selected as focus area 
5.3 Elimination of de-smutting process step. Not selected as focus area 
8.2 Re-winning of chrome and aluminium out of generated Outside scope of waste minimisation 
sludges. methodology 
External improvement options: 
2.1 Promotion of cleaner production practices in SABS- Outside scope of waste minimisation 
schemes. methodology 
4.3 Usage of reusable packaging system to wrap incoming Outside scope of waste minimisation 
and outgoing products. methodology 
5.2 Approval of chrome-free pre-treatment chemical. Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
5.4 Replace the TGIC-hardener in powder coating. Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
5.5 Expand business by investment in blasting machine. Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
8.1 Participation in waste exchange programme. Outside scope of waste minimisation 
methodology 
Table 5.2 Screening of the Internal and External Improvement Options 
5.7.3 Evaluation of Internal Options - Not identified by Waste Minimisation Due to Selection of 
Focus Areas 
As shown in Table 5.2, eight out of the twelve identified options were not identified by the 
waste minimisation assessment, prior to the industrial network assessment, due to the selection 
of a limited number of focus areas. 
Table 5.3 gives an overview of which options were selected for a feasibility analysis and were 
estimated to be feasible . This table shows that the selection of focus areas restricts option 
identification and therefore eliminates potential feasible improvement options. Focus area 
selection should therefore be done carefully. However, as discussed in the literature review, 
waste minimisation is a process of continuous improvement. The options summarised in Table 
5.3 would most probably be identified in the second, or even third cycle, of the waste 
minimisation cycle. Therefore, these options do not add value to the industrial network 
assessment. 
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Ref. Internal improvement options - Selected for Estimated 
no. Unidentified due to selection of focus areas , feasibility feasible? 
analysis? 
1.1 Utilisation of hot air from curing oven. Yes Yes 
1.2 Usage of solar energy to heat-up the process baths. Yes No 
1.3 Insulation of pre-treatment tanks and ovens. Yes Yes 
1.4 Installation of timer for (de-)activating the process baths. Yes No 
1.5 Installation of infra-red meter to determine optimum curing No N.A, 
time. 
1.6 Prevention of heat losses during (Wl)loading of the products No N.A. 
in curing oven. 
5.1 Extension of life-span of etching bath. Yes No 
5.3 Elimination of de-smutting process step. No (Yes) 
Table 5.3 Options not Identified by Waste Minimisation Due to Selection of Focus Areas 
During the pre-assessment phase, the process and related waste streams were assessed in detail, 
and from this assessment, a summary of attention areas was compiled. Focus areas for waste 
minimisation were then selected from these attention areas based on an evaluation of a number 
of criteria: 
quantity 
hazardous nature 
cost 
waste minimisation potential 
other 
A point value from 0 to 5 was given to each criteria. The total score for each attention area 
determined whether the attention area was selected as a focus area or not. A detailed 
explanation of these selection criteria can be found in Appendix N. 
Attention Area: Energy 
At the powder coater, energy concerns the use of electricity and gas. Electricity is used to heat 
up the process baths, the cyclone motors of the spray booth and the spray guns. The circulation 
fans of the oven and air compressors also use a significant amount of electricity. Gas is used to 
heat up the ovens for curing the powder paint. 
Table 5.4 gives an overview of the ratings for electricity and gas. The total score of seven was 
not enough to select electricity or gas as a focus area for the waste minimisation assessment. 
Attention area Quantity Hazardous Cost WM Other Total 
nature potential 
Electricity 1 0 4 1 1 7 
Gas 3 0 4 0 0 7 
Table 5.4 Rating of Attention Area "Energy" 
Energy was not selected as a focus area for the powder coating company; the options 1.1, 1.2, 
1.3, 1.4. 1.5 and 1.6 were therefore not addressed during the assessment phase of the waste 
minimisation. Only two of these six options are estimated to be feasible options. 
During the discussion of the energy-options for the powder coater, the idea came up to consult 
the support organisation "Industrelek" to assess the identified options in more detail, and to 
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chrome-free alternatives are currently being investigated. This substitution will possibly effect 
the etching and de-smutting process steps as well. The elimination of the de-smutting step can 
only be investigated when the assessment of the chromate conversion and passivation step is 
completed. 
Options 5.3 "Elimination of de-smutting step" is obviously related to the de-smutting bath and 
was therefore not identified during the assessment phase of the waste minimisation assessment. 
The overall rating of all selection criteria for the spent de-smutting solution is low and is 
correctly not selected as a focus area for waste minimisation at the powder coating company. 
5.7.4 Evaluation of Internal Options - Not Identified by Waste Minimisation Due to Scope of 
WM-Methoqology 
5.7.4.1 
5.7.4.2 
Table 5.7 shows the internal improvement options which were not identified during the waste 
minimisation assessment, as these options are not covered by the waste minimisation 
methodology. 
Ref. Internal improvement options - Selected for Estimated 
no. unidentified due to scope of waste minimisation feasibility feasible? 
procedure analysis? 
3.1 Implementation of procedure to test incoming roducts on Yes Yes 
quality criteria. 
4.1 Better utilisation of supplied chemicals. Yes Yes 
4.2 Installation of waste paper/plastic container. Yes No 
8.2 Re-winning of chrome and aluminium out of generated sludges. No No 
Table 5. 7 Options - Unidentified Due to Scope of Waste Minimisation Procedure 
Option 3.1: Implementation of Procedure to Test Incoming Products on Quality Criteria 
The powder coating company coats aluminium products which are directly supplied by their 
clients . When bad quality aluminium is powder coated, it results in poor quality coated products 
that have to be reprocessed which, has a negative impact on the material , energy use and the 
related costs. By inspecting incoming aluminium, this can be prevented. 
This option is considered feasible as it only requires additional effort from staff members to 
inspect the incoming aluminium products, and no major investments or technical changes are 
required to make this option successful. 
Option 3.1 concerns the waste minimisation technique "good housekeeping". However, it is felt 
that this option is not fully covered by the WM-methodology. The literature study (Chapter 2) 
revealed that the main focus of the WM-methodology is on wastes directly associated with the 
company's production process and its waste treatment processes. The inspection and delivery 
of incoming products does not seem to be the main focus during a waste minimisation 
assessment. 
Option 4.1: Better Utilisation of Supplied Process Chemicals 
Many process chemicals are supplied in plastic cans. Some of the empty cans are returned to 
the chemical supplier or reused internally. Empty cans from suppliers, who do not provide a 
take-back service, are collected by a plastic recycling company. These empty cans are still 
contaminated with hazardous and non-hazardous chemicals and will be rinsed by the recycling 
company. 
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Ref. External improvement options Selected for Estimated Estimated 
no. feasibility feasible for feasible in 
analysis? company? network? 
5.4 Replace the TGlC-hardener in powder Yes No Yes 
coating. 
5.5 Expand business by investment in Yes Yes N.A. 
blasting machine. 
8.! Participation in waste exchange Yes Yes N.A. 
programme. 
Table 5.8 Evaluation of External Improvement Options 
For the external options, a rough feasibility study was also carried out to estimate whether an 
option is environmentally, economically, technically and socially viable for implementation by 
the powder coating company. When an external improvement option is found not feasible for 
the powder coating company, it can still be a feasible option for one or more network partners 
of the case-study company. This is indicated in the last column of Table 5.8. 
The external option "Approval of chrome-free pre-treatment chemical by Qualicoat" was not 
identified by the industrial network assessment, but was a follow-up on a process improvement 
. identified by the waste minimisation assessment. 
Figure 5.1 illustrates how the selected external improvement options fit into the industrial 
network model and which network sections should be involved for successfull implementation 
of the improvement option. Each option is discussed in detail in the following subsections. 
utility providing 
companies 
(electricity and ",ater) 
'SharehOlders 
local government & 
community 
organisations 
production of 
raw materials 
winning of raw materials 
Option !U 
maintenance 
companies 
'--_____________ ---1 ______ Oplion 8.1 _____ -1 
List of selected external improvement options: 
Option 2.1: Promotion of cleaner production practices in SASS-schemes 
Option 4.3 Usage of reusable packaging system to wrap incoming and outgoing products 
Option 5.2: Approval of chrome-free pre-treatment chemical from Qualicoat 
Option 5.4: Replacement ofTGIC-hardener in powder coating 
Option 5.5: Expand business by investment in blasting machine 
Option 8.1: Participation in waste exchange programme 
Figure 5.1 External Improvement Options Linked with Industrial Network Model 
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Option 2.1: Promotion of Cleaner Production Practices in SABS-schemes 
A classification of option 2. I is given in Table 5.9. 
Ol!tion was generated by: Yes No Reference 
Network brainstonning session X N.A. 
Network impact matrix X Product handling by ftrst, second and 
third tier clients (App. P) 
Options aims to optimise: Direct In- No Environmental benefits of 
* dinrt* option: 
Material flow(s) in industrial network X Option may indirectly improve all 
Financial flow(s) in industrial network (X) enviromrental coocems (material 
Information flow( s) in industrial network X choice, energy use, solid 1 liquid 1 
gaseous residues) 
* by Improvement of one flow category (direct opturusahon), another flow category nught be optImised 
as well (indirect optimisation) 
Table 5.9 Classification of External Option 2.1 
The powder coating company is certified by the scheme "Organic powder coatings for external 
architectural aluminium" of the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS). 
This scheme focuses mainly on the quality of powder coated products. The option evaluated 
was whether environmental standards or requirements could be incorporated in this SABS 
scheme in order to motivate powder coating companies to address quality and environmental 
issues related to their product and production process. 
SABS schemes could incorporate qualitative and quantitative requirements regarding: 
Material choice (e.g. no use of chrome(vD chemicals) 
Solid emissions (e.g. hazardous wastes, industrial waste) 
Liquid emissions (e.g. effluent) 
Gaseous emissions (e.g. toxicity of process bath chemicals) 
Energy use (e.g. energy efficiency) 
In the SABS scheme, it is also mentioned that when a purchaser requires ongoing verification 
of the powder coating process, attention should be given to the powder coater's quality system. 
The SABS IS0900112/3 is mentioned in this regard. In the SABS scheme, it could also be 
mentioned that when a purchaser requires ongoing verification of the environmental aspects 
and effects of the powder coating process, attention should be given to the manufacturer's 
environmental management system. The IS014001 nonn could be mentioned in this regard. 
It is difficult to detennine the feasibility of this option as many aspects have to be taken into 
account, e.g. what kind of changes are made in the SABS scheme. The feasibility analysis can 
be assessed from two different perspectives; from the powder coating company's point of view 
and from a network point of view. 
It can not be expected of the powder coater to take the initiative to implement this option. The 
option is too complicated and does not directly improve the economic and environmental 
perfonnance of the powder coating company. It is more likely that the implementation of the 
option should be initiated by the South African Bureau of Standards itself. In this regard, an 
interesting question to ask would be whether the SABS would consider running an EMS for 
itself, which would commit it to reviewing all its standards for environmental impact. 
However, the option will certainly benefit the powder coating company as the company has 
already conducted a waste minimisation and industrial network assessment. It is therefore 
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Instead of using sulphuric acid or disposing the waste aluminium products, a blasting machine 
can be used to clean waste aluminium products. Such a blasting machine uses very small plastic 
projectiles as a blasting material. Tests showed that the blasting machine can achieve the 
required quality needed for the pre-treatment and powder coating process. 
The blasting material is expensive, at 80 ZAR per kg. Test runs with the blasting material will 
determine how many times it can be reused. The purchase cost of a blasting machine is roughly 
50,000 ZAR. The value of the waste products, generated by the powder coater only, is 
estimated to be 10,000 ZAR p.a., which is not enough to make the investment economically 
feasible for the powder coating company alone. This is due to the high costs of the blasting 
material and the blasting machine. 
However, the powder coater could create a business opportunity by blasting the waste 
aluminium products for its clients, competitors and perhaps other network partners as well. This 
option becomes financially feasible if these network partners would get on-board and bring 
their waste products to the powder coating company. 
Option 8.1,' PartiCipation in Waste Exchange Programme 
A classification of option 8.1 is given in Table 5.14. 
Ojltion was generated by: Yes No Reference 
Network brainstorming session X Question 8.2 in brainstorming checklist 
(App.O) 
Network impact matrix X N.A. 
Options aims to optimise: Direct In- No Environmental benefits of 
* dirai* option: 
Material flow(s) in industrial network X Option will improve material 
Financial flow(s) in industrial network X choice, reduce solid and liquid 
Information flow(s) in industrial network X emissions 
* by 1I11provement of one flow category (dlfect optmusatlOn), another flow category nught be optmused 
as well (indirect optimisation) 
Table 5.14 Classification of External Option 8.1 
The local government is currently creating a platfonn for waste exchange to match the waste 
generators with waste users. An internet website is being set up to provide this platfonn. The 
powder coater could make use of this exchange programme. 
Waste powder paint that can not be reused internally, the chrome and aluminium sludge, waste 
plastic and paper are waste streams which could be submitted to the waste exchange database. 
The powder coating company could possibly use other company's waste as well. Waste 
cardboard and plastic might be useful to the powder coater to pack powder coated products. 
Spent sulphuric acid, generated by another company, could perhaps be used to treat the etching 
bath of the powder coating company. 
This external option is considered feasible. The costs to submit to the waste exchange 
programme are exceptionally low. Once a match is found with another waste generator, the 
price of the waste has to be negotiated. 
5.8 Network Impact Matrix versus Brainstorming Session 
Table 5.15 gives a total overview of all improvement options identified during the network 
assessment and whether they were identified by the network impact matrix or the brainstonning 
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session. It is also stated which of these options were selected for a feasibility analysis and were 
estimated feasible. 
The completed brainstorming checklist and network impact matrix of the powder coating 
company can be found in Appendices 0 and P, respectively. 
Ref. Additional improvement options Internal Identified Identified Selected Estimated 
no. identified by industrial network or by network by brain- for feasible 
approach external impact stoming feasibility for 
option? trix? lIla • session? analysis COII.l(JalIi? 
1. Energy 
1.1 Utilisation of waste hot air from Internal Yes Yes Yes Yes 
curirlg oven. 
1.2 Usage of solar energy to heat-up Internal Yes Yes Yes No 
the process baths. 
1.3 Insulation of pre-treatment tanks Internal Yes No Yes Yes 
and curing ovens. 
1.4 Installation of timer for (de-) Internal No Yes Yes No 
activating the process baths. 
1.5 Installation of infra-red meter to Internal No Yes No N.A. 
determine optirmun curing time. 
1.6 Prevention of heat losses during Internal Yes No No N.A. 
(un)loading of the products in 
curing oven. 
z. Environmental mana~ement 
2.1 Promotion of cleaner production External Yes No Yes No 
practices in SABS-schemes. 
3. Inspection/controVlIlaintenance 
3.1 Implementation of procedure to Internal No Yes Yes Yes 
test the incoming products .on 
quality criteria. 
4. Packaging 
4.1 Better utilisation of supplied Internal Yes No Yes Yes 
chemicals. 
4.2 Installation of waste paper/plastic Internal Yes Yes Yes No 
container 
4.3 Usage of reusable packaging External Yes Yes No N.A. 
system to wrap incoming and 
outgoinJUJroducts. 
5. Process optimisation 
5.1 Extension of life-span of etching Internal Yes No Yes No 
bath. 
(5.2) Approval of chrome-free pre- External N.A. N.A. Yes Yes 
treatment chemical from Qualicoat. 
5.3 Elimination of de-smutting process Internal Yes No No N.A. 
step. 
5.4 Replace the TGIC-hardener in External Yes No Yes No 
powder coating. 
5.5 Expand business by investment in a External Yes Yes Yes Yes 
blasting machine. 
6. Product desh!n 
6.1 No identified improvement options N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
for "Product Design". 
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Ref. Additional improvement options Internal Identified Identified Selected Estimated 
no. identified by industrial network or by network by~ for feasible 
approach external impact stommg feasibility for 
option? trix? IIl3 • session? analysis COIl1l3IlY? 
7. Transport 
7.1 No identified improvement options N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 
for "Transport". 
8. Wastes 
8.1 Participation in waste exchange Extemal No Yes Yes Yes 
programme. 
8.2 Re-winning of chrome and Internal Yes No No No 
aluminiwn out of the generated 
sludges. 
Table 5.15 Overview of Results of Network Impact Matrix and Brainstorming Session 
Table 5.16 can be compiled from the above table. This table evaluates to what extent the 
network impact matrix and the brainstorming session are able to identify additional (feasible) 
options which were not identified by the waste minimisation assessment at the powder coating 
company. Option 5.2 is not incorporated in the following table as it was initially identified by 
the waste minimisation assessment and does, therefore, not add value to the industrial network 
assessment. 
N umber of improvement options 
Identified Selected for Estimated feasible 
feasibility analysis 
Internal ExtfmaI Total Internal EXternal Total IntemaI ExtemaI Total 
option option option option option option ! 
Only by network 6 2 8 3 2 5 2 0 2 
impact matrix 
Only by 3 1 4 2 1 3 1 1 2 
brainstorming 
sessIOn 
Identified by 3 2 5 3 1 4 1 1 2 
both the network 
impact matrix & 
brainstorming 
session 
Total 12 5 17 8 4 12 4 2 6 
Table 5.16 Analysis of Network Impact Matrix and Brainstorming Session 
The network impact matrix initially identified more internal and external options than the 
brainstorming session. However, an equal number of feasible options were identified by both 
routes. Therefore, the improvement options identified by the brainstorming are considered to be 
of a higher quality than the options identified by the network impact matrix. 
The aim of the industrial network assessment, conducted at the powder coating company was to 
identify eco-efficient improvement options in the industrial network of the company. The 
effectiveness of the network impact matrix and the brainstorming session is determined by the 
number of feasible external options. 
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6.3 Inventory Phase 
This section evaluates the inventory phase of the industrial network assessment conducted at 
the textile printing compan and the powder coating company. 
Figure 6.1 shows the ratings of the evaluation criteria for the inventory phase. If necessary, the 
evaluation criteria are discussed separately for the textile printing and the powder coating 
company. Each evaluation criteria will be discussed in the following subsections. 
EVAWATION OF INVENTORY PHASE- INDUSTRIALNETWORKASSESSM.ENT 
(BASED ON EXPERIMENTS WITH POWDER COATING COMPANY AND TEXTILE PRINTING COMPANY) 
Significant strength 2.--------------~=-"I 
M oderat e st reng! h 
N eut ral (indet erminat e) 0 +-r-=-r.,......L...;.Jc....,---,---,."=-,..,=-r-,-..,.....,, ....... --L::=-4 
Moderate weakness -1 t----'--'"--- -----'--"----'.-...--L-"'--- --j 
Significant weakness -2 -'-------------------' 
Evaluation criteria 
o Interviews + network mapping 
Figure 6.1 Evaluation of Inventory Phase 
6.3.1 Time-investment 
Evaluation Criteria: 
1. Time-investment 
2. Effectiveness 
3. Efficiency 
4. Required skill level 
5. Participation of 
company staff / 
network partners 
6. Complexity 
7. Systematic approach 
At the textile printing company, the interviews to gather the network data were held with 
various staff members as knowledge of, and expertise in, all network sections was not 
concentrated in the company. Several meetings, with a duration of between half an hour and 
one hour, were held with each staff member to complete worksheets of one or more network 
sections. 
At the powder coater, the worksheets of all network sections were discussed with the 
company's managing director, and no other staff members were involved. Two interviews, with 
durations of about one and a half hours each, were required to gather the relevant information 
for the network mapping. 
According to the information gathered during the interviews, the mapping of the industrial 
network was done by the facilitator of the industrial network assessment by using a flow-
charter computer programme. The facilitator spent approximately three working days on the 
actual mapping of the networks for each company. 
For both companies, the mapped industrial network was discussed with the managing director 
as the worksheets did not contain all the required network information and certain issues had to 
be clarified. Several meetings, with durations of half a hour to one hour, were required to 
explain and discuss the industrial network. 
The total invested time for the mapping of the industrial network is perceived as a moderate 
weakness. Although the staff members were knowledgeable on the structure of functioning of 
the network around the company, considerable time-investment was required to gather detailed 
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Chapter Six - Evaluation of the Industrial Network Approach 
6.4 Assessment Phase 
6.4.1 
6.4.1.1 
The evaluation of the assessment phase of the industrial network assessment is conducted in 
this section. 
Figure 6.2 shows the ratings of the evaluation criteria for the assessment phase. As shown in 
this figure, the brainstorming session and the network impact matrix are evaluated and rated 
separately. 
The evaluation of the improvement options, identified by the conducted waste minimisation 
assessment, is part of the assessment phase. However, this economic, environmental and 
technical evaluation of the waste minimisation options was already done by the facilitator of the 
waste minimisation assessment and will, therefore, not be discussed in this section. 
If necessary, the evaluation criteria will be discussed separately for the textile printing and the 
powder coater. Each evaluation criteria will be discussed in the following subsections. 
EVALUATION OF ASSESSMENT PHASE-INDUSTRIAL NETWORK ASSESSMENT 
(BASED ON EXPERlMENTS WITH POWDER COATING COMPANY AND TEXTILE PRlNTING COMPANY) 
Significant strengt h 2 r--r-lr------------r:-r----, 
Moderate strength 
Neutral (indetenninate) 0 
Moderate weakness -1 
Significant weakness -2 .L-_---' ________ ....,L..;;.L-___ ----' 
Ev.lIuation criteria 
• Network impact matrix 0 Brainstonning session 
Figure 6.2 Evaluation of Assessment Phase 
Tim e-ill vestm ellt 
Network Impact Matrix 
Evaluation Criteria: 
1. Time-investment 
2. Effectiveness 
3. Efficiency 
4. Required skill level 
5. Participation of 
company staff I 
network partners 
6. Complexity 
7. Systematic approach 
For both the textile printing and the powder coating companies, the network impact matrix was 
completed over a time-period of approximately two months. During these two months, 
considerable effort and time was invested by the facilitator of the industrial network 
assessment. 
Several meetings were held with the staff members of the case-study companies to clarify 
questions and gather additional network data. The duration of these meetings varied from half 
an hour to one hour. The facilitator also consulted several LCA-experts and industry specialists 
to clarify issues which could not be answered by the companies' staff members. 
The total time-investment for the completion of the network impact matrix can be regarded as a 
moderate weakness as considerable effort is required from the facilitator of the industrial 
network assessment to complete the network impact matrix successfulIy. 
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Brainstorming Session 
At the textile printing company, the brainstorming session was done during three meetings. The 
brainstorming session at the coating company took two meetings. The duration of the 
discussion meetings was approximately one hour each. For both companies, the brainstorming 
sessions were held over a time-period of two weeks and were done only with the managing 
director of each company. 
A checklist was used as a guideline during the meetings, which included 50 questions divided 
into eight categories. On average, two to three minutes were spent per question. 
The total time-investment to complete the brainstorming session can be considered as a 
significant s~ength. This is largely due to the fact that only the managing director participated 
in the brainstorming sessions. If the brainstorming sessions had been attended by a larger 
number of staff members, the total time-investment would have been considerably higher. 
6.4.2 Effectiveness 
6.4.2.1 
The effectiveness, or quality of the results, of both the network impact matrix and the 
brainstorming session is determined by the number of external improvement options which are 
estimated feasible for the case-study companies. Table 6.1 evaluates the effectiveness of the 
network impact matrix. and the brainstorming session, as experienced at the two case-study 
compames. 
Number of external improvement options 
Identified Selected for Estimated feasible 
feasibility analysis for the company 
Printer Powder Total Printer Powder Total Printer Powder Total 
of cooter of cooter of cooter 
textiles textiles textiles 
Only by network I 2 3 1 2 3 1 0 1 
~act matrix 
Only by 3 I 4 3 I 4 1 1 2 
brainstonning 
session 
Identified by 3 2 5 3 1 4 1 1 2 
both the network 
impact matrix & 
brainstonning 
session 
Total 7 5 12 7 4 11 3 2 5 
Table 6.1 Network Impact Matrix versus Brainstorming Session 
Network Impact Matrix 
The network impact matrix generated only 1 feasible external improvement option for the 
textile printing company which was not identified by the brainstorming session. The network 
impact matrix did not identify any unique options which were found feasible for the powder 
coating company. For both case-study companies, one feasible external option was identified 
by both the network impact matrix and the brainstorming session. 
Based on these results, the overall estimation of the effectiveness of the network impact matrix 
is considered to be a significant weakness. 
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6.5 Discussion / Selection Phase 
This section evaluates the 3rd phase, the discussion/selection phase, of the industrial network 
assessment conducted at the powder coating company. 
In this phase, the potential improvements identified by the network impact matrix and the 
brainstorming session are summarised and discussed with the company staff in order to select 
the options which have the highest potential to be successful. 
Figure 6.3 shows the ratings of the evaluation criteria for the discussion/selection phase. If 
necessary, the evaluation criteria will be discussed separately for the textile printing and the 
powder coater. Each evaluation criteria will be discussed in the following subsections. 
EVALUATION OF DISCUSSION/SELECTION PHASE-INDUSTRIALNETWORKASSESSMENT 
(BASED ON EXPERlMENTSWITH POWDER COATING COMPANY AND TEXTILE PRlNTINGCOMPANY) 
Significant strength 2 -r---nmr---------." 
Moderate strength 
N eut ral (indet erminat e) 0 +--'=.L-,--'=.L....,---'=::II--,-----.-=,.,...-" 
6 7 
Moderate weakness -I -I-------------.J~ ____ ---1 
Significant weakness -2 .l-. _______________ ~ 
Evaluation criteria 
Gl Summarising, discussion and selection of options 
Figure 6.3 Evaluation of Discussion / Selection Phase 
6.5.1 Time-investment 
Evaluation Criteria: 
I. Time-investment 
2. Effectiveness 
3. Efficiency 
4. Required skill level 
5. Participation of 
company staff / 
network partners 
6. Complexity 
7. Systematic approach 
The facilitator summarised the identified improvements for the textile printing and the powder 
coating companies according to the framework developed for this purpose. Approximately two 
working days were needed per case-study company to complete the summary. 
The facilitator discussed the summary of the improvement options identified by the network 
impact matrix and the brainstorming session with the managing directors of both case-study 
companies. Based on the information provided in the summary, all identified options were 
discussed and a selection was made of the improvements with the highest potential to be 
successful. Approximately two hours were needed per company to discuss the summary. 
The time-investment experienced for the discussion/selection phase is regarded as a moderate 
strength, mainly because limited time was required from the managing directors of the case-
study companies to make a proper selection of the identified options. 
6.5.2 Effectiveness 
It is not viable, time-wise, to conduct a economic, environmental, technical and social 
feasibility analysis on all identified options. Therefore, a selection should be made of the 
options with the highest potential to be successful. The end-result of the discussion/selection 
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6.6 Feasibility Phase 
The feasibility phase of the industrial network assessment, based on the experiments with the 
textile printing and the powder coating companies, is evaluated in this section. 
The feasibility analysis includes an environmental, economic, technical and social assessment 
on the selected improvement options. 
Figure 6.4 shows the ratings of the evaluation criteria for the feasibility phase. If necessary, the 
evaluation criteria will be discussed separately for the textile printing and the powder coater. 
Each evaluation criteria will be discussed in the following subsections. 
EVALUATION OF FEAS ffiIUTY PHAS E - INDUSTRIAL NETWORK ASS ISS MENT 
(BASED ON EXPERIMENTS WITH POWDER COATING COMPANY AND TEXTILE PRINTING COMPANY) 
Significant strength 2 
Moderate strength 
Neutral (indeterminate) 0 
Moderate weakness -1 
Significant weakness -2 
Evaluation criteria 
[J Internal and external improvement options 
Figure 6.4 Evaluation of Feasibility Phase 
6.6.1 Time-investment 
Evaluation Criteria: 
I. Time-investment 
2. Effectiveness 
3. Efficiency 
4 . Required skill level 
5. Participation of 
company staff / 
network partners 
6. Comp lexity 
7. Systematic approach 
A feasibility analysis on the selected improvement options was conducted by the facilitator of 
the industrial network assessment. A very detailed feasibility analysis was not carried out by the 
facilitator due to time constraints. Staff members, network partners and industry specialists 
were consulted to obtain additional data on the options for both the textile printing company 
and the powder coating company. 
The total time-period, in which the feasibility analysis was conducted, was approximately five 
weeks. During these five weeks, the facilitator spent approximately ten full working days on 
the feasibility analysis for each case-study company. The required time-investment to complete 
a rough feasibility analysis on the selected options is regarded as neutral / indetenninate. 
6.6.2 Effectiveness 
The effectiveness is defined as the quality or usefulness of the conducted feasibility analysis for 
the implementation of the options. 
During the feasibility analysis, all selected options were assessed on environmental, economic, 
technical and social aspects which could or will occur during implementation. 
Although the feasibility studies were not that detailed, it was possible to detennine whether or 
not an option an option was feasible. However, most feasible options would need further 
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6.7 Conclusions 
This chapter evaluated the developed industrial network approach based on the conducted 
experiments with the two case-study companies. Seven criteria were used to address the 
strengths and weaknesses of the developed methodology. 
Figure 6.5 gives a summary of the individual ratings for each phase of the industrial network 
assessment; these ratings were discussed in previous sections. 
SUMMARY OF RATINGS OF INDUSTRIAL NETWORK ASS~SMENf 
(BASED ON EXPERIMENT S WIT H POWDER COATING COMP ANY AND TEXTILE PRINTING COMP ANY) 
Significant strength 2 
Moderate strength 
Neutral (indeterminate) 0 
Moderate weakness -1 
Significant weakness 
-2 
Evaluation criteria 
1. Time-investment 4. Required skill level 6. Complexity 
2. Effectiveness 5. Participation of company staff 7. Systematic approach 
3. Efficiency and network partners 
EI Inventory phase • Network impact matrix o Brainstorming session 
o Discussion/selection phase • Feasibility phase 
Figure 6.5 Summary of Ratings of Industrial Network Assessment 
Suggestions to improve the perfonnance of the developed industrial network approach, by 
eliminating the identified weaknesses, are discussed in Chapter 7 "Discussion and 
Conclusions" . 
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7 D;SCIISS;OIl alld COIIC!IIS;OIlS 
7.1 Introduction 
Based on Chapter 2, the literature review, a methodology was developed for the identification 
of eco-efficient improvement in the industrial networks of SMEs (Chapter 3). As discussed in 
Chapter 4 and 5, the industrial network approach as developed and described in this thesis is 
perceived to be of limited value for SMEs. The strengths and weaknesses of the developed 
industrial network approach were evaluated in Chapter 6. 
Ths chapter summarises the results of this Masters project and offers a conclusion regarding the 
findings. In Section 7.2, suggestions to improve the performance of the developed methodology are 
outlined. Three scenarios to conduct an industrial network assessment in combination with a waste 
minimisation (WM) assessment are discussed in Section 7.3. The incorporation of the industrial 
network assessment in the existing WM-methodology is the suggested and the preferred scenario and 
is discussed separately in Section 7.4. The final conclusions regarding this research project are 
outlined in Section 7.5 . 
7.2 Suggestions to Improve the Performance of the Industrial Network Assessment 
In order to further develop the industrial network approach, possible ways to eliminate the 
identified weaknesses of the developed methodology have to be addressed. After giving an 
overall rating for each phase of the industrial network assessment in Subsection 7.2.l; 
suggestions are given to improve the performance of each phase of the developed methodology. 
7.2.1 Overall Ratillg of the Phases of the Illdustrial Network Approach 
Figure 7.1 gives an identification of the overall strength or weakness of each phase within the 
developed industrial network assessment. 
OVERALL RATING OFTHE INDUSTRIAL NETWORK ASSESSMENT 
(BASED ON EXPERIMENTS WIT H POWDER COATING COMPANY AND TEXT ILE PRINTING COMPANy) 
Moderate st rengt h 7 6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Neutral (indeterminate) 0 
-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
Moderate weakness 
-6 
-7 
L J !~ 
"l c: 
Phases ofindustriaJ network assessment 
o Total scores 
Figure 7.1 Overall Rating of Phases of Industrial Network Assessment 
Phase: 
I . Inventory phase 
2. Network impact matrix 
3. Brainstonning session 
4. Discussion/selection 
phase 
5. Feasibility phase 
The inventory phase is considered to be an essential part of the industrial network assessment 
which has potential for further improvement. 
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Phase Suggested Improvements 
Inventory phase modify worksheets to do the network mapping 
simplify structure of the mapped network 
more involvement of company staff / network partners 
Assessment phase - network impact matrix more involvement of company staff / network partners 
Assessment phase - brainstorming session discuss mapped network of company as introduction to 
brainstorming session 
improvement of brainstorming checklist 
more involvement of company staff / network partners 
Discussion / selection phase more involvement of company staff / network partners 
Feasibility p~se optimise structure of framework for feasibility study 
more involvement of company staff / network partners 
Table 7.1 Summary of the Suggested Improvements of the Developed Industrial Network Approach 
7.3 Industrial Network Assessment versus Waste Minimisation Assessment 
A waste minimisation assessment is proposed to be the most appropriate existing methodology 
to improve the environmental performance of companies [US EPA, 1988]. However, the WM-
methodology has limitations which reduces its potential to contribute to the required 
improvement of the environmental performance of SMEs in the South African manufacturing 
sector. These limitations include the system's boundaries and the scope and main focus of the 
waste minimisation assessment. Each limitation was discussed in the literature review. 
The developed industrial network approach aimed to overcome the limitations of the WM-
methodology. It needs to be discussed how the strengths of the developed methodology can be 
applied in practice as efficiently and effectively as possible. 
The following three scenarios are possible options for conducting the developed industrial 
network assessment: 
- Scenario 1: industrial network assessment instead of a waste minimisation assessment 
- Scenario 2: industrial network assessment in addition to a waste minimisation assessment 
- Scenario 3: incorporate the industrial network approach in the WM-methodology 
The feasibility of each scenario will be discussed in the following subsections. 
7.3.1 Scenario 1: Industrial Network Assessment Instead of a Waste Minimisation Assessment 
This scenario corresponds with the experiments conducted with the textile printing company, as 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
The value of an industrial network assessment instead of a waste minimisation assessment is 
determined by the total number of identified improvement options feasible for the company. 
The experiments with the textile company revealed that the industrial network approach was 
able to identify both internal and external improvement options. Internal options are mostly 
typical waste minimisation options and external options concern improvements in the industrial 
network of the SME. However, the total number of feasible internal and external improvements 
identified by the industrial network assessment is regarded as low. 
The opinion of the author of this thesis is that a completed waste minimisation assessment 
would have identified more feasible options since the WM-methodology is a proven tool to 
improve the environmental performance of a company. It is therefore questionable if it is 
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Waste minimisation assessment Industrial network assessment 
Planninf! and orf!anisation 
- getnaanagernentconrurriltment Not included in the developed methodology, but 
- defme scope and boundaries of project was done during experiments. 
- set up project team and defme responsibilities 
- set up goals (quantitative and qualitative) and 
time-plarming 
- identify sources of data and contact persons 
Pre-assessment phase (inventory phase) 
Rough in-company data: Rough in- and extel7lal company data: 
- identity: characterise, and track the facilities of - complete worksheets for network naapping 
waste streams (shareholders, suppliers, clients, competitors, 
- draw up process flow charts utility providing companies, waste 
- detennine mass and energy flows treatment/recycling companies, support 
- start naaking rough mass and energy balances organisations, governmental and community 
- identity the naain environmental costs organisations, naaintenance companies) 
- select naain focus areas - naap industrial network of the company 
Assessment phase 
Detailed in-company data (for focus areas): Detailed in- and external company data: 
- compile background infornaation on processes, - complete network impact naatrix 
waste types and sources, technologies, WM- - generate options (network brainstonning 
practices and environmental impacts session and evaluation of completed network 
- gather additional data impact naa trix) 
- close mass and energy balances 
- generate options (brainstonning session, 
literature, WM-checklists, industry experts) 
- screen and select options for further study 
Feasibility analysis 
Intel7lal improvement options: In- and extel7lal improvement options: 
- technical evaluation - technical evaluation 
- economical evaluation - economic evaluation 
- environmental evaluation - environmental evaluation 
- social evaluation 
Implementation 
Internal improvement options: In- and external improvement options: 
-
get conrurriltment from company naanagement - get conrurriltment from company naanagement 
- set up project team and involved network partners 
- allocate tasks and responsibilities - set up project team (in- and external 
- detennine costs members) 
-
detennine time-plarming - allocate tasks and responsibilities 
- implementation - detennine costs (and profit sharing between 
- evaluate perfornaance network partners) 
- detennine time-plarming 
- implementation 
- evaluate perfornaance 
Table 7.2 Industrial Network Assessment versus WM-assessment Procedure 
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7.4.2 Proposed Modification of the Existing WM-procedure 
The proposed modification of the existing WM-procedure is shown in Table 7.3. Each 
modification is marked in bold and numbered. Each modification is discussed in the following 
subsections. 
Phase 1: Planning and organisation 
- get commitment from company management and network partners, or at least 
inform network partners about project (1) 
- defme scope and boundaries of the project 
- set up a project team, consisting of company employees and network partners 
(2), and'defme responsibilities 
- set up goals (quantitative or qualitative) and time-plarming 
- identify sources of data and contact persons 
Phase 2: Pre-assessment 
- identifY, characterise, and track the facilities of waste streams 
- draw up process flow charts 
- determine mass and energy flows 
- start making rough mass and energy balances 
- identify, characterise network partners and its relationships with the company (3) 
- map industrial network of company (4) 
- identifY the main environmental costs 
- select main focus areas 
Phase 3: Assessment 
- compile background infonnation on processes, waste types and sources, 
technologies, wm-practices and environmental impacts 
- gather additional data 
- close mass and energy balances 
- generate options (WM-checklists, industrial network checklist (5), literature, industry 
experts) 
- screen and select <ptions for further stu<!y 
Phase 4: Feasibility 
- technical evaluation 
- economical evaluation 
- environmental evaluation 
- social evaluation (6) 
Phase 5: Implementation 
- get commitment from company management and network partners (7) 
- set up project team, consisting of company employees and network partners (8), 
for implementation of option 
- allocate tasks and responsibilities 
- determine costs and profit sharing with network partners (9) 
- determine time-plarming 
- implementation 
- evaluate performance 
Table 7.3 Proposed Modification ojthe Existing WM-methodology 
By modifying the existing WM-methodology with the proposed suggestions, the scope of the 
WM-assessment is extended. Besides the identification of internal improvement options, the 
modified WM-methodology also aims to identify improvements in the industrial network in 
which the company operates naturally (external improvements). It is therefore important to 
involve network partners of the company during the entire waste minimisation exercise. 
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Appendix B: Checklist/or Network Brains/arming Session 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION - COMPANY CHECKLIST · 
Ene~y COnlnrnts 
Can waste heat be utilised, exchanged bet'Aeen processes, exchanged 
bet'Aeen compmies? 
Can energy costs be diroctly allocated to budgets I process step;; to 
encooraoe better control? 
Is there sco~ for better energy housekeeping? For example: 
- Can processes or buildings be insulated moreeffoctively? 
- Can more energy-efficient I ighting be installed? 
- Are buildings maxim ising use of passive heating and cooling? 
Can raw materials be produced or dritrl with less or renewable energy? 
Can processes be integrated to crea:e energy savings? 
Is the drying process maniged optimally? Can products be manufacturro 
with less energy? A thennostat or hygrostat controlled process is more 
efficient than a time controlled Ql'ocess. 
Can the process timES and temperaturES be adjusted moreefficiently? 
Can more use be made of renewable energy in production or processing? 
,Environmental man~ement Comments -
" 
Reduce quantities of raw materials to levels where materials wi II be used up 
just as new materials arearrivingiJust-In-Time production} 
Do you use aU the samples you receive ITom chemical suppliers (no-used 
samples arehaza-dous waste)? 
Can expired products be returned to its supplier? 
Do all the suppl iers send the Material Safcty Data Shoos for all the (new) 
chemicals that they supply? 
Can the product or service be combined with others to reduce ovemll 
material and ene~y intensity? 
Can customers be infamed or edurnted about ways of extending proruct 
durability? 
Can "green" ideas be exchanged bet'Aeen your com J:(my, netmrk partners, 
andothercomrnnies in thesameindustry? 
Can your industry orgmisation or other knowledge providing institution 
provide you with infamation concerning "green" clients I markets (in 
present and in the future)? 
Can changes in the environmental legislation be expected whid1 require 
changes in the production process? 
Can funding be obtaned ITom the government (Iornl, regional, national 
funding programmes) to improve the ecooomic I environmental 
periOrmance of your comrnny? 
Inspection I maintena.nce Comroents -
Can yields be increased by better maintenance, control, or other means? For 
example: 
- Are pump;;, valves , and pipES inspected regularly to minimise leaks? 
- Could better maintenance of boilers and other equipment Improve 
energy efficiency? Are the burners of the boi lers and dryers clemed 
regularly? Are they the right size? 
- Are all hot and cold transportation pipES isolated? 
- Are equ ipment and vehicles pro~rly maintained so that em iss ions are 
ke~t to a minimum? 
Are supplied products/raw materials inspected as they arnve In your 
company? Identify why the quality criteria are not met. 
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Ap/xmdix B: ChecklistfiJr Network Brainstorming Session 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION - COMPANY CHECKLIST 
Can material use be minimised by improved mechanical design / 
machinery / equipment? 
Packa~in~ Comments 
Can packaging be eliminated or reduced by: 
- integrating transportation packaging design with product packaging 
- making products of smaller s ize, or a different shape 
- using the packaging more than one time 
Can the environmental effect of the packaging be reduced? 
Can product packaging be made more recyclable? 
Can used packai.'ing be returned to its supplier for recycl ing and reuse? 
Pro<rss optimisauOn Comments 
Can supplied prorncts and raw materials be prornced or processed III less 
materially intense ways? 
Can water consumption be reduced? 
Can harmful (toxic) substances be eliminated from production processes 
and remaining harmful substances be recycled or incinerated? 
Can more use be made of resources that are certified as being sustainably 
produced? 
If the following liquids are llSed in any manufacturing process, is their use 
minim ised, and have substi tutes been invest igattrl? 
- solvents or oils 
- organic species of concern 
- acids 
- nutrients 
Do some of the netmrk partners have special requirements which have no 
effect on the quality ofpurpJse of the products or services, but which have 
a nef!aive econom iclenvironmental effect on your production process? 
PrQ~utt deSign . Comme,.ts -
Can prorncts/services be redesigned/adjusted, so that 
- less waste is creaed in later stages 
- less use of materials and energy inputs is made, also during the user-
phase 
- renwable and abundant materials are used instead of ScaJCe and non-
renwable ones 
- more use is made of recyclable materials/mmponents 
(material point of view) 
Can products/services be redesigned/adjusted, so that 
- end-of-I i fe products can be disassem bltrl easily 
- end-of-life products are easier to dis(Xlse off 
(end-of-life point of view) 
Can products/services be redesigned/adj usted, so that 
- products/components are made modular to allow easy upgrading 
- longevity of the product or the prornction equipment/tools IS 
improved 
- distribution and logistics is madeeasier 
(service point of view) 
Can the prodlct (components) be marked so that the recyclability is made 
easier (eco-labellingJ? 
Can the propel1ies of the product be accentuated or developed for greaer 
customer value? 
What services arecustomers really getting from your product? Can this be 
provided more effectively or in complete di fhent ways? 
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APIX!I1dix B: Lnecklistf)r Network flrams/ol711ing Session 
Ref.no. NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION - COMPANYCHECKLlST 
6.7 
6.8 
What services will customers need in the future') Can you design new or 
deveJop existing Qroducts to meet them? 
Is your product providing other services as well as the most obvious one? 
Can these be accmtuated or enhanced? Can the product or service be 
inte:!,rated or synchronisErl with others togrovide multifunctionality? 
Transport Comments 
7.1 
7.2 
7.3 
8. 
Can transport be reduced or grea:er use be made of energy-effICient transport 
such as rail? 
Can procLcts be transported or distributed by alternative means to enhance 
customer value and reduce environmental impcrts? 
Can production be localised to both enhance service and reduce transport 
needs? 
Wastes 
8. I Can waste disJXlsal costs be reduced by any way (give III waste more 
sepaate, change concentration, other size drums / cans, com bine transport 
withothercom~ies in the region)? 
8.2 Are there any opportunities to recycle, remanufacture or re-use wastes, in-
and outside com fXlny (participate in waste exchange schenes)? 
8.3 Use pro~sing methods which geneate trea:able or recyclable waste on-
site Track the non-recyclable waste streams in the comrnny and ask 
suppliers for alternative products. 
8.4 Can products, whidl don 't meet the quality stardards, be reused, 
remanufactured, or recycled? 
8.5 Can end-of-lifeprocLcts be reused, remanufactured, recycled, or incinerated? 
8.6 Can customer's disJXlsal problems be eliminated by providing a take-back 
service? 
8.7 Can the wastewater trea:ment plant trea: the wastewater of the relaed 
pro~s steps (mOle effICient)? 
8.8 Can sUpJXlrt organisatioos provide the needxl environmental training to 
employees who deal with hazerdous chemicals and wastes? The key to any 
waste minimisatioo effort is employee participation. Training and 
educational progtanlmes can infOllll employees about waste minimisatioo 
and its benefi ts . 
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APPENDIX 
B 
Environmentally 
Responsible Process 
Matrix: Scoring 
Guidelines and 
Protocols 
l1,e Proe<ss Imrrovemenl Malrix is uescrih<u in Charter R. In this arr<ndix, a samrk 
of possibk scoring considerations arrrorriate 10 each of the matrix dem<nts is pre-
senled . It is anlicipateu Ihat uiffcrenl tyros of rroe<ss<s may r<quir< uiffert!nt check 
lists and <valuations, so this arrendix is rresenled as an e,,,mrk ratha Ihan as a uni· 
v\.'rsal formula. 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 1,1 
Life Sloge: Resource Provisioning 
Environmenl"1 Slressor. Malerials Choice 
If either of the following conuilions arrly, Ih< malrix ekmenl raling is t#-
o For Ih< case whore surplier componenls/suhsySI<ms are us<u: No/lillie informa-
tiol1 is known ahout the chemical cont cnt in slipplicu proct..:'ss COllsulOables and 
equirm<n!. 
o For Iht! case where rnalerials arc acquireu from surrliers: A scarce malerial is 
used where a r<asonable ail<rnalive is available . (Scarce malerials are defined as 
anlimony, beryllium, horon, coball. chromium. gold, m<rcury.lhc rl3linum melals 
[PI . lr. Os, Pa, Rh. Ru I. silver. lhorium. anu uranium.) 
If Ihe following conuition arrlics. the malrix ekmenl raling is.(;> 
• No virgin material is uscu in illcoming components or materials. 
If neither of the pr<ceding rali'ngs is assigned, comrlele the ch<cklisl below. 
Assign a raling of 1. 2, or 3 d<pending on Ihe degre< to which Ihe proc<ss meels DFE 
prd<renc<s for Ihis malrix <Iemen!. 
o Is Ihe rrocess u<signculo minimize Ih< usc of malerials in reslrkled supply? 
o Is Ihe process designed 10 ulilize recyckd malerials or componenls wherever 
rossibk? 
• Of the pOlt!ntial cOIl~umJbh: m:ltcrials, art..:' thtlsc: dlOSCIl the ont:s whose extrac-
lion r<sults in Ih< lowesl environ menial impact? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 1.2 
!.ife Slage: Resource Provisioning 
Environmental Stressor. Energy Usc 
If Ih~ following condition arrlieS.lhe matrix elemenl raling is I.e{ 
• One or more! of the: principnl malc!ri:1l~ uscLi in Ih~ procc:ss rcC}uin:s cnt'rgy-intcn-
sivc! extraction and suit:lhl~ nllernativc! materials aft: :lV:1ilahl..: th:ll uo nol. 
(M~terials requiring energy-intensive extraction arc: defined as virgin aluminum, 
virgin steel, and virgin petroleum.) 
If Ihe following conuilion arrlies,lhe matri.' clement rat in~ is.o 
o Negligible energy is needeu to exlrncl or ship Ihe malerials or componenls for 
I h is rrocess. 
If neilher of the preccuing ralings is assigned . compiele Ihe checklisl hdow. 
Assign a raling of 1,2, or 3 dcp<nuing on Ihe degr<e 10 whiCh the process me<IS DFE 
preferences for Ihis malrix clemen!. 
• Is the process th.:signc:u to minimizt! the usc: of virgin matl:rials who~c extraction 
is energy intensive'! 
• Docs the proces!'> ut:sign avoid or minimiZe! the USc of high-tknsity matt:ri;lls 
whose Iransport to and from the facilil Y will r<quire significanl en<rgy us<? 
(Such malerials are defined as Ihose wilh a sr<eific gravilY ahove 7.0.) 
o Is Iransrorl dislance of incoming malerials and comronenls minimized ') 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 1.3 
Life Slage: Resource Provisioning 
En,;ronmenlal Slressor. Solid Residues 
If eilher of Ihe following eondilions apply. Ihe matrix elemenl raling is ~ 
o For the case where male rials are acquired from surrliers: Melals from virgin orcs 
art! us<u, creating subslanli"I wasle rock resiuues Ihal could be avoiued hy Ih< use 
of virgin material, and suilahle virgin maleri"1 is avail"hle frolO recycling streams. 
o For Ihe case where supplier componenls/subsystems are useu: All incoming r ack -
aging is from virgin sources and consisls of Ihree or more Iypes of malerials. 
If all of Ihe following condilions aprly, Ih< malrix <lemenl rating is <> 
o For the case where malerials are acquired from surrliers: No soliu resiuues result 
from resource exlraction or during prouuclion of malerials by r<cycling (exam· 
pie: pelroleum). 
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For the cose where supplier comronents/subsystems arc used: Minimal or no 
rackaging mote rial is used or the surrlier takcs back all pn~kaging moterial. 
• For the case where surplier comronents/subsystems ore lIsed : Incoming rackag· 
ing is totally reuscdlrccyckd . 
If neither of the rreceuing r"tinlts is assigned. compkte Ihe checklist below. 
Assign l raling of 1,2, or 3 depending on Ihe degree 10 which Ihe rrocess meets DFE 
rreferences for Ihis matrix ~Iemenl. 
Is the process designed 10 minimize the use of materi:.ls whose exlraction or 
rurificalion involves the production of large amounts of solid residues (i .e., coal 
and oil virgin metals)" 
• Is the: process d\!signcd 10 minimize the usc or m:Hl!ri:.ls whose.: extr:,lI.:tion or 
rurificltion involves the prouuclion of loxie solid residues? (11.is .:ategory 
includes all radioaclive materiols.) 
• Hns incoming packaging volume nnd weighl, at and among "II kvcls (prim:.ry. 
secondary, and tertiary), been minirnized? 
• Is maleriols diversily minimized in incomin)!'l'acbging') 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 1,4 
ljrl' St:J~e: Rl'SOIlH't' Provisioning 
Environm~nt.1 Slressor: Liquid Residnes 
If eilher of the following conditions arrly. lhe malri, elem~nl ralin!! is l.i 
For Ihe case where suprlier components/subsyslcms are used: Melals from virgin 
o rcs Ihal cause subslanlial acid mine drainage arc used, and suitahle virgin male· 
rial is available from recycling Slreams. (Mat~rials causing acid mine drainage arc 
defined as copper , iron. nickel,lead.and zinc.) 
• ror Ihe cose where male rials are acquired from surrliers :The rack aging conlains 
IOxi.: or hazardous suhslanccs Ih:" mighllcak from it if impn)rer disrosal occ:urs. 
If both of Ihe following condilions arply.lhe matrix elemcnt raling is V 
• For Ihe case where materials arc acquired from surpliers: No liquid residues 
resull from resource eXlra.:tion Or during rroduction of mater~.ls by recycling. 
• For Ihe Clse where surplier comronenls/subsystems arc used: No liquid residue 
is generated uuring trlnsrorl:tlion , unrocking. or usc of Ihis rroduc:1. 
If neilher of the rrc.:cding ralings is assigned . complele Ihe checkliSt oelow. 
Assign:l r:lIing of 1,2, or J <..kpcnc..lillg 011 the tkgrcc 10 wlli •. :h the pruc:ess 11lc.!CIS orr. 
rreferences for Ihis malri, clement. 
• Is the process, (ksigneo to minimize: the: usc of mill!:rials whose CXlf:.1ction or 
purification involves Ihe generalion of large amounls of liquid residues? (This 
calegory includes paper nnd allied products, coal, and male rials from biomass.) 
• Is the process l.h:signc:d 10 minimize: the: usc: of materials whose: c:.'~trac(i()1\ or 
purification involves the generation of toxic liquiu residues? (These materials arc 
udined as aluminum, chromium. coprer, iron,lead. mercury. nickel, :mu zinc.) 
• Are refillable/reusable containers used for incoming liquid lIlaterials where 
arrrorriate? 
• Docs the use of incoming components ((..'quirc ckaninl! that involvl!s alargc: amount 
of water or that'generates liquid residues needing special dispos,,1 methods? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 1,5 
life Stage: Rewurce Provisioning 
Environmental Stressor: Gaseous Residues 
If the following cond ition aprlies. the nwtrix clemenl ralin!! is tj 
• The malerials used cause subs",nlial emissions of loxic. smog ' rroducing, or 
greenhouse gases inlo Ihe environmenl, and suilable aiternalives Ihal do nol do 
so are available. (These malerials are defined as alun.inum. corper, iron, kad, 
nickel , zinc. paper and allied products, and concrele .) 
If Ihe following condilion arrlies. the m<ltri, ekm~nl raling is (:) 
• No gaseous residues arc PH)(jUl.:t!'ti during rc.:sourcl.' l'xtraclioll or production o( 
materials hy rccydillg. 
If neilher of Ihe rrcc:eding ralings is assigned. c<)mricle Ihe checklist oelow. 
Assign a raling of 1,2, or 3 derending on Ihe uegree 10 whid. IhL' rro.:css mecls DFE 
preferences for Ihis matrix clement. 
Is Ihe rrocess designed 10 mm.m. ze Ihe use of materials whose extraclion Or 
rurificalion involves the general ion of large amounls of gas~ous (toxi.: or other· 
wise) residues? (Such materials are defined as aluminum , correr. iron. lead, 
nic:kel. and zinc.) 
• Does the process ucsign avoid using consumaok materials whose transrort 10 
Ihe facililY will resull in significanl g<lseous residues? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 2,1 
Life Stage: Process Implementation 
Environment.1 Stressor: ""aterials Choice . 
If the following eondilion applies, the n;a'lrix elellleni raling is It 
• Process eq.uipmenl manufacture requires relalively 1:Ir!!e amounlS of malerials 
lhat are resi'NC!ed, lOx ie, and/or radioaclive. 
If the following eon1lifu>n applies, the matrix elemenl raling is 0 
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• Materials used in process equipment manufacture are completely closed loop 
(captured and rcuscdlrecyeicd) with minimum inputs required. 
H neither of Iht.' pn.'l"cding r~ilillg:-. is assig.ned, t:ol1lplctc the checklist below. 
Assign a rnling of 1,2, or 3 u'tPcllding 011 the ucgrcc to which the process cquiplllt:nl 
Illeets DFE prckrL"nccs for this matrix dement. 
• Dues tilt: process eqllipment ucsign tlvo;J the- usc of materials Ihal arc. in 
fL'st rieted supply') 
Is the u:o;c of IOxic malcri:lI avoided or minimized',) 
• Is the usc of radio~It:livc n1;lIc-rial avoillL'd? 
Is the usc of virgin matcrialll1inilllizt.'d? 
• Has tilt: chemical treatment of matcri;lls anu components bct:n minimizcu'? 
'OCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 2,2 
l.ife St~ge: Proces., Implement~tion 
Environmenl:.J1 Strcs.'ior: EncrJ!v USC' 
If tilt.;' fl)lIowing conuition~;lpplics, Ihe In:llrix clement rating is!.lt 
Energy u~e ror process cquipment manuracture arlu installntion is high and less 
cnL'rgy-inlt:nsive alternatives nrc ;lv;lilahle. 
H the rollowing conditioll applics.thc lIlatrix cknlt.:llt rating is 0 
• Process equipment IIl:lllllLIt:tllre and iIlSLIII;'li~lI' rcquircs 110 or minimal 
cllcrg.y ust.:'. 
Ir ncithcr or the preceuing r:ltings is assigned. complete tile ciH.:cklist below. 
As:-.igll ;J rating or 1.2. or :1 ucpcnding 011 thL' dq~rcc In wllich the prnccso,,; equipment 
IlIct,;ls DFE prekrcllces ror this matrix t.:'klTlenl. 
Is Ihc pro(l;'ss cquiplllCllt Ill:1T11Ir:lclllrt: designed (0 millimi7c the IISC nr cllcrg.y-
inten..;ivl' processing sleps'! 
• Is the process e4uipmcnt manur~lcturl' uesigned to minimize energy-intensive 
evalu"tion/testing steps? 
• Does the prot,;css cquipment manuracture use co-generation. heal exchanges, 
and/or other tt:cillli'llJCS 10 utilize othL'rwise wast cd L'rlt:rgy? 
.. 
! ROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 2,3 
Life SI~ge: Process Iml'lcment~ti()n 
Environmcnl~1 Slrcssor. Solid Residues 
I f the followillg condition applies. the matrix clemen[ rJ[illg is I.f 
• Solid re~idues from shipping and instalbtion nre I"rge "nd no reuse/recycling 
progr;lms are in use. 
If the rollowing condition npplit.:s, the 1ll:ltri."( elemcnt rating is ~ 
• Soliu rt.:siducs rrom shipping tlnu installalion ;Ire minor and arc >lJO perccnt 
reused/recycled. 
If neither of the prcceding r~tings is assiglled, compkte the checklist helow. 
Assign a r:lling or 1,2, or :1 uepending on the uegrce to which the process eqllipment 
IllCCtS OFE preferences ror this matrix clemen!. 
• Ilavc soliu shipping and installation rcsiuucs hel:n minilili/cd to lile grcatest 
extent pos<ihle? 
• Has the resale of all solid shippi~~ and instaliatiull residues been impicmented') 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 2,4 
l.ife St~ge: Process I",plemenl~tion 
Environment"1 Siressor. Liquid Residues 
If the following condition applies. the matrix eicmen[ r"ting is ~~ 
• Liquid shipping anu insl;lllalion resiuucs arc brgc aBu nu rClIsclrecyC\ing pro-
gr;lms ~He in usc. 
If the following condition applies. the matrix clement rating is 0 
• Liquid shipping ;lUU installation rcsiuucs arc millur and c;I(.'1I constituent i;-: >(){) 
percent reusedlrecycled. 
If ncither of the preeeding r~tings is assigned. compicte the checklist helow. 
Assign a rnting of 1,2. or 3 depending on the degree to which the process meets DFE 
preferences for this matrix clement. 
• If solvents or oils are used in the Shipping and inst"II,,[ion of this process 
equipment, is their IISC minimizeu and h;lvc allernativt.:s heen invcstigateu and 
impicmented? 
• If water is used in the shipping and installation of this process equipment. is its use 
minimized and have ~lternative appro~ches been investigated ~nd implemented') 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 2,5 
Life St~ge: Prncess Implement~lilln 
Environmenl:.1 Stressor: G:.J~l'OIiS nesidllcs 
H cither or the rollowing condilions ;lpply. the lIlt1trix clelllent rating is '-I 
• Gaseous process equipment shipping and install:ition residues are large ~nd 
uncontrolled. 
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• Large amounts of solid rc!siduL'S rL'sl!lt frolll lilt..' t:OI11plelllt..'lltary processL's and no 
control is pr;}cliccJ. 
If the following conJi(;on applies, Ihe matrix eIL-lllenl r;lling is 0 
• No solid r~sidlles rl'sull IrDIIl till' cOlllpll'Illl'lIlary prot.:l'sscs. 
rr ncitht.!r or the prcceding ratings is ;)ssign~d, complc.:lc tht.: checklist hclow. 
Assign a r(lling or 1.2, or 3 depc!lIding on the dc!grec to which th~ complementary 
processes meet DFE prererencL's ror this matrix elt.!nl:..'nl. 
• Have solid compk'lOcntary prot.:t.!ss residues (mold scrap. cuuing scrap. and so 
on) be~1l minimil.l.'d and n:used tn Ihe greatest cxtl.'llt possihlL'? 
• H:lve opportunitit.:s ror sak nf all cornpkmL'lltary process solid rL'sidllt.:s ;IS inputs 
illtn the products and proel'sst.:s or others hl'l'n investigatt.:d. ~lnd lIlodiricatiolls 
lIIadc to residliL'S (ir possihk alld ne.:cess<lry) to r;lcilitalc.: such trans,It . .:liolls·! 
• lias pat.:kaging materi;1I elltering the racility ill COlillec.:liOIl witli complL'O)L'nt<lry 
processes heen minimized. alld docs il usc:: the [ewest possihlc difrc!rcnl materials? 
• Do surpliers take hack the packaging m,"crial in which consumables for comple-
mentary rrocesses enter the f~cilily" 
'ROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 4,4 
Life Sla~t:': Compll'mcnl:U)' Proc('s." Oper:Jtion 
En\>'ironmcntul Sin'ssor. Liquid Rl'sidlll· ... 
tr the.: following cOlltiitinll applies, thc matrix elemclll rating is!.l.t 
• Large' amollnlS or liquiJ residuc!s rl!sul! rrom lhl.' cOlllplcrnt.:nlilry processes and 
no control is practiccd. 
tr lhe rollowing cOlldition ~'pplie.:s, tilL' Inatrix elc::nlL'llt r;)ling i ... () 
• No liquid residues rc<;ul! rrolll the l'ompkmL'ntary procl'ssC .... 
Ir neilhc-r or Ihe prect.:ding ratings is assigIlL'<i, COlllplt.:lc tht.: checklist helow. 
Assign a rating or 1,2. or 3 dc::pending on the dc!grl'L' 10 whidl the compkmelll;try 
processes meet OrE prekrences ror this matrix clement. 
• tr solvents or oils (Ire uscJ in complementary procl'sses, is IhL'ir usc lIIinimizeu 
anu h;)ve suhstilU'tes beell investigated? 
• Have orrortunities for s~1e of all cOnlriemelllary rrocess liquid residues 'IS 
inputs into the products and processl!s or otht.!rs been investigated, elllU modirica-
tions m~de to residues (if possihle and neeess~ry) to foeilitate such transactions" 
• H;)vc! complementary processes heen uesignccl to utilizc the maximum ;)mount 
or recycled liquid species rather than virgin m<lll.'ri;Jls? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 4,5 
Lire Stage: Complcmentary Proc.ss Operation 
En"ironmental Stressor: Gaseous Residues 
If the following conuition arrlies, the motrix clement r~tin~ is tL1 
• Large amounts of gaseolls residues n .. 'sult frollllhc.: (ompkmcnl:HY prot.:t:sst.:'s and 
no control is rrocticed. 
I f the following condition arPlies, the nntri, clement rating is Cl 
I 
• No g"eous residues result from ,tl~e complement3ry rrocesses. 
If neither of the rreceding ratings is assi~ned. eomriete the checklist helow. 
Assign <l fating of 1,2, or .1 depending on the degrc.:e 10 which the comrklllL'nlary 
processes meet DrE preferences for this m:llrix cknH..'nL 
• I-lave OrrnriUnilies for sale of all complementary process gaseous rcsiuucs as 
inputs inlO the prouucts ant.! processes or others been invl'stigated. and modifica-
tions m~ue to residues (if possible and necess~ry) to facilitate sllch trollsactions'l 
• Are greenhouse gases used or generated in the comrkmenl3ry rrocesses'! 
• If CFCs or HCFCs are used in comrlementary rrocesses, h~ve 31ternatives heen 
thoroughly invesligated? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 5,1 
Lire Stage: Rdurbishment, Recycling, Disposal 
Environmental Stressor: Material Choice 
If the following enndilion arrlies, ihe motrix elemellt r"till~ is ~ 
• Process equirment cont~ins significant quantities of mercury (i.e .. mercury 
relays), ashestos (i.e., ~sbestos b3sed insulations), or caumium (i.e., codmium or 
zinc rlateu parts) that are not cie3r1y identifieu and easily removable. 
I f the following condition arrlies, the matrix de2",'nl rating is 0 
• Material diversity is minimizeu, the rrOUlict is easy to disassemhle, ~nu all r~rts 
arc recycl~blc. 
If neither of the rreceding r~tings is assiglled, comrlete the cheek list bdow. 
Assign a r3ting of 1,2, or 3 depending on the uegrec to which the rrocess equirment 
meets DrE preferences for this matrix eiemenl. 
• Have materials been chosen ~nd used in light of the desired recyciin~/uisrosal 
or tion for the rrocess equirment (e.g., for incineration, for recycling. for 
refurhishment)? ' 
• Docs the rrocess equipment minimize the number of uifferent materiols tltat arc 
used in its manuracture? 
• Are the uifferent m~terials e~sy to iuentify ~nu seramte" 
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• Is IIlIS b:lIkry-fn.'t: pr(,H,:~.s ." 1.:qlJiplll~Jll'! 
Is this rrot:~ss c.:qllipml.:nl frL't.: of t.:omponL'nls t.:(lI1I:tillil1 ,l! PCfh or peTs (e.g. .. in 
capacitors "nu Ir;1nsfurlllcrs)? 
• A.n.: major plastics parIs fret! of pt)lybromin;lted fl:lmc..: relan.Lmls or Ilt.:avy metal-
h:lsc.:d ;Iddi\ i VL'S f. (olor<llllS. Ctlndullor.\ slahi I iZL'rs, CIL:.)'.' 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 5,2 
l.ife Stage: RerlJrhishment, R"C\'clin~, Disl'",,1 
En\'ironn,enfal Sfres~()r. Energy U:-;e 
If the following condi!ion applies. the motrix eicmcnt rnling is t4 
Recyclin~/disposal of this process equipmenl is re l"l ively en~r):y inlensive (com-
pareu 10 llllll..:r prouuc..:ls that pt.:rform Ihl.! santt.: fUllction) Uuc..: to its weight, con· 
struction. alHJIc.)r L'ompkxity. 
If the following rnlldil ion applies, Iht! matri.~ t.:h.:II1Cllt rating is.o 
• Ent.:rgy liSt.: for rl.:cycling or di~p()sal of this pn.h':~SS equipmel1t is minimal. 
If neither of tht.: preceding r:1tings is assigned , compktc the checklist bt:low. 
"..;sign :1 citing. of 1. 2. or :~ dl'pL'nding 011 Ihe dL'!:!rl'l' to which till' proccss equiprllL'1l1 
mL'ets Dr!.:: prl.'fL'reItL'L''' (or Ihis Ill:ltri.'( eit:mcllI. 
• Is IhL' procl.'ss c.:quipnll'lI{ desig.ned with the.: aim of minimizi ng the lise of cnetgy-
intensive ste.:ps in dis'lsse: mhly? 
Is th~ prnL't"ss equipmcnt d~sigllt"d for high·lcvd rell se: t,lr lllatt'rials? (Direct 
rellse in similar procC'ss equipment is prcfcrahk tO:l de grad cd reuse.) 
Wililransp0r! of proc~ss ~quipmenl for recycling he energy inl~nsivc necnuse of 
prm;css ~qllipnJcnt weight or volunle or the loc:1tion of recycling f:1cililies'! 
'ROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 5,3 
Lire St~ge: Rerurhishment, Recycling, Disposal 
Environmental Stressor. Solid Residues 
If Ihe fo llowing condition applies.lhe malrix clement raling is II 
• Process equipmenl consisls primarily of unrecycl:-thlc solid materials (such as 
rubber, fiherglass. and compound polymers). 
If the following. condition applies, Ihe mnlrix clemenl rnting is 4!l 
• Process equipmenl (an be easily refurbished and reused and is easily dism"nlkd 
nnd 100 percenl reused/recycled allhe end of its life. For exnmpk. no pnn of this 
process equipmenl will end up in a landr,lI. 
If neither of tllc prcceuillg. ratings is assiglled, ctllllpkll: tile dlL'cklist helow. 
Assign a rating of 1,2, or 3 depending on the ueg,ree to which Ihl: proccss L'quipmenl 
meelS OrE preferenc~s for this mntrix d~ment. 
• Has Ihe process ~quipmenl been assemnkd wilh f"sl~n~r~ such as clips or 
hook-and-Ioop atl;Khlllents rather than chelllical honds ,(~~Is. potting com-
pounds) or wc:lds'! 
• I lave efforts been Il\;Itk tn avoid joining dissirnibr m:lleri;lls wgdher in way" 
difficult to revc.:r~e? 
Arc all plnslic eomponenls idenlified hy ISO n""ki,,);s as 10 Iheir eonle"I" 
If the process cq"ipment eonsi~ts of plastic parts. is thac o"e dominanl (>1;0 per-
cenl by weight) species? 
Is Ihis process equipmenl to be leased ralher Ih"" sold? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 5,4 
Lire Stage: Rerurhishment, ReC)'cling, Disposal 
Environmental Stressur. Liquid Residues 
If Ihe following condilion npplies,lhc mnlrix clemtnt raling is "4 
n,e process equipment contains primarily unrecydahlc liquid m:llcrials. 
If thl.' following. condition applies.lhe m;ltrix C!cI1lL'1I1 r;\tillg. is eJ 
• 'lhe process equipment uses no opcrating.1illllids (SliCh ;tS nils.,ct)olanls,()r ll)'dr;\ulic 
nuids) (lnu no cleallil1g agL'nls or solvents arc.: IlL'c.:e.:ssary rl)f ils rel:ondilioning.. 
If neilher of Ihe preceding ratings is assi~ned. cUllIplete Ihe checklisl below. 
Assign n rating of 1,2, or 3 d~pending on Ihe degree In which Ihe process equipmenl 
meelS DFE preferences fo r Ihis mnlrix element. 
Can liquids contained in the process equipmenl be recovered ;11 disassembly 
rnlher Ihan losl? 
Does disassemhly, ree<lV~ry, and reuse g~ner"le liquiu resiuues" 
• Does malerials recov~ ry ~nd reuse generale liquid residues? 
PROCESS MATRIX ELEMENT: 5,5 
Lire Stagl': Refurbishment, Recycling, Disposal 
En,·irunmental Stressor. Gaseous Residues 
If Ihe following conditio" applies,lhe malrix elemenl raling, is dol 
Process equipment eonlains or produces primarily unrecyclabic gaseous mal~ri­
als Ihnl arc dissipaled to Ihe ntmosphere at Ihe end of ils life . 
If Ihe following condilion applies,lhe mOlrix elemenl raling is 0 
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Networks of 
In this A an overview is of the organisations related to ised in 
the South African textile indlBtry. Although it was tried to make this overview as complete 
as it can not be ensll·ed that all I / textile related organisations have been 
included in the I 
The Council for ific and Industrial Research IS a community and industry 
research and development organisat The m of 
the technology soiL' and in at ion to sustainable 
development and economic growh in South Africa. The CSIR is divided in 12 divisions 
research areas. One the divisions is the Division Textiles which 
clothing and related techno services and 
in ipation with government structures, industry and developing communities 
m iero, small and medium t innovat ion and business 
Area's of ex include: evaluation and yarns 
mechanical and wet of natural textile machine and 
instrument design and development; textile 
mechan ion andautomation. Textek is also involved in textile train 
aim 0 f t he courses is to im prove t he ion of t he ion processes and the 
quality. 
The Directorate T Clothing and Footwear of the DTI is for a wide rang; 
actIVitIes to assist the::e three sectors plus the leather sector In South to be 
itive. The activities include progammes, st development, 
control on trad:: agreemen but also different 
kind of progammes to redu::e costs and improve ivity companies. 
A is planned (1 betVleen the Directorate TCF and the CSIR Textek 
to set environmental standards ry in South Africa on 
international standards. Another partner TCF is the South African Bureau 
of Standards who are implement the new standard environmental 
]4001 ao in thetextile industry. 
So the Directorate TCF's role concern environmental issues 111 the textile indlBtry can be 
summarised as [HoLse, 19991: 
the implementation and certification of an environmental 
to the international I J4001 norm; 
together with CSIR Textek and SABS on projects related to the improvement 
of environmental awareness; 
indLstry to access the Directorate TCF's sup measures which offer 
financial assistance to man urers to achieve com itiveness, III 
envlfonmen 
Consider environmental concerns in trad:: agreements; 
Improving the environment-friendliness in the textile industry III South Africa with 
fund::d by overseas count r 
mental educat ion in all t he train in iliat ives wit h the indust ry. 
Ion was founded in 1976 with the in IOn of individual trad:: 
associat the Worsted Manufacturers Association, National Knitters' 
Association andthe South African Cotton Textile Manufacturers· ion. So Texfed is 
an umbrella orgiUlisation of the trad.::: associations related to the A textile 
ry. T aimsto provide services to its memrer adviUlc and promoting their 
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"Identification of Eco-efficient Improvements in the Industrial Networks of SM Es" 
Appendix F: Options for Reduction of Water Consumption at the Textile Printing ComJX1ny 
Options for Redlction of Water Con9Jmption at the Textile Printing company [Bakker, 1999]: 
PreYeD tion option Environmental savin~s/year Savin~s .;, Costs 
I. Hand pum ping at printing machines Print-paste 5740 Kg R 22960 R 400 
Water 78 KI R 271 
Total R23231 
2. Pressure button on the out let of the Water 71 KI R 249 R 25 
hoses 
3. Hiah pressure hose (wet machine) Water 1125 KI R 3938 R 696 
4. Autanatic watcrstop at printing Water 103 KI R 360 R 2500 
machine 
5. Increase flocculatioo system and re- Water 517 KI RI810 R774 
use the water 
6. Close the lid of a drum/bucket with Print-paste No costs 
left over print-paste airtight 
7. Tap and brush to clem hands Water 410KI RI435 
8. Hot water tap for c1eming Water Less water wi II be used but R 700 -
energy wi II be needed to heat 1500 
the water 
Total Print-paste 5740 Kg R 22960 R5895 
Water 2304 KI R 8063 
Total R 3 lOTI 
* Calculations are bastrl on: 287 working days a year and ZAR 3.5CYKI water: II1COlllll1g water = ZAR 2.27; effluent 
charges = ZAR I. J 3 (low estimation) 
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Appendix G: Industrial Network o/the Textile Printing Company (Generalised) 
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Ref.no. 
l. 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
2. 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
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Appendix H: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Textile Printing Compc01Y 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION- RESULTS TEXTILE PRINfINGCOMPANY 
Ene~y 
Can waste heat be utilised, exchanged between 
processes, excillilged betv.een companies? 
Can energy costs be diroctly allocated to budgets / 
process ste]:'6 to encourage better control? 
Is there scope for better energy housekeeping? For 
example: 
- Can processes or buildings be insulated more 
effoctively? 
- Can more energy-efficient I ighting be installed? 
- Are buildings maximising use of passive heating 
and cooling? 
Can raw matErials be produced or dried with less or 
renwable energy? 
Can processes be integrated to creae energy savings? 
Is the drying process man<ged optimally? Can 
products be manufactured with less energy? A 
thennostat or hygrostat controlled process is more 
efficient than a time controlled process. 
Can the process time; and temperatures be adjusted 
more efficiently? 
Can more use be made of renewable energy In 
production or processing? 
Environmen1a! man~ement 
RedlXe quantities of raw matErials to levels where 
matErials will be used up just as new matErials are 
arriving (Just-In-Time production) 
Do you use all the samples you receive from 
chemical suppliers (no-used samples are haza-dous 
waste)? 
Can expired products be returned to its suppl ier? 
Do all the suppliers send the MatErial Saftty Data 
Shoos for all the (new) chemicals that they supply? 
Can the product or service be combined with othErS 
to reduce ovemll matErial and ene~y intmsity? 
Can customers be informed or educated about ways 
of extmding product durmi I ity? 
Coriunents 
No. Gas is mainly used for heating. Not much warm 
watEr is used in product ion process. 
Yes. At the moment there are only a few energy 
metErS installed. 
Energy housekeeping for rotary plant is optimal 
(insulation, energy efficient lighting). Energy 
housekeeping of flatbed plant can be improVed. 
Yes. Spanish company developed a system to bum 
less gas by recycling / reusing the hot air in the 
stenter (curing of the fabric). Spanish company went 
bankrupt 6 months ago, but the company still has the 
patmt on this technology. No othEr company can 
supply this technology. 
No. Process Textile printing company is already 
optimised and integrated. Man<ging diroctor does not 
see possibi I ities here 
Yes. Due to technology and servicing the burners of 
the stenter are functioning optimally. 
No. This has already been inve;tigated. 
Soler pOWEr could be inve;tigated for heating 
pUf):X)ses. Temperature; above 200 degrees Celsius 
must be achieved in a short period of time 
ComlllCnts 
Is a possibility. Can be achieved by better planning 
and sup(X>rt. 
Most of samples are fabrics (non-hazardous waste). 
Sam pies of dyes and pasta are haza-dous waste? -7 
inve;tigate 
Yes. expired products can be returned. The expiry 
date of products is not really an issue beCaJse print 
paste, dyes, pasta etc. can be stored for a long time (if 
they are stored correctly) 
All the chemical suppliers send MatErial Saftty Data 
Shoos for new products -7 are kept in fi Ie EXCEpt 
one chemical suppl ier does not send the data saftty 
shoos. This can be amnged. 
Yes. This is already being done OrdErS with same 
colour (combinatioos) are printed aftEr each othEr 
Yes, the product end-users can be better infmned 
about washing and hand] ing. But product end-users 
are not the fi rst tier cI imts of texti Ie pri nti ng 
company, the clotlling manufacturers are. It's the 
res(X>nsibility of the clothing manufacturErS, 
warEhouses to educate the product end-users. 
Dick van Beet~i UniversityafCape Tawn page H-J 
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Appendix H: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Textile Printing Company 
Ref.no. NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION -:- RESULTS TEXTILE PRINTING COMPANy 
2.7 Can "green" idea; be exchanged bet\-\een your Yes. Investigate sharing of waste treament, exchange 
comr;any, netvvDrk partners, and othe- comp.mies in waste. 
the same industry? 
2.8 Can your industry orgmisatioo or othe- knowledge Possibly. Investigatethepossibilities (sUlvey?) 
providing institution provide you with infonnation 
2.9 
2.10 
3. 1 
3.2 
3.3 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
5.1 
concerning "grren" cliEnts / markets (in present and in 
the future)? 
Can changes In the environmental legislation be 
expected which require changes In the production 
process? 
Can funding be obtained from the gove-nment (local, 
regional, national funding programmes) to improve 
the econom ic / environmental perlOrrnance of your 
co m 1!II1Y? 
Inspection I maintenance 
Can yields be increased by better maintenance, 
control, or othe- means? For example: 
- Are pum [:6, valves, and pipes inspected regularly 
to minimise leaks? 
- Could better maintenance of boilers and othe-
equipment improve energy efficiency? Are the 
burners of the boilers and dryffS c1emed 
regularly? Are they the right size? 
- Are all hot and cold transportation pipes 
isolated? 
- Are equipment and vehicles properly maintained 
so that emissions are kept to a minimum? 
Are suppl ied products/raw mate-ials inspected as they 
arrive in your comp.my? IdentifY why the quality 
criteria are not met. 
Can mate-ial use be minimised by improved 
mechanical design / machinery / equipment? 
Packaging '" 
Can packaging be eliminated or reduced by : 
- integrating transportation packaging design with 
product packaging 
- making products of smaller size, or a dif!erent 
shape 
- using the packaging more than one time 
Can the env ironmental effect of the packaging be 
reduced? 
Can product packaging be made more recyclable? 
Can used packaging be returned to its supplier for 
recycl i ng and reuse? 
Proress optimisation 
Can suppl ied products and raw mate-ials be produced 
or processed in less mate'ially' intelse ways? 
Yes. Costs of waste treament and wate- will increase 
very much the corn ing yealS. 
Textile printing comp.my is familiar with the 
finmcial support sche-nes. Are there environmental 
support sche-nes? Investigate 
Comments 
Not really, equipment used by textile printing 
comp.my is quite new. 
Much of the maintenance is done by defall!, not 
based on planning. This could be improved (gas 
burners) 
There are no hot/cold transportation pipes. 
Comp.my cars are leased, so they have to be 
maintained regularly (induded in the lease costs). 
No. This is not needed forthesupplied chemicals (no 
problems). About 20%ofthe supplied fabrics by the 
cI iEnts don't meet the quality criteria of texti Ie 
printing comp.my. The c1imts are contacted if they 
are problems with the fabric (will cause bad printing 
quality) -7 deal will be made or printing will be 
stopped . Textile printing compmy is not in position 
to demmd excellent fabric quality from cl iEnts (ci ient 
- customer relaionship). 
No. Textile pnntIng comp.my uses modern 
technology and equi()ment. 
'. Comments 
Transportation packaging can be integrated with 
product packaging. Bin~container would be a good 
idea for bulk, but not for small ordffS. 
Printed fabric / end pro<iJct can be made of smaller 
size 
It 's good idea to use fabric packaging (plrotic + 
wooden poles) more than one time -7 investigate 
Yes, by recycling the plastic -7 IS already being 
done 
No. Plastic IS already collected for recycling 
externally. Wooden poles (to wind up fabric) are also 
re-used. 
Yes. This is already being done(ifthis is possible). 
Comments 
Yes, but very minimally -7 due to modern 
technoloq,y / equipment. 
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5.5 
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6. I 
6.2 
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Appendix H. Resulls of the Brainstorm;ng Session at the Textile Printing Company 
. NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION - RESULTS TEXTILE PRINTING COMPANY 
Can watEr consumption be reduced? Yes, was part of watEr consumption project. 
Can harmful (toxic) sub~ances be eliminated from Perhaps, but have to know whim chemicals it 
production processes and remammg hamlful concems (probably ammooia and scrEen wash) and 
substances be recycled or incinerated7 how it can be done See matErial safety sheets. 
Conlact su ppl iers for alte-nat i ve products. 
Can more use be made of resources that are certified 7)? Conlact suppliers for possibilities? 
as beina SUSlainably pro<iJced? 
If the following liquids are used in any There are perhaps possibilities for replacing the white 
manufacturing process, is their use minimised, and spirits (as so lvent for print paste) used at the flatbed 
have substitutes been inve;tigate:l? plant. White spirits are used as solvents becaJse it 
- solvents or oils make; the print paste to dry quickly. Look for 
- orgal ic species of concern altcmative;. Rotay plant alrmdy uses watEr base:l 
- acids print pastes. 
- nutrients 
Do some of the network partners have special Some (potent ial) cI imts ask the texti Ie pnntmg 
requirements whidl have no effcx;t on the quality of comJXlIlY to print with Plastisol inks. Textile printing 
purpose of the products or services, but whim have a comJXlIlY does not print with these inks becaJse 
negaive economidenvironmental effcx;t on your Plastisol inks are really bad for the environment 
production process? (strong so I vents). 
Pro.du ct d.esi2n .. . ... Comments 
Can products/sErVices be rede;igned/adjusted, so that Yes, thi s can be done by pnntmg with recycled or 
- less waste is creaed in latEr stages less polluting inks, printing on orgalic cotton or 
- less useof matErials and energy inputs is made, othEr fabrics . Texti Ie printing company doesn't have 
also during the user-phase much influence on whim fabric and inks are used, 
- renewable and abundant materials are used this rs detErmined by the cI imts (the clothing 
instead of scan:e and non-renewable ones manufacturErS). 
- more use is made of recyclable 
matErials/oomponmts M ine-va can supply "environmental frimdly" print 
(material point of view) pastes but these are more expmsive and the quality is 
less. Textile printing comJXlIlY already infoorned their 
climts about these inks, but climts are not intErested 
(price, quality). 
Can prowcts/se-vices be rede;igned/adjusted , so that Qu~ion is not applicable for the textile industry. 
- end-of-life promrcts can be disffisemble:l easily 
- end-of-lifeproducts are easier to dispose off 
- (end-of-lile point ofviewl 
Can prowcts/se-vices be rede;ignedladjusted, so that Upgrading of textile products is not possible. 
- prowcts/canponents are made modular to allow 
easy upgrading Longev(ty of the fabric can be improVed by better 
- longevity of the product or the prowction handling and washing (see point 2.6) 
equipment/tools is improved 
- distributioo and logistics is made easier Improve logistics?']) 
(service point of view) 
Can the product (components) be marked so that the Inve;tigate if eco-labelling can expald the market for 
recyclability is made easier (eco-label I ing}? Textileprinting com~U1y . 
Can the properties of the product be accmtuaterl or No ideas. 
developed for greaer customer val ue? 
What services are customers really getting from your Yes, by using different painting techniques. Textile 
product? Can thi s be provided more effcx;tively or in printing company alrmdy inve;tigate:l the 
complete difJerent ways? possibilities ofink~et printing (small ordErS .. 
What services will customers need in the future? Can In future climts will ask for: 
you design new or develop exi~ing products to meet - more colours 
them? - better quality 
- smaller runs 
- quicker turnarounds 
Dick van Beers UniversilyojCape Town page H-3 
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I,! Imaterial choice 2? glue to stick fabric on }JUly VU1Y. QJ.I,.;VUUJ. ".r Y i"'i), .r y n 1:.0 l[L~Ut: llUHl VUIYJ. \1l,;ta.\lI,.t:, VlllY' \lI,;CL.Q.I.t: 1:; UU1Ut: 
for products blanket rot&1Y printer 2.5·6% methanol from crude oil? Solvents are used as process chemicals 
used in pre· during production process ofPV A. Methanol is made 
manuf;;.cturing from coal, produced by SASOL South Africa? 
processes 
N.A. dissolving liquid for glue, fonnula on the basis of Glue has already been selected for elimination during 
us ed to remove metal ring solvents, tiie network assessment of phase 2 (product 
from rotary screen after dichloromethane arid F4manufacturing by SM£). 
acid 
4 I screenwash to clem rot&1Y I??? Waiting for info chemical composition from supplier. 
screens N ollitUe infonnation is is know about tiie chemical 
content of tiie rotary s cre enwash. 
NA Ipigments and pasta I see overview "U sed IFind less hazardous alternatives for used hazarous 
components Chemic als by textile chemicals .. > see phase 2 of network assessment 
duct manufacturing by SM£). 
2 I rotary screens INickel IN ickel is not a s c arc e raw IMterial and is re cyclable. 
1,2 I energy use 2"7 glue to stick fabric on polyvinyl alcohol (PV A), The mo st energy intensive pro c e sse s of PV A 
during pre· blariket rotary printer 2.5·6% methariol production are tiie stripping oftiie monomer, drying of 
mmufacturing product and transpOlt (assumed IS tiiat PVA is not 
ptocesses manufactured in South Africa) . The most energy 
N .• " •. I dissolving liquid for glue, fonnula on the basis of Glue has already been selected for elimination during 
us e d to remove metal ring solvents, tiie network assessment ofph~se 2 (product 
from rotary s cre en after dichiolOmetharie arid manufacturing by SM£). 
acid 
4 I sere enwash to clear1rotary I't,?? Waiting for info chemic al c omp 0 sition from supplier. 
screens N o/littie infonnation is is know about tiie chemical 
content ofti1e rotarv screenwash. 
~lA I pigments arid pasta I see overview "U sed IFind less hazardous alternatives for used hazarous 
components Chemicals by textile chemicals .. > see phase 2 of network assessment 
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11,3 Is olid re sidue 2? 
geneF.ted 
during pre-
manufacturing 
processes 
. I • • • • • • • . . . • . .. . 
N.A. 
fl · 11·· 
;:; 
~. NA 
~ 
(J 
.g 2? 
"" ~ 
~ 
:::; , 
'1,4 lliquid residue O? 
generated 
dUt·ing pre-
manufac turing 
processes 
N ,I:., 
4 
":l I N.A . 
I:) 
(}q 
"" ';--
~ 
1 glue to stick fabric on 
blanket rotary printer 
IpOlyvinYl alcohol (PVA), 
2.5-6% meU)anol 
I dis solving liquid for glue, fonnula on llie basis of 
used to remove metal ring solvents, 
from rotary s ere en after dichloromelliane and 
rintin or anic acid 
sere enwash to cle an rotary 17? 
screens 
pigments and pasta various, see sUtrunaty of 
components used chemicals (not 
include 
rotaty s ere ens Nickel 
1 glue to stick fabnc on 
blatlket rotary pnnter 
I polyvinyl ale ohol (PV A), 
2.5-6% mellianol 
I dissolving liquid for glue, Iformula on llie basis of 
used to remove metal ring 
from rot:lJY s cre en after 
. rinting 
screenwasl 
screens 
Ipigments and pasta 
components 
Kirk-OUuner encyclopedia., 
brallstonning s e s sion WIlli 
Industrial Symbiosis project leader 
and UCT supervisor 
has already been selected for elimination during IN .,iI, 
llie network assessment of phase 2 (product 
turing by SME). 
are generated during Nickel extraction process . This 
is used for llie matlUfacturim~ of iron. 
waiting for information chemic al 
composition s creenwash from 
NA 
Kirk-Oilimer encyclopedia 
ssumed is lliat no or less liquid residue is generated IKirk-Othmer encyclopedia, 
brainstonning s e s sion witil 
Industrial Symbiosis project leader 
and UCT supervisor 
has already been selected for elimination durmg IN .A . 
e network assessment of phase 2 (product 
by SME). 
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1,5 I gas residue 
generated 
during pre· 
manufacturing 
pr~ces5es 
N.A . I dissolving liquid for glue, 
used to remove metal ring 
frc'm rotary sere en after 
4 
I printing 
screenwash to clean rotary 
screens 
N.A . Ipigments and pasta 
components 
3 or 4? I rotary s cre ens 
2.5·6% methanol bramstonning session with 
Industrial Symbiosis project leader 
and UCT supervisor 
a on the basis of I Glue has a!readv been selected for elimination durin.,. IN .A 
INickel 
Waiting for info chemical composition from supplier. I waiting for information chemical 
N ol1itUe infonnation is is know about the chemical composition screenwash from 
content of Il,e rotarv s cre enwash. 
Find Ie s s hazardous alternative s for us e d hazarous 
chemicals .. > see phase 2 of network assessment 
duct 
Large amounts of sulphur dioxide is generate d during 
manufacturin.,. process ofNiekel. 
NA 
Kirk·Otluner encyclopedia 
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material choic e for 
pro ducts us e d in 
production process of 
SJ'u'IE 
2,2 I.;nergy use during 
production process of 
SME 
pre-press 
I to 2 Iprinting 
after-press 
o Ipre-press 
2 to 3 I printing 
2 to 3 I after-pres s 
2,3 I solid residue generated I to 2 Ipre-press 
2,4 
during production process 
ofSIvlE 
liquid re sidue generate d 
during pro duction process 
ofSJvlE 
I to 2 I printing 
o after-pre s s 
3 pre-press 
Nickel is used for rotary screens. Rotary screens are emulsified and engraved by 
extemal engraving COmp8.11y. Nickel screens can be used for 4 times and is tilen 
re cycle d extemally. 
Most pigments and pasta components used are considered as not hazardous 
during printing/user phase. Altl-lough most chemicals used require a waste 
treatment plant. Assess the Plint paste components on hazanious nature. 
TItickeners contains white spiIits --> altenlam'es? _ If it is possible, "old" print 
pastes are reused !updated into new print pastes . Fabric IS made of cotton, no 
Ol'!!"anic cotton is used? 
te:ct.i1e printing company info, 
personal observations 
textile printing company info, 
info Material Safety Data 
Sheets, personal obse!vat.ions 
Gas is used for curing and stentering of fabric, diesel was used in tile past.. Ite:ct.i1e printing company info, 
ers onal 0 b s er,-ations 
Prepress operations are mainly done manually, not aut.omat.ically. Less energy is Itext.ile printing company info, 
used during pre-press process. personal observations 
Rot8.1Y printers work on electricity. Printing process is energy-intensive, but Ite>.ti1e printing company info, 
efficient due to new technolOgies. Printing machines are powered down when not personal observations 
muse. 
Curing and stentering work on gas and electricity. Curing and stentering are Ite:ct.i1e printing company info, 
energy-intensive processes, but machines are energy-efficient due to nel'l personal observations 
te chnolo gies. Can waste heat be utilised in any way? Stentering and curing 
machine are P owere d down when not in us e. 
Solid residues are generat.ed during the print preparation process. These solid 
residues contain mainly pigments, pasta components, waste print pastes and are 
di.sposed as hazardous wastes (dumped on landfill site). E.,iernal use of "old" 
Nos olid re sidue is generate d during curing and stentering. 
Contaminated waste water is generated because of cleaning purposes after 
prepation of the print paste. Water is contaminated with mainly print pastes. What 
is done with waste dissolviru!: glue --> check amounts, look at urocess 
te:ct.i1e printing company info, 
personal observations 
te:ct.i1e printing c omp any info, 
personal observations 
te:ct.i1e printing COmp8.11Y info, 
ers onal 01:0 s ervations 
te:ct.i1e printing company mfo, 
personal observations 
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2,5 I gas re sidue generate d 
dunng production process 
ofSIvlE 
3 to 4 I after-pre s s 
(I 
(I? 
07 after-pre s s 
Large quantities of water are flowing into the sewer during the printing process . 
Water is used to clean the blanket of rotary printers. Vv'ater is contaminated with Ipersonal observations 
mai.nly print pastes. Waste water settling tank has been installed, but can only 
treat 25% of waste water produced. 
Large querlllties of water are used to clean the rotary screens after printing. Vv'ater Itextile printing company info, 
is contaminated with ma1.nly print pastes and screenwash. Screenwash is a personal observations 
hazardous chemical which is used to remove the emulsion from the rotary screens . 
Dissolving liquid for glue is hazardous er1d expensive. Find alternative system to 
connect metal ring to rotary screen? Waste water settling tank has been installed, 
but can only treat 25% of waste water produced. Take notice that the 
concentration ofpigments in waste water, and therewith the COD level, will 
increase if the water consumption is minimised. See the new formula of the CI\'IC 
for effiuent 
No gaseous residue is generated during the pre-press phase. textile printing c omp any info, 
p ers onal 0 b s elvations 
No gaseous residue is generated during the rotary printing proc ess. Toxicity print I textile printing company info, 
onal obselvations 
Gas emissions are generated during cming and stentering, bol11machines work on I textile printing company info, 
personal obser"atlOns 
of sCl'eenwash? 
" rating nom 0 (lowe s~i!1\p acton Ule envirorunent) t04 (1ligl1est~np8:c~.:.?Y'.t~e~yi.r~runent) 
To assess l1'le rating as objective as possible, cOlls1Jltf.pper1dix D(s~o~~g~~~!i?~s ~~p~otocols) 
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3,1 Imaterial choice for packaging 
and transport 
3,2 energy use during packaging 
cesses and translJort 
")") 
-' , -' solid residue generated during 
packaging processes and 
transpoIt 
3,4 I liquid residue gmerated 
during packaging processes 
and tfilnspoIt 
2? 
2 fabric 
2 to 3 supplied chemicals 
fabric 
2? supplie d chemic als 
fabIlc 
I to 2 I supplied chemicals 
o fabric 
personal obseIvations 
New plastic foil is us e d to pack printe d fabric, waste plastic foil I textile printing company info, 
(coming from incoming fabric) is recycled externally. \Vhat kind of personal observations 
is used? 
Iv! all supplier is Italian c omp any (1VlineIva), transpoIt mainly by I textile printing c omp any info, 
+ tmck. If order is urgent: transport bv plane + ttUck. pel's onal observations 
Locally produced plastic, out ofvirgin & recycled materials??? Itextile printing company info, 
ttUck. pel's onal 0 b s ervations 
About 75% of the supplied cans have a plastic bag inside, so plastic Itex1ue printing company info, 
can will not get contaminated. Contaminated plastic bag (with personal observations 
supplied chemical) is disposed to landfill site as hazardous waste . Is 
any entptypackaging notre-used or recycled? Are arrangements 
made to 'take back product packaging for reuse andJor recycling? 
Is materials diversity minimised in outgoing product packaging? 
Incoming plastic foil is recyclable and recycled externally. Outgoing I textile printing company info, 
plastic foil (goes to client) is recyclable, not eveIY client will recycle personal observations 
plastic. Contact clients to recycle plastic packaging, orpenttission 
fabric with "old" Dlastic. 
empty cans are contaminated with the content cheIT~cal . Cans Itex1ue pru·lt.i.ng company info, 
don't have plasllc bag inSide, are cleaned wit.h a lot of water personal obseIvatiom 
efore internalre-use . Contact suppliers to use plastic bags inside 
for all supplied chemicals where appropriate? Are refillable 
ts \vhere "1nn ... Ylln .. ..;"liA 
o liquid residue is generated during packaging and transportation. 
sonal observations 
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3,5 I gas re sidue generate d during 
packaging processes and 
transport 
I to 2 I supplied chemicals 
fabric 
l;'efcJ)ence 
':~:'lf,_'(' : "' : 
Gas emissions are generated during transport by ship, plane (long Itextile printing company info, 
distance) and truck (short distance), Transport by ship relatively personal observations 
clean compared to transport by ail, What is the condition of the 
Diesel emissions are generated during transpOlt, TranspOlt of fabric I textile printing company info, 
is done by truck. What is the condition of the trucks (old, personal observations 
' *, ra!.irlgfroIl\O (1i)lVest ~npact on tl1eerl'd:I:Cl~t:L~~~t) to 4(11igl:le~t~t:LEact on tl1eel1virorl.Il\~nt) 
To ass e s s the rating as obj ecti'le as po s si~le,cCll1sult ,~ppeI1~ix[) (sc oring~i~elirle~aI1~proto c ols) 
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4,1 material choice for 3 design houses (designing, Clothing retailers have a great influence which textile/clothing interviews with clients textile printing 
products supporting fOIwarding, sampling) processing companies can do the Job for them, mainly driven on quality, company 
handling / using phase price and t1exibility. Environment is not a criteria to select a 
textile/clothing processing company or supplier. Standard of 
environmental management and awareness is low. Improve 
environmental awareness. Use eco-labelling as a niche-market. Used 
Ipackaging in client-pat1 of the network? 
3 clot hing manufac t ure rs 
(designing .. CMT, 
knitti:ng, fCllw-ordin.g) 
Interviewed design houses are no~ or only into a less exten~ fillni1iar linterviews witi) clients textile printing 
4,2 I energy us e during 
handlmg / using 
product 
2 
3 
with the concept of eco-labelling arId ti1e production of organic cotton. I company 
Design houses have a great influence which textile/clothing processirlg 
clot hing re taile rs 
product end-users 
companies can do the Job for ti)em, mainly driven on price, tum-around 
time arId quality. Environment is not a criteria to select a textile/clothing 
processing company or supplier. Standard of environmental 
management and awareness is low. Improve em.u'Onmental aw.u'eness. 
Use eco-labelling as a niche-market. Used packaging in client-pat1 of 
the network? 
Clothing manufacturers get orders (read: fabric) from design houses and 
clothing retailers . Used packaging in client-pat1 of the network? 
No or limited interest from the Souti) African product end-users for eco-
friendly clothing. environmental awareness is low. Environmental 
awareness of overseas consumers is higher, interest ill eco-labelled 
text.i.les is slowly illcreasir'g in Europe. Range of eco-labelled textiles 
pro ducts is st.i.l1limited. Used packaging in client-part of the network? 
\Vho / what detennines w3S~ / handling l'equil'ements? 
desi&'I\ houses (designing, ITrmsport offabric to and from the different textile and clotiung 
forwarclillg. sampling) companies is the most energy-intensive activity of design-houses. 
clothing manufacturers 
(designing, CMT, 
knit! ing, fo!'WaJ'Ciing) 
clot hing re taile rs 
There are no ill-house production processes . Total costs of lighting and 
air conditioning can be up to 5% ofturn-overo Investigate transport 
efficiency and standards within network? 
T ransp ort offabric to and from the different textile and clothing 
companies is the most energy-intensive activity of clothing retailers. 
There are no in-house production processes. Investigate transpol1 
efficiency and standards within network? 
CMT is mainly a mechanical process which work on electricity. 
Personal observations (network 
mapping exercise) 
report" IVlilieuvriendelijke kle ding & de 
rol van de detailhandel" [Diehl, 1994J 
interviews with clients textile printing 
company 
interviews with clients textile printing 
compmy 
book "Environmental Assessment of 
Textiles" [Laursen et al, 1997J 
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4,3 
I 
4,4 
3 to 4 I plOdw;t end-usen; 
Isolid residue generiltedl 3 
during IHlIldling / 
using product 
I 
2 to 3 I c lot hing man ufac t ure IS 
(de s igning, C!vIT, 
knit! ing, forwarding) 
2 1 clot hing re tailers 
I te,2 prodw;t end- lISen; 
liquid residue 0 design houses (desigrung, 
generate d during fo rwaruiitg, sampling) 
h8.llclling fusing 
product 
clot hing manufac t ure rs 
(designing, C!vI T, 
knit 
0 clot 
4 pl'Odw;t end-us en; 
Total energy consumption during washing. drying and ironing of fabric I report" Milieuy-nendelijke kle ding & de 
is velY high (assumed that fabric is washed, dried and ironed every time ro1 van de detailhandel" [Diehl, 1994] 
it is worn)_ Washing on 60 degrees Celcius instead of 40 degrees Celcius 
uses twic e as much energy_ Proper washing insuuctions can reduce the 
environmental impact. Eecause of the high impact of the user phase 
synthetic fibres or mixed tel-we fibres are preferable (e.g. cotton-
p olye ster) . The s e kind of fibre s are easier to dry and iron. Education of 
end· users by clothing retailers on energy savin{;:s during 
users-phase? Who / what determines washing / handlin,g 
\Vaste packaging (plastic, cardboard, hangers) is Ille main solid waste 
stream for clollling retailers. If it is possible hangers are re-used ane! 
waste plastic, cardboard is recycled. CloUling retailers don't have in· 
house manufacturing processes . Eut clothing retailers have large 
influence on who wlll produce, dye and print and eMT the fabric. So 
indire rate solids residues . 
Except packaging. no or less solid residue is generated by design 
houses directly. Eut design houses have large influence on who wlll 
produce, dye and print and CMT tlle fabric . So indirectly, they generate 
solids re sidue s. 
Wastes from off-cuts are gener ted. A.l'e these off-cuts l'eused? Dust is 
als 0 e'enerate d durine' eMT activitie s . 
Vvaste textiles are eventually thrown away as domestic waste. \"\'hat is 
the impact of used textile chemicals (attached to te:\iile product) after 
al? 
o or less liqUId residue is generated by design houses directly. Eut 
design houses have large influence on who wlll produce, dye and print 
and CMT the fabric. So indirectly, they g"nerate liqued residu"s . 
CMT is mainly a me ch8.llical process . Eesides from some water us"d in 
ste 8.In pre s sing. no or Ie s s water is us e d or 1.'Iaste water is generate d. 
o or less liquid residue is generated by cloUling retailers directly. Eut 
clotlling retailers have large int1uenc e on who wlll pro duc e, dye md 
and eMT the fabric . So indirectly. they e'merate liuued residues . 
of waste water, generated during washing. is high (as sume d 
fabric is washed every time it is worn). Waste water is polluted WIth 
detergents and washed out pigments/dyes Education of 
roduct end-users by clothing retailers on water savin{;:s dwing users-
hase? \%0 / what determines wasltiru!- / handliru!: reauirements? 
interviews witll clients textile printing 
company 
interviews with clients textile printing 
company 
nt of 
report "lvlilieuvriendeliJke kleding & de 
rol van de detailhandel" [Diehl, 1994J 
mterviews witll clients textile printing 
compmy 
book "u.viromnental Assessment of 
Textile s" [Laws en et al, 1997J 
interviews with clients textile printing 
company 
report "MilieuvriendeliJke kleding & de 
rol van de detailhmdel" [Diehl, 1994J 
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4,5 I gas re sidue generate d 
during handling! 
using pro duct 
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clo thing re t ailers 
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Gaseous residue is generated during transpolt activities by c1otl1i.ng 
retailers. How are products transpolied? Clotl1i.ng retailers don't have in-I company 
house manufacturing processes, but have large influence on who wlll 
produce, dye and print and CMT the fabric. So indirectly, they generate 
eous residues. 
Gaseous residue is generated dUling transport activities by design 
houses. How are products traJ1spolied? Design houses don't have in-
house manufacturing processes, but have large influence on who wlll 
pro duc e, dye and print and CMT the fabric. So indire cUy, they generate 
Exhaust air from steam processing may contain traces from chemicals 
added in former process (fabric dying and finishing). Stain removers 
chlorinated 
interviews with clients textile printing 
company 
book "Environmental Assessment of 
Textiles" [Laursen et al., 1997] 
report "Milieuvriendelijke He ding & de 
1'01 van de detailhandel" 
"'ratil1g (rom 0 (I ow estimp act orltl1e envirorunel1t)t04(lligllestlJl\P~ctol1tl1eenvironmel1t) 
To assess the rat.irlg aso bJective~spos sible,cClnsult (l.ppe l1di;( PCs corlllggtlidelirie s and proto cols) 
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used used during recycle I 
waste. treatm. process 
~ 
eft1uent 
Nickel screens 
o to I misprints 
2? I general industrial 
waste 
government. Lanclfill site of cOlrunercial waste treatment company better 
quality? No treatment before disposal, Sludge is stored in plastic cans (re-
used cans supplied chemicals). Better seperation possible? 
Sedimentation and biological bacteria are used to treat indusu'ial 8J'ld 
domestic waste water. No or less process chemicals are used. 
End-of-life rotary screens are sold by screen engraving comparly to scrap 
companies for recycling, Nickel recycling is done by melting the NickeL 
No orless process chemicals are used. 
Misprints are s old to a fabric shop, they s ell it to people who want to 
make their own clothin 
Collected by local goverrullen~ disposed on lanclfill facility. No treatment 
before disposal. Components general industrial waste textile printing 
COJl(J)anv --> better llWlloses? 
1
5
,2 1 energy us e during Ie cycling! I 
w,~ste tre.at.m. process 
0 I sludge 50% of sludge is old non-reusable coloured paste, oUler 50% is waste 
process chemicals. Sludge is disposed on l8Jldtill facility, owned by local 
government. Lanclfill site of cOlrunercial waste treatment COmp8Jly better 
quality? Notre atment before disp 0 s al. Sludge is store d in plastic cans (re-
2 
2 
0 
o to I 
I "lid '" "du, gen",t,d dUM, I 5,3 4 
I recycling! '.vaste treatm. process 
eft1uent 
Nickel screens 
misprints 
I general industrial 
waste 
I sludge 
used cans su 
Combination of mechanic and biochemical processes are used to treat 
waste water. Transporting water alld generating hot air for the aerotion 
rocess are the most energy intensive processes. 
End-of-life rot8JY screens are sold by screen engraving company to scrl1p 
companies for recycling. Nickel recycling is done by melting the NickeL 
No or less process chemicals are used. 
Misprints are s old to a fabric shop, Uley s ell it to people who want to 
make Uleir own c!oUung. No or Ie s s energy us e d. 
Collected by local govenunen~ disposed on larlc1fill facility. No treatment 
before disp a s al, Components general industrial waste te;\iile printing 
cOJl(J)anv --> better llW'DOSeS ? 
50% of sludge is old non-reus able c olou!e d paste, other 50% is waste 
process chemicals. Sludge is disposed on larlclfill facility, owned by local 
government. Landfill site of cOllunercial waste treaunent compariJ better 
quality? No treatment before disposal, Sludge is stored in plastic c 8J1S (re-
used cans supplied chemicals) . 
interv'iew w'ith local goverrunen~ 
Kirk-OUuner Encvclopedia 
information from extemal 
engraving company, Kirk-OUuner 
Encvc10p e dia 
texti1e printing c omp any info 
te)'1i1e printing c omp 8Jly info 
texti1e printing company info 
interview I'fith local govemmen~ 
Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia 
infonnation from external 
engraving company, Kirk-OUurLet 
Encvcloll e dia 
te)'1i1e printing c omp 8J1Y info 
texti1e plmting company info 
te)'1i1e printing COmp8Jly info 
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Nickel screens II,Enel-Of.life rotary screens are sold by screen engraving company to scrap infonnation from external ; 
companiesd for recycling. Nickel recycling is done by melting the Nickel. engraving company, Kirk·Otruner ~ 9 
No orless process chemicals are used. ulcyclopedia ~ =. 
misprints IMisprints are sold to fabric shop, they sell it to people who want to make textile printing company info ~ ~ 
their own clothin". "'hat do they do with faJnic that is not sold? ~. ~. 
3 I general industrial ICollected by local government, disposed on landfill facility. No treatment textile printing company info 'i g 
waste before disposal. Components general industrial waste textile printing ~ g, 
.. > bette!'pw'Poses? v, tTl 
5,4 liquid residue generated 2 to 3 sludge 50% of sludge is old non·reusable coloured paste, other 50% is waste textile printing company mfo ~ 8 
c:: "" I :::s during recycling I waste process chemicals . Sludge 1S disposed on landfill facility, ol'med by local 0 ~ 
~. h·eaun. process goverrunent. Landfill site of commercial waste u·eal.!nent company better ~ ~ 
~ quallty? No treal.!nent before disposal Sludge is stored in plastic cans (re. ~ (ii' 
~. used cans supplied chemicals) . Leakage possible? ~ ;;;1. 
~ 1 to 2 eft1uent See requirements waste water of local government? interview with local government, ? 3" 
Q Kirk·Othrner Encyclopedia ~ a 
~ 0 Nickel screens Enel-of·life rotary screens are sold by screen engraving company to scrap infonnation from external ::: < 
':-l companies for recycling. Nickel recycling is done by melting the Nickel. engraving company, Kirk-Othmer ..g S 
~ No or less process chemicals are used. Encyclopedia t:::l g 
:::s 0 misprints Misprints are sold to a fabric shop, they sell it to people who want to textile printing company i.nfo Q c;; 
~ _. 
~ ::l 
~ ...... 
o to 1 I general industrial IC olle cte d by 10 c al government, disp 0 sed on landfill facility. Notre al.!nent textile printing c omp any info ~. ~ 
waste before disposal. Components general industrial waste te:l.'tile printing ~ 5' 
....... 0-
_.> betterpw'Poses? ;:r &i 
5,5 Igas residue generated during 1 to 2 sludge 50% of sludge is old non-reusable coloured paste, oU,er50% is waste textile Plinting company info ::-l :; 
recycling / waste treatm. process chemic als. Sludge is dispose d on landfill facility, owned by 10 cal ~ ~. 
process government. Landfill site of cOlrunercial waste treatment company better ~ Z 
quallty? No treaunent before disposal . Sludge is stored in plastic cans (re- "I:l ~ 
us e d cans supplie d chemic als). ~. 0 
2'? I eft1uent IH2 and N2 emis sions are generate d dUling aeration pro cess. Methane intelview with local goverrunent, S· a-
emissions (used for heating purposes), C02 emissions and H2S emissions Kirk-OUuner Encyclopedia Oq 0 
'l:::l I(limited amount) are generated dUling digestion process. ~ ......, 
~ 0 Nickel screens Enel-of·life rotary screens are sold by screen engraving company to scrap infonnation from external ~ ~ 
~ C omp anie s for re cycling. Nickel re cycling is done by melting the Nickel. engraving c omp any, Kirk·Othrner 1$ tTl 
.:... No or less process chemicals are used. Encyclopedia ~ (/);: 
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nUsprints IMisprints are sold to a fabric shop, they seU it to people who want to Ite):ti1e printing company info 
make their own clothing. No gaseous residue is generated by selling 
nUsorints. 
general industrial IcoUected by local government, disposed on landfill facility. No treatment I textile pri.nting company info 
waste before disposal. Components general industlial waste te:dile plinting 
co 
* rat.ing from 0 (lowe st impact on the environment)t04 (hi~jestunp'acton the environment) 
To assess the rating as objectwe as possibl~!consult.<\pp~ndi.~D(scoringg}li~elines an~pr~~~c~!s) . 
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Appendix.J - Applicalion of the EU Eco-labelling Requirements althe Textile Prinling Company 
APPUCAll0N OF lHE EUROPEAN UNION ECO-LABELLING REQUIREMENlS 
ATlHElEXTILEPRINTING COMPANY 
AI. Ecological criteria: textile fibers 
This section is related to the chemical composition and manufacturing process of various 
textile fibers, namely : 
I. acrylic 
£. cotton 
3. elastane 
4. flax and other bast fibers (incl. hemp, jute and ramie) 
5. greasy wool and other keratin fibers (incl. wool from sheep , camel, alpaca, goat) 
6. man-made cellulose fibers (incl. viscose, Iyocell, acetate, cupro, triacetate) 
7. po Iyam ide 
8. polyester 
9. po Iypropy lene 
Thiswhole section is not applicableto thetextile printing company since the company has 
no influence on the type of fiber that their clients use. 
A2. Ecological crite ria: processes and chemicals 
10. carding and spinning oils, waxes". finishes. lubficants and sizeing applied to fibers and 
yarns 
T he~ requirements are not applicable to a printer of textiles. 
11 .TCP and PCP 
Tetrachlorophenol (TCP) and pantachlorophenol (PCP), including their salts and esters, are 
not allowed to be used and could be applicable to a printer of textiles. However, they are not 
applicable to the textile printing company since the company does not use TCP and PCP . 
12.Strpping and depigmentation 
Heavy metals salts (except of iron) or formaldehyde shall not be used for stripping and 
depigmentation. 
Screenwash is used as a clean ing agent for t he rotary screens aft er print ing. The com posit ion 
of this chemical is not knoW!. The MSDSshow; that the' screen wash is highly flammable 
and harmful. The stripping of the rotary screens is done externally by a company called 
Omni Screens. Insight is needed into the chemical composition of the screenwash and the 
stripping agent. 
Acetone is used as a cleaning agent for the flatbed screens after print ing. A combnation of 
ammonia 25%, sodium hydroxide and calcium hypochloride is used to strip the flatbed 
screens. None of the~ chemicals contain heavy metals or formaldehyde. 
J 3. Weighting 
Compounds of cerium are not allowed to be lIsed in the weigJlI ing of yarn and fabrics. The~ 
reqlrirements are not app licable to the text i Ie print ing com pany . 
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AppendixJ -Application ojthe EU Eco-Iabelling Requirements at the Textile Printmg Company 
A thickener and a specific ready-made print paste (used at rotary and flatbed plant) contain 
VOC-com pounds. 
The following process chemicals are not print paste components, but do have VOC-
compounds: 
glue to st ick mesh on screens, on ly used at flatbed plant 
glue harcener, added to Estalan NDW, only used at flatbed plant 
dis~lving liquid to remove metal ring from rotary screen after printing, only used at 
flatbed plant) 
emulsion harcener, only used at flatbed plant 
25. Formaldehyde 
Formaldehyce is not allowed to end up in the final fabric product. The following process 
chemicals used by the textile printing company contain formaldehyce: 
pasta component - fixing agent 
ready-made print pasta- white 
Pastisol-based printing is also not allowed. This printing process is not applied by the textile 
printing company. 
26. Waste water dischargesfrom wet-proces!;ing 
The following requirements are set for: 
COD: less than 2.5 gram per kg (2500 mg/I itff) 
pH: bet~n 6 and 9 
temrerature: less than 40 degrees Celcius 
Thetextile printing company meets the COD, pH and temperature requirements set by the 
CMC, but would have to redlCe further to meet the EU eco-Iabelling requirements. The 
results of the sampling done by the local government will give more insight. 
27. Flame retardants 
The~ requirements describe that flame retardants which are carcinogenic, may cau~ 
heritable genetic damage, are (very) toxic or harmful to aquatic organisms/environment, 
may impair fertility or may cau~ harm to the unborn child shall not to be used 
The~ requirements are not applicable to the textile printing company, since flame 
retardants are not used by them. 
28. Shrink resistant finishes 
This section states that halogenated shrink-resist sub~ances or preparation shall only be 
applied to wool slivers. The~ requirements are not applicable to the textile printing 
company since the~ su~ances are not used by the company. 
A. Fitness for use 
29. Dimensional changes during 'washing and drying 
This section describes that dimensional changes are not allowed to exceed 6% (length and 
width) for knitted procilcts. The case-study company prints on knitted procilcts. The 
process steps curing and stentering at the textile printer will have influence on the 
dimensional changes of the printed product. Tests will be neeced to determine if the 
dimensional changes are within the limits. 
30. Colour jastness to washing 
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Appendix L: Summary oflhe WM-assessmenl Resulls 01 the Powder Coaling Company 
Ref Iml))UVemen t optiOns selocted .. by waste IdentifJ(~d by? Sflockxl for Proven 
no. minimis.ation , aSSlSsment at the powder d ftailed WID- fmsible? 
coating company f(.'3si bi ~ ty 
study? .. 
l. Oral!-ou t red uetion 
l.A Apply longer dwelling time for parts over Literature Yes (Yes) 
process bath in order to reduce drag-out. review 
I.B Install rack over passivation bath to hang jig Literature No N.A. 
befa-e moving to drying area in order to reduce review 
drag-out. 
2. ,. Water qse reduction 
2.A Install flowmeters in-line to monitor rinse flow Literature No N.A. 
rate and water use (raise awareness as to water review 
usage). 
2.B Reduce flowrate in rinse tanks to optimum (co- Literature Yes No 
ordinate actual water use and water use review 
requirements). 
2.C Reduce or stop flow rate in rinse tanks during Literature Yes Yes 
low / non production periods. review 
2.0 Install flow restriction and control devices . Literature No N.A . 
review 
" .. ' 3. W'aslewatlr red oction .. 
3.A Trea wastewater and reuse Literature No N.A. 
(c1csed water system) review 
A. Painl ovelSprayte(iuction (improVed first 
'. x·' ... :1. t~ n$Jel'.efi"lCien.c;y) 
4.A Opt im i se distance bet\-\een parts for pai nt i ng so Brainstorm ing No N.A. 
that overspray and F ara:Iay effe:t are reduced. session 
4.B Optimise the . . of products during Brainstorm ing No N.A . positIOn 
splCo/ing in splCo/ booth in order to minimise session 
splCo/ing outside the booths. 
4.C Improve opemtor skill through a continuous Brainstorm ing Yes (Yes) 
interactive and motivational training session 
pro?r3fl1me. 
4.0 Implement a continuous control programme for Brainstorm ing Yes Yes 
ensuring equipment IS properly set up at all session 
times. 
4.E Implove booth design to minimise sp~illg Brainstonn ing Yes Yes 
outside the booths. session 
4.F RenEW old paint application equipment over a Brainstorm ing Yes Yes 
period of time session 
5. Pilint use red Dction options 
5.A Install a continuous feeding device for parts In Brainstorm ing Yes Yes 
SPICo/ booths to ensure mllllillum overlap of session 
paint on parts. 
5.B Change to altffllative powocr suppl ier for Brainstorm ing No N.A. 
powocr whidl gives i III PIOVed m2 painted/kg session 
paint used 
6. Othtr paint waste reduction options 
Dick van Beer.,; Universiryo/Cape Town page L-J 
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Appendix L: Summary of the WM-assessment Results at the Powder Coatmg Company 
~ef Improvement . options -selocted by wasle .ldentiflftl by? Sd~k'd for Proven 
nO . . min imisation '. asstSsmen t at ihe powder detailed Will- . frosible? 
coating company . fmsi bi Ii ty 
study? . 
6.A Implement continuous maintenance programme BrainstOlm ing Yes (Yes) 
for ensuring leaks from all equipment (gu~, session 
hop~r, connecting pIpe; and cyclones) are 
minimised. 
6.B Use vacuum suction instead of comrxessed air Brainstorm ing No N.A. 
blow-out for cyclone and booth cleaning In session 
order to prevent small particles being emitted to 
at m ffiP h ere. 
6.C Improve cyclone efficiency throogh Brainstorm ing No N.A. 
modificatioos in order to minimis e paint waste. sessIOn 
6.0 Install fi Iters after cyclone to capture paint dust Brainstorm ing No N.A . 
fine; that are not collected. sessIon 
7. . Reduce bath contamination from paint d"st 
7.A Separate paint area from pre-treatmmt area Brainstorm ing No N.A. 
session 
7.B ModifY or rene.v paint booths so that they Industry expert No N.A. 
operate at an undcrpressure (pre;s uri sErl paint 
booths). 
7. C Install covers over bath over night to prevent Brainstorm ing No (No) 
paint from settling In bath during night shiff session 
(also insulation) 
, 8~ .· Substitutl~ of . '~.' ch roiri~{te cOil versiO.D . 
c~,erriicil , 
8.A Substitute the chranate conversIon chemical Literature Yes Yes 
with a Chrane-freealtcrnative review 
_ 9, . ) S.U bsttti1'tioll of passlvaHoQ bath 
9.A Substitute the passivation bath with Supplier Yes Yes 
demineralised water. 
'. 10. 
· Oiffiltration . 
IO.A Install oil filtration equipment fordegreaser. Literature No N.A . 
review 
11. Record kecpin g 
II .A Maintain improved chemical trackin g and record Literature Yes Yes 
keeping. review 
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ApfXndix N - Evaluation Criteria/or the Selection a/Focus Area for a WM-assessmenJ 
Each of the wastes is given a point valu~ for each criteria . The points are then summed and 
the wastes with the highest total score are selected as focl6 area (up to a maximum of 4) 
[Janisch, 2000]. 
QUANTIlY 
Quantity - Point value 
> 100,000 kg or 1 i ter per year 5 = very high 
25,000 - 100,000 kg or liter peryear 4 = high 
5,000 - 25,000 ka or liter per year 3 = avemge 
1,000 - 5,000 kg or liter per year 2 = low 
0- 1,000 kg or liter per year I = very low 
° kg or liter per year 0= none 
HAZARDOUS NAllJRE 
In assessing the hazardous hatLTe, consideration should be given to the hazardous rating of 
the substances that make up the waste, as well as to the relative concentration of the 
hazardous substance. In add~ion, consideration should be given to the final disposal point of 
the waste e.g. river versus sewer . 
Pojrit sys~m. . " .Hatard.ousnatul:e '. ' 
J very low 
2 low 
3 medium 
4 high 
5 very hi,gh 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
QlIantity - e:as .' Point value 
0- 10,000 kg per year I = low 
10,000 - 20,000 ka peryear 2 = medium . 
20,000 - 50,000 kg per year 3 = high 
> 50,000 ka peryear 4 = veryhigh 
Quantity - el~ricity Point v~hje 
0- 500,000 kWh peryear J = low 
500,000 - 1,000,000 kWh per year 2 = medium 
1,000,000 - 1,500,000 kWh per year 3 = high 
> 1,500,000 kWh peryear 4 = very high 
Also kVA Add I point 
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Appendix N - Evaluation Criteria/or the Selection o/Focus Area/or a WM-asse.ssmenJ 
COSlS 
Cost<; t PointvaJue 
> R 100,000 per year 5 = very high 
R25,000 - R 100,000 per year 4 = high 
R5,OOO - R25 ,000 peryear 3 = average 
RI,OOO - R5 ,OOO peryear 2 = low 
RO - R I,OOOperyear I = very low 
RO per year 0= none 
WASlEMlNIMISA1l0N POTIN11AL 
Doe; the assessmmt tean believe tha the-e is High potmtial = 3 
potential for w~e minim isaion (ba:;ed on a gocxl Low potmtial = 2 
knowledge ofWM-<>ptions for the process)? Noidea= I 
ornER 
This criteria takes into account factors not addressed by the previous evaluation criteria. 
Compliance with present or known future Yes = 0 
regulations or chruges No= I 
Potmtial environmental J iabiJ ity? Yes = 0 
No = I 
Saftty hazads to employees and sUllDundi ng Yes = 0 
area:;? No = I 
Existing reuse / recycle? Yes = -I 
No = 0 
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Appendix 0: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Powder Coating Company 
NETWORK BRAJNSTORMINGSESSJON - RESULTS POWDER COATING COMPANY · 
Ene~y Comnrnts . 
Can waste heat be utili sed, excmnged betv.een Yes, hot air from oven can perhaps be used to heat up 
processes, exchanged betv.een com~ies? degleasing, etching and passivation baths? 
Can eneIgy costs be dim:tly allocated to budgets / 
process steps to en coo rage better control? 
Is theJe scope for better eneIgy hou~keeping? For 
example: 
- Can processes or buildings be insulattrl more 
effoctively? 
- Can moreeneIgy-efficient lighting be installed? 
- Arebuildings maximisinguseofpassive heating 
and cooling? 
Can raw matErials be produced or dritrl with less or 
remwabJe eneIgY? 
Can processes be intEgrated to creae eneIgy savings? 
Is the drying process man<ged optimally? Can 
products be manufacturtrl with less eneIgY? A 
thennostat or hygrostat controlled process IS more 
efficient than a time controlled process. 
Can the process times and temperatures be adjusted 
more efficient Iy? 
Can more use be made of renewable energy In 
proruction or proressing? 
• EQvifonmenlal manll2ement 
Reduce quantities of raw matErials to levels wheJe 
matErials will be used up just as new matErials are 
arriving (Just-In-Time production) 
Do you use all the samples you receve from 
chemical suppl iers (no-used sam pIes are haza-dous 
waste)? 
Can expired products be retLU11ed to its sup pi ier? 
Do all the suppliers send the MatErial SafEty Data 
SheEts for all the (new) chemicals that they supply? 
Can the product or service be combined with othffS 
to reduce ovemll matErial and enel2,y intrnsity? 
Can customers be informed or edumted about ways 
ofextrnding product durmility? 
No, eneIgy costs can't be allocated to each process 
step;. Need for installatim of eneIgy metffS on all 
equipment/machines? 
Yes, better insulation of tanks, ovens and building is 
possible. 
Perhaps can soler eneIgy be used to heat up 
degJeasing, etching and passivation bath. 
Yes, use hot air from oven to heat up degJe3Sing, 
etching and passivation bath. 
Betv.een pre-treatmrnt and powder coating only air 
drying takes pI are, forCEd drying wi II give better 
quality. This is more eneIgy intrnsive. 
The aluminium to be curtrl should be 200 degJeeS 
CeJcius for 10 minutes. Temperature of aluminium is 
already be measured, but is only visible on graJi! 
aftEr product is takrn out of the ovell Installatim of 
infia-red metEr would make it possible to detErmine 
optimum process time of product in oven Oven time 
is now detErm ined bastrl on expErience. 
See point 1.6. 
Comments 
Stock of process chemicals is already kept as low as 
possible. It's only possible to ordEr coloored powder 
in 20 kg bags. White powder can be bought in small 
quantities. No market to sell small quantities of 
powder in South Africa TheJe are only a few powder 
coaters of archi1ectuml aluminium in South Africa. 
N.A. 
No, but process chemicals alma;t neVEr expire at 
Powder coating com~y. Powders can be used until 
far aftEr expiry date, this is discussed with the powder 
supplier. Normally the powders are expired afte' 12 
months . 
Yes, but only on request. 
This already happens --7 oven is filled completely 
with products before curin2. proress starts. 
Yes, powder coating comrnny just sent a document 
to all their clirnts in which it IS stated how the 
powder coated aluminium should be maintained to 
extrnd durmility of product 
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Appendix 0: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Powder Coating Company 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING-SESSION - RESULTS POWDER COATING COMPANY ·· 
Can "green" idea; be exchanged bet~n your Yes, powder coating comrany could tell their 
comrany, netmrk partners, and othcr comranies in competitors the advmtages of having a Cr-fee pre-
the same industry? treament process. But this unlikely going to happen 
due to high competition and contact bet\\een Four 
and competitors is limited. 
Can your industry orgmisation or othcr knowledge Aluminium Fed61ltion of South Africa focuses on 
providing institution provide you with infamation quality standards rather than environmental issues. 
concerning "green" c1i61tS / markets (in present and in There are about 100 powder coaters in the Cape Town 
the future)? area of which only 5 are powder coaters of 
aluminium. This is why the services of AFSA are 
not directly linked to prowction process of Powder 
coating company . 
Can changes In the environmental legislation be YES!! This is the main reason for Powder coating 
expected which require changes In the production comrany to join the Industrial Symbiosis project -7 
process? waste minimisation assessment. 
Can funding be obtained from the govcrnment (local, Powder coating company is familiar with the Clemer 
regional, nat ional funding programmes) to improve Production Schcrne but this schcrne is not useful to 
the economic / environmental perlOrmance of your Powder coating comrany. 
comrany? 
'3:" ,:; : ln$~tiojj I Jijllih.eJlaJi:~ CommentS . 
3.1 Can yields be increased by better maintenance, Yes, this is one of the selected options gen61lted by 
control, or othcr means? For example: the waste minimisation assessment. 
- are pump;;, valves, and pipes inspected regularly 
to minimise leaks? 
- Could better maintenance of boilers and othcr 
equipment im prove energy effICiency? Are the 
burners of the boilers and dryrrs c1emed 
regularly? Are they the right size? 
- Are all hot and cold transportation pipes 
isolated? 
- Are equipment and vehicles properly maintained 
so that emissions are kept to a minimum? 
3.2 Are suppl ied products/J(M' matcrials insp'X:ted as they Powder coating comrany checks the incaning 
arrive in your comrany? Identify why the quality products on quantity and size -7 for the invoice. 
criteria are not met. All incoming products are not checked on quality, 
this is the responsibility of the c1im!. It is not 
feasible, time-wise, to check every incomin.g product. 
3.3 Can matcrial use be minimised by improved Yes: 
mechanical design / machinery / equipment? - im prove sp,1Co/ booth design 
- improve powder application equipment 
- improve cyclone 
4 . Packilginr; Comments 
4.1 Can packaging be el iminated or reduced by: Yes, perhaps by designing a reusable packaging 
- int~rating transportation packaging design with system to pack incom ing and outgoing products. 
product packaging Product is now wraWed in papcr and plastic tape 
- making products of smaller size, or a dif!erent 
shape 
- using the packagin.g more than one time 
4.2 Can the environmental effect of the packaging be Environmental efloct of packaging (pla;tic and tape) 
reduced? is alrmdy quite low. The environmental effect will be 
reduced by using less or recycling the packaging. 
4.3 Can product packaging be made more recyclable? Product packaging IS alrmdy recyclable, but it IS 
disposed as domestic waste. Is it technically and 
economically feasible to recycle papcr packagino? 
4.4 Can used packaging be returned to its supplier for Em pty chemical cans are returned to suppl ier, or sold 
recyciin o and reuse? to plastic recycler or reused intcrnally. 
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Appendix 0: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Powder Coating Company 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSroN~ RESULrSPOWDER COATING COMPANY 
Proress. optimisatiOn 
Can SllPpl ied prowcts and raw mate-ials be produced 
or processed in less mate-ially intense ways? 
Can wate- consumption be reduced? 
Can hannful (toxic) substances be el iminated from 
production processes and remarnrng hannful 
substances be recycled or incinerated? 
Can more use be made of rescmces that are certified 
as being sustainably produced? 
If the following liquids are used rn any 
manufacturing process, is their use min irn ised, and 
have substitutes been investigatffl? 
- solvents or oils 
orgmic species of conrem 
acids 
- nutrients 
Do some of the network partners have special 
requirements whidh have no effoct on the quality of 
pUrJX>se of the products or services, but whidh have a 
negaive economidenvironmental effoct on your 
production process? 
Can prociJcts/se-vices be redesignfflladjusted, so that 
- less waste is creaed in late- stages 
- less useof matErials and energy inputs is made, 
also during the user-phase 
- renewable and abundant matErials are used 
instead of ScaJCe and non-renewable ones 
- more use rs made of recyclable 
matErials/rom ponents 
(material point of view) 
Can products/se-vices be redesigned/adjusted, so that 
- end-of-lifeproducts can be disffisemblffl easily 
- end-of-I i fe products are easier to dispose off 
(end-of-li Ie point of view) 
Can products/se-vices be redesigned/adjusted, so that 
- prociJcts/canponents are made modular to allow 
easy upgrading 
- longevity of the product or the production 
equipment/tools is implDved 
- distribution and logistics is made easier 
(service point of view) 
Can the product (components) be marked so that the 
recyclability is made easier (eco-labelling)? 
Can the pro~rties of the prociJct be accentuated or 
developed for greaer customer value? 
Comments 
Yes: 
- implDve sp~ booth design 
- implDve powder application equipment 
- improve cyclone 
Yes, this rs one of the focus area; of the waste 
minimisation assessment. 
Addressed during waste minimisation assessment. 
N.A . 
No solvents and oils are used by powder coating 
com!lil1Y· 
The following acids are used: 
- Nitric acid 
- Chranic acids 
This issue is addressed during waste minimisation 
assessment. 
Some cI ients have special requirements reg<rding the 
product packaging --7 plastic instead of pape-. 
Comments 
No, mancging diroctor is not aware of possibilities 
reg<rding this point. But perhaps it rs worth 
investigating? 
End-of-life product (ardhitectural aluminium with 
glass) can be disffisemblffl and recycled easily. Scnp 
price of aluminium is quite high (6 Rand per kg) so 
there is a grea incentive to recycle aluminium. 
Powder on end-of-life prociJct will be incinerated 
during the recycling process ofaluminium . 
Yes, powder coating com!lil1Y just sent a document 
to all their clients In whidh it IS stated how the 
powder coated aluminium should be maintained to 
extEnd durcbi I ity of product. 
See point 2.6. 
N.A. 
Aluminium procilCtS are easily to recognise. 
See point 6.2. 
Replacing the chromic acid by demineralised watff in 
the passivation process will improve the quality of 
the end-prodllcl 
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Appendix 0: Results of the Brainstorming Session al the Powder Coating Company 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMlNG :SESSION - RESULTS.P()WDER COATlNG:COMPANY 
What services are customers really getting from your N.A. 
product? Can this be provided more effa:tively or in 
complete different way{) 
What services will customers need in the future? Can 
you design new or develop existing products to meet 
them? 
Is your product providing Othff services as well as the 
most obvious one? Can these be aCCEntuated or 
enhmced? Can the product or service be inttgrated or 
syndhronistrl with othffS to provide 
multi functional ity? 
Transport 
Can tran<;port be reduced or greaer use be made of 
energy-efficient tran<;port such as rai I? 
Can products be transported or distributed by 
aitffnative means to enhmce customer value and 
reduce envirollmental impccts? 
Can production be locaised to both enhmce service 
and reduce transport needs? 
Can waste disposal costs be reduced by any way 
(give in waste more sepcrate, change conrentration, 
Othff size drums / cans, combine tran<;port with othff 
comranies in the region)? 
Are there any opportunities to recycle, remmufacture 
or re-use wastes, in- and outside com j:llily (participate 
in waste exchange schffnes)? 
Use proressing methods whidh genffate treaable or 
recyclable waste on-site. Track the non,ecycl<ble 
waste streams in the comj:llily and ask suppliers for 
altffl1ative products. 
Can products, whidh don 't meet the quality 
standards, be reused, rem mu fact ured, or recycled? 
Can end-Df-life products be reused , remmufactured, 
recycled, or incinerattrl? 
Can customer's disposal problems be eliminated by 
provi d i np, a take-back servi ce? 
Can the wastewater tre<tment plant trea the 
wastewater of the rel<ted proress steps (more 
efficient)? 
What services and products customers need in the 
future depEnds on the availability of teclmology. 
Powder coating comj:llily is not a pioneer. Bastrl on 
request of cliEnts, powder coating comj:llily will try 
to meet the new demmds togaher with the help of 
suppl iers. 
??? 
Comments 
Most of the chemicals and powders come from 
Johmnesburg, but are suppl ied via an agent in Cape 
Towll Tran<;port by road or rail? 
??? 
No. 
Combine tran<;port of (ha2ilfdous) wast might be 
possible. Disposal costs are no major costs to 
Powder coating comj:llily --7 no priority. 
Perhaps, asS€SS possibility to participate in waste 
exchange program. Give proposal for a CMC 
Industrial Waste Exchange project to mancging 
dira:tor. 
Track the non-i"ecycle waste strt:al11s of powder 
coating comJ:My and ask suppliers for aitffl1ative 
products. See network ass€Ssment. 
Yes. The lSi option is the ovelCOat the aluminium 
again. The 2nd option is to strip the powder coated 
aluminium with sulphuric acid, but this has majcr 
negaive environmental effa:ts. The 3'd option is to 
blast the powder coated aluminium with plastic 
blasting matffial whidh is very expEnsive. Powder 
coating comJ:Eny considers to buy own blasting 
machine (R 50 .000). Powder coating comj:llily does 
not have enough waste products to make this 
investment economically feasible --7 value of waste 
products of Powder coating comj:llily is about 
R 10,000 per year. 
Yes, see point 6.2. 
N.A. 
There is no wastewater treament plant yet, but the 
installatioo of treament plant IS inv€Stigattrl for 
waste minimisatioo purposes. 
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Appendix 0: Results of the Brainstorming Session at the Powder Coating Company 
NETWORK BRAINSTORMING SESSION - RESULTS. POWDER COATING COMPANY 
Can support orgmisatims provide the needed 
environmental training to employees who deal with 
haza-doLis chemicals and wastes? The key to any 
waste minimi satioo effm is employee participation . 
Training and educational programmes can inform 
employees about waste minimisatioo and its benefits . 
Aluminium Fed61ltion of South AtTica only provides 
training relcted to the production of aluminium 
(prcx:luct, not to powder coating of aluminium 
products. 
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NEn;VORK IMPACT lVIATRIXupDATE: 19 JUNE 2000 
-j.-. -,' 
NIT\VORK III'IFACT R..O\TlNGS FOR: II'vI2 PO\VDER COATED ~.PlI~!_ .. _.---+ _____________ . 
1,1 I material choic e for 10 aint strip 10 er N aOH. Highly alkaline material Salt (N aCD is used as raw material for the IInterview with UCT supervisor. 
products used in containing chelates, water manufacturing of so diumhydroxide eN aOH). 
pre-manufacturing dispersible solvents and Petroleum, clUde oil or coal is us e d for the 
processes surfactants manufacturing of surractants and chelate s. 
Investigate the stripping ofwaste products with a 
mechanical process (blasting machine) instead of 
usinz: a chemical rocess. 
3 ',vetting agent in sodium sulphonate in water The product is made from a petrochemical feedstock IInterview with UCT supervlsor. 
de greaser 
etching chemic al so diumhydroyjde (N aOH) idem N aOH - paint stripper. The etching of AluminiumlInterview with UCT supervisor. 
with N aOH causes smut (?) which have to be 
removed by nitric acid solution. Is etching solution 
available which does not form smut on aluminium 
surface dw~ etching? 
2-3 de smutting chemic~ nitric acid (!-IN03) Ammonia, gas (or coal?) and water are used as raw IKirk-Ot.lUner nitric acid. Intelyiew 
materials for the manufactulmg of nitric acid. II/IE.i>, (I) with UCT supervisor. 
'Jr other solution is us e d to remove C02 during 
marlufactllIlng Erocess. Catalysts are also used. 
et.ch batch treallnent I sulphllllc acid (!-I2S04) ISulphur, water and air are used as raw materials for I Interview with Hano von Blottnitz. 
the manufacturing process of sulphuric acid. Sulphur 
is abundantly available as waste from clude oil 
and 
1,2 I energy us e dUllng 3 paint sUlpP er N aOH. Highly alkaline material I The ele ctrolysis of N aCI and the com entration of I Int.erview with Hano von Blottnitz. 
pre-manufacturing containing chelates, water N aOH are the most energy-intensive processes. 
processes c!isp ersible s olvent.s and 
s1.lIfactants 
2 I wetting agent in Iso dillIll sulphonate in water Apart from elude oil refining, processes are Interv;ew with UCT supelYisor. 
degreaser exotl·lermic. 
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gas residue 
generated during 
pre-manufacturing 
pro cesses 
paint stripp er 
containing chelate s, water 
disp ersible solvents and 
surfactants 
sodium sulphonate in water S02 and S03 emis sion are generate d during the I Interview with OCT sup ervis or. 
manufacturing pro c e s s of sodium sulphonate s. The s e 
emissions contribute to acidification. 
turing process of nitric acid, these emissions I with OCT supervisor. 
3-4 I etch batch tre atment I sulphuric acid (H2S04) and S03 emissions are generated during the 
manufacturing process of sulphuric acid. These 
emissions contribute to acidifIcation. 
"' ratirlg from 0 (lowestll11pactontheenvir0Il!lle!1t)to ~(l1ighest impact on the environme!19. 
To do the rating as objective aspossible, consylt .A.pper:~ciixQ(scoring~~~e1i.nes andprotocols. __ 
*"' selection of products and materials for ass essment of the pre~~8I!ufactunng pI:aEe IS bas ed on: 
- a:nntlalconsumption ; 1 
- 8JUlUal costs . 
- influencability 
Interview with OCT supervisor. 
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NElVVORK IlVIP ACT IVIATRIX lupDATE: 19 JUNE:!OOO 
. ..... 1 .................. .... ..... ........ . .. . 
NET\VORK Il\U'ACT RATINGS FOR: ll'l'U POWDER COATED ALUII'Ill'IIUI\'I 
... . .... ~.... ...... .... . ...... .. ... .... .. .... . .. ~ ~ ... . . . . 
us e d in pro duction pro c e s s 
ofSlvIE 
o 
1-2 
o 
4 
o 
de gre asing (remove 
oils/grease from AI-parts 
prior to etching) 
etching (remove thin 
aluminium oxide layer 
and cre ate a rough 
surface for easier 
chromate co 
rinsing (remove etching 
chemicals prior to 
de smutting) 
biodegradable? Investigate llie stripp~ ofwaste products willi a 
mechanical process (blas~ machine) instead ofus~ a chemical 
Inputs: sodium sulphonate, sodium sulphonate, H20. Sodium 
sulphonate is not a matter of c onc em. 
Inputs: sodium hydroxide, H20 . Sodiu.m hyclroxide is not a matter of 
concern. 
Two rinsing baths : rinse 3 + rinse 4. Input rins e 3: H20 from rinse 4. 
Input rins e 4: H20 from rins e 6. 
de smutting (remove smutlInputs: nitric ac id (HN03), H20. Nitric acid is u sed i.n a very low 
fonned on AI-surface concentration 
during etching) 
rinse (r~move acid from lOne rinsing bath: rinse 6. Input rinse 6: H20 from rins e 8. 
the work before 
chromating) 
chromate conversion Inputs: H20, chromic and phosphoric acid, chromic acid and t1uorides . 
(convelt the 1'.1 to a Less hazardous alternatives are available --> Cl'-fn:e and Cl'(III) 
corrosion-resistant altelnatives, Alternatives are be~ ilnrestigated furwaste 
surface that more easily mini.misation pUlJloses. 
UlllQ,-""'t;IVl!O rinsing bath: rinse 8. Input: fresh H20. 
...) 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
dire ctor, WIvI-facilitator, UeT 
or. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
dire ctor, WIvI-facilitator, UeT 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WM-facilitl'ltor, UeT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIlli-facilitator, UeT 
ervlsor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, W1I>'I-facilitato r, ueT 
W I'lste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIvl-facilitl'ltor, UeT 
'vVaste minimis ahon pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WlvI-facilitator, UeT 
sup ervis or. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIvI-facilitator, UeT 
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energy us e durmg 
production process ofSIvIE 
4 
o 
2·3 
o 
3 
o 
2 
passivation (provide a 
prote clive seal for 
prevention of lust) 
Inputs: chromic acid, H20. Less hazardous alternatives are available -- Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
> demineralised water. Alternatives are being investigated for waste rep ort. Intelview 1mth managing 
minimisation pUlposes. director, VV1J!-facilitator, UCT 
supelvisor. 
dry-mg (dry pretre ated I Inputs : pretre ate d PaIts. \Vaste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing P arts prior to p air.ting) 
powder coating (coat ilie 
aluminium parts wiili ilie 
re quire d paint) 
Inputs: powder paints (polyester based), air. Polyester based powder 
coatings are used due to the needed UV-resistance of architectural 
aluminium. All powder coatings manufactUl'ed in South Africa still 
contain TGIC-hardener. Alternafuoes 3.l'e available (Beta-
hydroxyalkyl.amide) but 3.l'e more difficult to apply. 
dire ctor, VVlvI-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repOIt. Interview witil managing 
director, Vo.TM-facilitator, lICT 
supervisor. LCA-repolt on powder 
curing (bake the pai.rlted IInputs : powder co&ted parts. Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
repolt Interview with managing 
director, WIvI-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
parts m ilie oven) 
tre ating of etch bath 
(precipitate aluminium 
out of etch bath before 
disposal mto sewer. 
treating of chromate 
batch (transform Cr6+ 
mto Cr3+, ilien 
pre eipitate Cr3+ out of 
the chromate b &tcb' 
strippmg (removi.rlg ilie 
old pai.rlt on aluminium 
jigs) 
degreasing (remove 
oils/grease from AI.parts 
prior to etchir.g) 
Inputs: H2S04. Sulphuric acid is hazardous. Determine ifetch bath 
can be D'eated with waste acid instead ofbuying new sulphwic acid to 
precipitate aluminium. 
Inputs sodiumthiosulphate (N a2S03), lime (CaQ}1). 
Waste mi.rwnis ation pre- as se ssment 
report. Interview witil managing 
director, WM.facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Waste mi.rwrus alion pre· as s e s sment 
Sodiumthios~llphate and calciumhydroxide are not a matter of concem. Ireport. Interview with managing 
director, 17V1'JI·facilitator, UCT 
sup eMS or. 
No or little energy is us e d during tile strippmg of the aluminium 
products. 
The temperature of tile degre&sing baili has to be between 50 to 60 
degrees Celcius . Inunersion heaters (elecuicity) are used to heat up the 
degreasmg b&ili .. > simple but not efficient. lrnrnel'sion heaters are 
not powered down when not in use .. > Installation oftirner? Can hot 
air from the ovens or solar energy be used to heat up the baths? 
Covers for bailis for msul&tion are not very effective, but sufficient. 
The tanks are msulated as well. 
Waste minimisation pre·assessment 
report. Interview Wlili managing 
director, WlVI·facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimis&tion pre.&ssessment 
report. Intelview witil managing 
director, WIIII.facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
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aluminiUlll oxide layer 
and create a rough 
sUlfac e for easier 
chromate coating') 
rinsing (remove etching 
chemic als plior to 
de smutting') 
The temperature of the etchmg bath has to be between 45 to 50 
degrees Celcius . Inunersion heaters (electricity) are used to heat up the 
etchlng bath --> simple but not efficient. Immersion heaters are not 
dowll when not in use --> Installation of timer? Can hot ail' 
from the ovens or solar energy be used to heat up the baths? Covers 
for baU1s for insulation are not very efi"ective, but sufficient. The tanks 
are insulate d as well. 
No or little energy is used during this rinsing step . 
de smutting (remove smut I No or little energy is used during the desllIutting step 
fonned on Al-surface 
during etching') 
rinse (remove acid from IN 0 or little energy is used during this rinsing step . 
the work before 
chromating') 
chromate conversion IN 0 or little energy is us e d during the chromate conversion step . 
(convert the Al to a 
c oao sion-re sistant 
sUlface that more easily 
accepts and bonds to 
owder C'o 
No or little energy is used during this rinsing step 
passivation) 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview wi.th managing 
director, WrVI-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Waste mi.nimisation pre-ass"ssment 
repolt. Interview with managing 
director, vVIvl-student., UCT 
sor. 
Vvaste minimisation pre-assessment 
repolt. Interview with managing 
dire ctor, WIvI-student., UCT 
or. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIvl-student., UCT 
SO!. 
Wast" minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report Interview with managing 
director, VVIvI-student., UCT 
supelVlsor 
Waste mirillnisation pre-assessment 
rep ort. Interview with managing 
director, WIvI-student., UCT 
etvlsor. 
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solid residue generated 
dW1ng production process 
ofSlIIIE 
o 
2 
4 
o 
o 
3 
passivation (provide a 
prote ctive seal for 
prevention of rust) 
drying (dry pretreated 
p atts prior to painting;J 
powder coating (coat the 
alumirliu.m parts wiUl Ille 
required paint) 
I curing (bake the painted 
patts in the oven) 
tre ating of etch bath 
(pre cipitate aluIr~ni\un 
out of etch bath before 
disllosal Ulto sewer. 
treatirlg of chromate 
batch (t.ratlsfonn Cn5+ 
into Cr3+, then 
pre cipitate Cr3+ out of 
the chromate batch' 
stripping (removing the 
old paint on al\uninium 
jigs) 
The temperature of the etching bath has to be 60 degrees Celcius. The 
bath is disposed every week on a Friday --> bath is Ulen warmed up 
during the weekend.lnunersion heaters (electricity) are used to heat up 
the etching bath --> simple but not efficient. Immersion hearers are 
not powered down when not in use --> Installation ofti.mer? Can hot 
air from the ovens or solar energy be used to heat up the baths? 
Covers for baths for insulation are not very effective, but suftlcient. 
The tanks are insulated as well. 
No or litUe energy is used during this drying step. 
Cyclone pu.mps are used to rewin the emitted powder. These cyclone 
pumps are energy intensive atld are generated by electricity (4 motors 
of 1.5 kWh). Cyclone pump s are p ow ere d down when not in us e --> are 
used for about 90% of the production till\e. There are no possibilities 
for heat exchatl£e . 
Waste minirr~sation pre-assessment 
report Intefltiew with managing 
director, WIvl-student, UCT 
supervisor. 
Waste mirllIrus ation pre- as s e s sment 
report Interview with matlaging 
director, WM-student, UCT 
SUI) elVlS or. 
Waste minirrus ation pre- as s e s sment 
rep Olt. Interview wiUlll\atlaging 
director, WI'u'I-student, UCT 
supervisor. 
The curing step is very energy intensive. Gas is used to heat up the Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
baking ovens. Baking ovens are powered down when not in use . "Heat report . Interview with matlaging 
exchatlge" is already taken place by hatlging parts to dry in area director, WIlli-student, UCT 
around ovens. V!si~ Wl\1-expert suggested that "pilot light" is too supervisor. 
la.rge. Paul Abbott will speak to gas supplier to find out how much 
O'as/money can be saved by installlit$: a small pilot ~ht. 
No or litUe energy is used during Ule treatment of the etch baUl. Waste minirnisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with matlaging 
director, WIvl-student, UCT 
SUllelVlsor. 
No or litUe energy is used during the treatment ofU1e chromate bath. IWaste mirillnisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with matlaging 
director, WI'u'I-student, UCT 
supervisor 
This is a new process. Waste paints of jigs are c1isposed as hazardous 
waste by Waste Tech --> c1isposed on latldfill facility. 
Waste Ir~nur~s ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with matlagtng 
director, WIvl-student, UCT 
SUIl ervis or. 
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de greasing (remove 
oils/grease from AI-parts 
prior to etching') 
etching (remove thin 
aluminium oxide layer 
and create arough 
surface for easier 
chromate coatind 
No or litUe solid waste is generated during the de greasing step. 
No or litUe solid waste is generated during the etching step. 
rinsing (remove etching IN 0 or litUe solid waste is generated during this rinsing step. 
chemic als prior to 
de smutting') 
de smutting (remove smutlN 0 or litUe solid waste is generated during Ule de smutting step. Some 
fonned on AI-surface sludge is generated during the passivation, but this goes into solution. 
during etching') 
ri.nse (remove acid from IN 0 or litUe solid waste is generated during this rinsing step. 
Ule work before 
c hromating') 
chromate conversion IN 0 or litUe solid waste is generated during the chromate conversion 
(c onvert the Al to a step 
c ono siGn-re sistant 
rinse (remove chromatinglN 0 or litUe solid waste is generated during this rinsing step. 
chemicals before 
passivation) 
pas sivation (provide a 
protective seal for 
prevention of lust) 
No or litUe solid waste is generated during the passivation step. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repo!t. InteIView with managing 
director, Wrvi-student, UeT 
SUP e!V1S or. 
Waste mi.nimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repo!t. Interview with managing 
director, WIvI-student, UeT 
sup e!Yls or. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, Wrvi-student, UeT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
rep ort. InteIView with managing 
dUector, WM-student, UeT 
SUOe!V1Sor. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Inte!view wiUl managing 
director, WM-student, UCT 
SUlle!V1Sor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, IN'IvI-student, UeT 
sup e!V1S or. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. InteIView with managing 
director, WIvI-student, UCT 
suo e!V1S or. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
repo!t. Inte!view with managing 
director, WIvl-student, ueT 
sUP eIVis or. 
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hquid re sidue generate d 
dunng production process 
ofSME 
3 
o 
3-4 
3-4 
4 
parts prior to painting) 
powder coating (coat the 
aluminium p arts with the 
required paint) 
curing (bake tile painted 
p arts in the oven) 
treating of etch bath 
(precipitate aluminium 
out of etch bath before 
disposal into sewer. 
tre ating of chromate 
batch (transform Cr6+ 
into Cr3+, ilien 
pre cipitate Cr3+ out of 
ilie chromate batch) 
stripping (removing the 
old paint on aluminium 
jigs) 
No or litUe solid waste is generated during the dIying step. 
Spent powder and dust from cyclone is generated during the powder 
coating step. Spent powder is already reused as much as possible, 
except for frequent colour changes --> wastes time. Powder application 
is inefficient a:nd if that is improved, less paint will go thro~h 
cyclone DWTW a:nd efliciencywill improve --> waste Jttinisation oDtion. 
No or litUe solid waste is generate d during the curing step. 
Sludge (precipitated aluminium) is generated during the treatment of 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. InteIView with managing 
director, Vv'I'Jl-student, VCT 
SUP eIVlS or. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIvl-student, VCT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, \lVM-student, UCT 
SU1) ervis or. 
Waste lninimiS ation pre- as s e s sment 
the etch bath, this sludge is disposed by commercial waste treatment Irepolt. InteIView with managing 
company (disposed on landfill site) . Chemical composition of sludge is director, \lVM-student, UCT 
unknown. Total amount of aluminium sludge is about 200 liters per 
year. Price of alwninium is about 6 Rand per kg. Aluminium sludge is 
not kept/collected seperately, but togeilier vliili chrome sludge . 
SeDerate stol"a,!!;e ofaluminiUJfl a:nd cJu'Olne slu.d!!'es? 
supeIVisor. 
Sludge (precipitated Cr+) is generated during the treatment ofU1e Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
chromate batch, this sludge is disposed by commercial waste treat.ment repOlt. InteIView with managing 
company (disposed on landfill site) . Chemical composition of sludge is director, \lVM-student, UCT 
Chromiwn(III)hydroxide. Total amount of chrome sludge is ab out 1000 sup eIVlS or. 
liters per year. Chrome sludge is not kept/collected seperately, but 
together with aluminium sludge. Seperate storage ofaluminiUJfl a:nd 
cJu'Olne slud2:es? 
This process step not included in waste minimisation report because 
this is a new process. Spent solution? 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. InteIView with managing 
director, WIvl-student, VCT 
suo eIVlS or. 
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degreasing (remove 
oils/grease from AI-parts 
prior to etching) 
etching (remove thi.n 
alum.inium oxide layer 
and create a rough 
su!fac e for easier 
chromate coating) 
rinsing (remove et.ching 
chemic als prior to 
de smutting) 
Spent solution and drag-out is generated durU1g the degreasing step . 
The spent solution is contaminated with oil/greases and is disposed 
into the sewer together with the de smutting bath (neutralisation) 
without treatment --> should for treated for envil'oJUtlental reasons. 
Spent solution is disposed about twice a year. Life-span ofetc~ 
can be e:\iended ifoils/greases can be filtered out of the solution. 
Filter oils/greases out of the spent solution before disposing it into 
the sewer is not done because this is too e:\}lensive --> at the moment 
into the sewer is free 
solution is treated before disposing it into the sewer (see etch bath 
treatment) . Reason for disposing etch bath is the aluminium from the 
Wastewater and dragout is generated during this rinsing step. The 
wastewater goes into the sewer without treatment. WIH-facilitator is 
loo~ into closed· loop water treatment system. 
desmutting (remove smut Spent solution and drag-out is generated during the desmutting step --
fonned on AI·sulface > 6% concentration nitric acid. Desmutting bath is cheap baUl (600 
c!urU1g etching) Rand of process chemicals). Spent solution is disposed into the sewer 
together with the degreasing bath (neutralisation) wiUlOut treat.ment--
I or2 vears. 
rins e (remove acid from I Wastewater and drag. out is generated during this rinsing step. The 
the work before 
chromating) 
wastewater goes into the sewer without tJ'eatment. At the moment 
eft1uent water is wiU1in requirements. Wastewater can be intema.1.\y 
WII-I-facilitator is loo~ into closed-
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report Intelview with managing 
d!!ector, WIvl.student, UCT 
superviso!'. 
Vo/aste mini.misation pre-assessment 
repolt. Interview wit.h managing 
director, \illlvl· student, UCT 
supelVlsor 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
Olt. Interview with managing 
director, WM-student, UCT 
aste mi.nimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
minmus ation pre- as s es sment 
port. Interview with managirlg 
director, WM-student, UCT 
supelVlsor. 
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3-4 
o 
o 
2-3 
2 
chromate conversion 
(c onvelt the Al to a 
c orro sion-re sistant 
swface that more easily 
accepts and bonds to 
Spent solution and drag-out is generated during the chromate step. 
This spent solution is treated before disposing it into the sewer (see 
chromate bath treatment) --> evelY year on advise of chemical supplier. 
ViIJ\.I-facilitator is assessing the possibility to chan,ge to Cr-free or 
Cl'(IIl) chemicals. 
Waste minirnisation pre-assessment 
repolt. Interview with managing 
director, vv1vl-student, VCT 
supervisor. 
'lowder coatln=' ~"';i'l ___ --+ ___________________________ --+ ______________ ---l 
rime (remove chromating Wastewater and drag-out is generated during this rinsing step. The 
chem.icals before wastewater is tapped into the rinsing bath after desm.utting. WM-
passivation) facilitator is looking into closed-loop water treatment system. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, Ilv1vl-student, VCT 
supelVlsor. 
pas sivalion (provide a 
protective seal for 
prevention of lust) 
Spent solution arId drag-out is generated during the passivation step. Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
Supplier of passivation bath chemicals says that bath has to be repolt. Intelview with managing 
disposed once a week for quality reasom. The spent solution goes into director, VVllll-student, VCT 
the sewer without treatment --> low concentration of Cr6+! \VM- supelVlsor. 
drying (dry pretre ate d 
parts prior to painting) 
facilitator is assessing the possibility to change to demineralised 
water (better for environment). 
Drips (chromic acid and water) fall onto the Hoor during the drying 
step. These drips evaporate because of the high temperature in the 
oven. 
powder coating(coat the IN 0 or lit.tle liquid waste is generated during the powder of aluminium. 
alurniniwn parts '1iith t.he 
required paint) 
curing C?ake t.he painte diN 0 or little liquid waste is generate d during the cwing of the powder 
parts in the oven) coated product. 
treating of etch bath 
(pre cipitate alwniniwn 
out of etch bath before 
disposal into sewer. 
tn ating of chromate 
batch (transfonn C16+ 
mto Cr3+, tlle11 
pre cipitate Cr3+ out of 
the chromate batch 
Clar'ified spent solution is generated during the treatrnent of the etch 
batch. This treated spent solution is disposed into tile sewer every 
year. Reason for disposal is that the treated solution still contairls 
alUlniniurn. lfthe aluminium could be filtered out, then clarified etch 
bath could be reused --> cost effective? 
Clarified spent solution is generated dWlng tile treatrnent of the 
chromate batch. This treated spent solution (almost clear water) is 
disposed into the sewer. The chromate bath is renewed evelY year. 
Clarified spent solution car!'t be reused internally due to CI(III) instead 
ofC 
'vVaste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repolt. Interview with managing 
di.rect.or, 'IiVM-stuclent, VCT 
supelvisor. 
Waste mini!lus ation pre- as s e s sment 
report Intelview '.viti-I managing 
director, VVlvl-student, VCT 
supervisor. 
Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
repolt. Interview witllmarlaging 
director, 'vVlvl-stuclent, VCT 
sup elVlS or. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report Interview with managing 
director, T,oll',.il-student, VCT 
supervisor. 
VI/aste minunis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report Interview with managing 
director, W11il-stuclent, VCT 
supelVlsor. 
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gas residue generated 
during production process 
ofSlIIIE 
I] 
2-3 
o 
o 
o 
2 
[I 
degreasing (remove 
oils/grease from Al-palts 
prior to etching) 
etching (remove thin 
aluminium oxide layer 
and create a rough 
surface for easier 
chromate co 
Sodium hydroxide is included in the USEP A list of air contaminants. 
Sodium hydroxide is not a matter of concern for powder coating 
company --> only health issue, and hazardous in large amounts and 
c onc entrations. 
Water evaporates from the degreasing bath. 
odium hydroxide is included in the USEPA list of air contaminallts. 
rinsing (remove etching IN 0 or little gas e ous emis sions are generate d during this rinsing step . 
chemic als prior to 
de smutting) 
de smutting (remove smutlN 0 or little gaseous emissions are generated during the desmutting 
step. 
e (remove acid from IN 0 or little gaseous emissions are generated during this rinsing step . 
Ille work before 
chromating) 
chromate conversion IWater evaporates from tlle chromate baUl. Chromc acid, phosphoric 
acid and t1uondes are included in the USEPA list for air contaminants--
conosion-resistarlt I> concentration is low enough not to be a problem with Cr-mist fumes . 
swface that more easily 
accepts and bonds to 
o or little gas e ous emis sions are generate c! during this rinsing step. 
Vvaste minimis ation pre- assessment 
repOlt. Interview with managing 
director, WM-student, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview with managing 
director, WIvI-stl.ldent, UCT 
·sor. 
minimisation pre- as s e s sment 
Olt. Intelview WiUl mallaging 
director, vVJIlI-student, UCT 
minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
Olt. Interview with mallaging 
director, \iVlvl-student, UCT 
supen'lsor. 
Vvaste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repolt. Interview with III all aging 
director, \VlVl-student, UCT 
or. 
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protective seal for 
prevention of rust) 
drying (dIy pretreated 
p arts prior to painting) 
powder coating (coat the 
aluminium parts v,-ith the 
required paint) 
Water evaporates from Ule passivation bath. Chromic acid is included Waste minimisation pre-assessment 
in the USEPA list for air contaminants --> very low concentration, this repolt. Interview with managing 
is not a problem. director, VV1vl-student, UCT 
sup erVlS or. 
A limited amount of water (and chromic acid?) will evaporate during 
the drying step. 
Initial calculations estimate that about 25% of the powder is lost. The 
cyclone has an efficiency of90% (to recycle the emitted powders). 
\Vl\ol-facilitator is assessing the possibilities to improve the 
application eqlrlpment, metJwd :uul style tJu"Ough conIDtuous 
maintenance, control :uul 
Vol !'Iste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
repolt. Interview Mth managing 
director, WIvI-student, UCT 
supervt:;Of. 
Vvaste minimisation pre-assessment 
report. Interview Mth managing 
dire ctor, VV1vl-student, UCT 
supervIsor. 
2 I curing (bake the painted IGas is used to heat up Ille ovenforUle curing step. Products are put 
parts in the oven) into the oven only when U1e oven has achieved the correct 
temperature. Temperatw-e in oven dI"Ops significant (about 50 
degrees) when doors of oven are opened to put the pl"Oducts into the 
o\'en --> modification of ovenlpl"Ocess to prevent loss of heat? Better 
insulation of oven 1l0ssible? 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview Mth marlaging 
2-3 
2-3 
treating of etch baUl 
(pre cipitate alwniniwn 
out of etch bath before 
disposal into sewer. 
Ire ating of chromate 
batch (transform CI15+ 
into Cr3+, then 
pre cipitate Cr3+ out of 
the chromate batch' 
S03 enussions are generated by sulphuric acids, only hazardous in 
high concentrations. S03 emissions cause acidification and smog. 
Calcium hydroxide is included in the USEP A list for air contaminants. 
Calcium hydroxide is not a matter of concem for powder coating 
company --> only health issue, and only hazardous in large amounts 
and high concentrations. 
.. rat.iJ:lgfrom o (1o\vestl:'llEiict on the envirCi~lIllel1t) to4(111ghe~timpactCir't1:,eel1yi':orul'Lel1t) 
. To do. Ulerating as obje ctive aspos sible, consul~A ppendi:< [) (~coring guidelif!~s (1!ldprCito c ols) 
dire ctor, VV1vl-student, UCT 
sup elVlS or. 
'vVaste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
report. Interview Mth managing 
director, VV1v1-student, UCT 
supervIsor. 
Waste minimis ation pre- as s e s sment 
rep ort. Intelview with Il\arlaging 
dire ctor, VVIvI-student, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
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NEnVORK Il\'IPACT RATINGS FOR: 1M2 POWDER COATED ALUMINIUM: 
: ~~Jl~; ., - t· /t' .. ~~~! SuhCa't!:&D'1.;, .., e~hn~tion w'kyn~~u ~hP~;". ,. .. .'~' 
· ;C!l,!;IC~'nIS " + ," , ;;i ",.. X" 4; ," . ?(;~'t'~;;;'«<~\;-. .' :. it-~ '~~ }: ' > ~ if~c~'~>.~ ~~, '>w' .. ~_." /t'~ .~:;. "=:. .;~t~F!i-p 
, ~~~~I1~~~~~:  .. '(1i~~~(~i~tiOiI!1s:~mt W;""'''' "N' 'C:' it~ 1)",'1" """, . .' "'f.l~), " ""1,· ~''''. ,', " '1' 
• 3,1 material choic e for packaging 4 supplie d chemic als liquid process chemicals are supplied in plastic cans . Solid process 
and transport chemicals are supplied in plastic bags. Chemical composition of 
cans and plastic bags (hazardous components, recycbb1e, 
dive I'S i tv)? 
2 product (aluminium P8lts) Incoming (to be powder coated) and outgoing (powder coated) 
· 
product is wrapped in paper and plastic tape . Two employees of 
powder coatirlg company are 80% of their time busy with 
wrappingfpacking outgoing powder coated products --> must be 
done well, oti.erwise product will get d8lnaged during transport. 
Design reusable packaging system to pack incoming AND 
outgoing products --> will save powder coating company money on 
packaging. Cost of packaging are about R2000,- per month. 
Efficiency improvement of packaging would speed up ti.e 
production process of pow del' coating comp8l'Y as well. 
3,2 energy us e during packaging 2 supplied chemicals Suppliers are responsible for tr8l.sport of supplied chemic als to 
.. ... ..... 
pl~ ce.ss es6?:~'!ansport . powder coating company ImpI'Ove transport efficiency I intensity? 
2 product (aluminium parts) Collection and delivery of incoming and outgoing product is done 
by powder coating company. Ifti.e order is very urgent, collection is 
sometimes done by the clients (no nnally ti.e small comp8lues). 
I Powder coating comp8l'y has two transpolt velucles. ImpI'Ove 
transport efficiency I intensity? 
3,3 solid residue generated during 3 supplied chemicals Empty chemical cans are sent back to suppliers (deposit ofR40 per 
packaging processes and can, about 15 cans per monU-I), sold to a plastic recycler (RD.40 per 
transport can, about 10 C8l.S per month) or reused internally. Plastic bags are 
used to pack solid hazardous chemicals, these bags are disposed as 
non-hazardous industrial waste (ends up on landfill site). 
2-3 product (alunwuum parts) Waste paper 8l.d plastic tape is disposed as non-hazardous 
industrial waste (ends up on landfi1l site) 
~l-eJiC1;""'= ' if ." .,~ ~.,.. . : 
.:~;'. ., ~ 'h .. < 
- , .... ' ::: , ,;"'~~'t~ 
Intervie1,7l managirlg director, ViM 
facilitator, UCT supervisor. 
Interview managing dire ctor, Vi/Iv! 
facilitator, UCT supelvisor. 
Interview m8l.aging director, WM 
facilitator, UCT sup ervis or. 
Interview managing dire ctor, wrvr 
facilitator, UCT sup ervis or. 
Interview managing director, wrvr 
facilitator, UCT sup ervis or. 
Interview m8l.aging director, WIvI 
facilitator, UCT sup ervis or. 
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packaging processes and 
trarlsport 
gas residue generated during 
packaging processes and 
transport 
o 
3':> 
2-3 
Contaminate d chemic al cans are washe d out by the supplier (if I Interview managing dire ctor, vVM 
packaging IS taken back by supplier) or by "plasl.!c can collector" --> facilitator, UCT supervisor. 
do the contaminations of cans (high concentrations ofhazardous 
chemicals!!) end up in the sewer without any treatment? Supplier 
will have sufficient equipmentitreatment meUlOds to clean or refill 
chemic al carlS, The colle ctor of plastic c an won't have the s e 
facilities. Can't supplier take back all chemical cans? --> not cost 
effective fur sUDnlier 
product (alum nium parts) IN 0 or little liquid residue is generated during (un)pacl-..ing and 
supplie d chemic als Gas emissions are generated during transpolt by ship, plane (long 
distance) and truck (short distance). Trarlsport by ship relatively 
clean compared to trarlsport by air. Toxicity ofcontarninated empty 
cans? 
pro duct (aluminium p arts) IN 0 or little gas e ous re sidue is generate d during (\m)p acking the 
pro duct. Die S el enus sions are generate d during trarlsp Olt. T ransp ort 
of product is done by transport vehicles of powder coating 
cOllman 
L_ ...  
Interview managing director, v,\lM 
facitator, UCT supervisor. 
Interview managing director, WM 
facitator, UCT supervisor. 
Interview managing dire ctor, lNIvl 
facilitator, UCT sup ervis or. 
. '" rating from 0 (lowe st ullpact on the envu orUJ\ent)to4 (higliestimp act on the environment) 
, To clothe ratilLgas 0 bJecllyeas P? sSlble, consult Apper:~I) (scorirlg~deline S and proto c ols). 
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NTIlVORKIMPACTRATINGS FOR: 11'1'12 PO\OVDER COATED ALUMINIillI'1 
" ............. ~ ...... • Y'" • • .........•.•.........•........... ...... "'y' "" ... . 
4,2 
products supporting 
h:;ndling I us ing phas e 
energy us e dUrirlg 
handling I using product 
2 
2 
2? 
2? 
2? 
clients level J: 
alumiruwlI pro duct 
manufacturers I 
manufacturers of office 
p aJtis ons I manufacture rs 
of louvres and blinds etc . 
clients level 2 , 
financial institutions I 
prop erty develop ers + 
building contractors I 
retailers 
clients level 3,· 
conswlIers 
clients level J,' 
aluminium pro duct 
maJ1ufacturers I 
manufac turers of offic e 
PaJtis ons I maJ1ufacturers 
oflouvres aJ1d blinds etc , 
clients level 2· 
financial imtitutions I 
prop erty develop ers + 
building contrac tors I 
ret.ailers 
clients level 3 . 
consumers 
Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated product 
(toxic I scarce, recyclable, matelial diversity) --> improve product 
design? Possibilities for applying eco-labelllitg scheme for powder 
coatedproducts? Influence of SABS standards on environmental 
impact in network of powder coating company? 
Additional manuiactwing or treatment ofpowder coated product 
(to;ric, scarce, recyclable, material diversity) --> improve product 
design? Possibilities for applying eco-labelllitg scheme for powder 
coated products? Influence of SAB S standards on emrll'Onmental 
act in network ofllowder coa~ company? 
Additional manufactwing or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct 
(toxic, scarce, recyclable, material divendt),) --> impl'Ove pl'Oduct 
design? Possibilities fur applying eco-labelllitg scheme for powder 
coated products? Influel1Ce of SAB S standards on erMronmental 
act in network ofllowder coatiJl,g company? 
Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct 
(energy intel1Sity) --> impl'Ove product design? Transport efficiency 
and effectivety? 
Additional manufactwing or u'eatment of powder coated pl'Oduct 
(energy intel1Sity) --> impl'Ove pl'Oduct design? Transpoli efficiency 
and effective"!)'? 
Additional manuiactwing or treatment ofpowder coated pl'Oduct 
(energy intel1Sity) --> improve product design? Transport efficiel1CY 
and effectivety? 
Interview managing dire ctor. VolM-
facilitator 
Interview managing director. WIvI-
facilitator 
Interview managing dire ctor. Vv'lvI-
facilitator 
Interview managing dire ctor. WM· 
facilitator 
Interview managirlg director, WIvI -
facilitator 
Int.erview managing director, vVM-
facilitator 
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4,3 solid re sidue generate d 2-3 c!iomtslevel 1: Additional manufacturing or treatment ofpowder coated product --> Interview managing director, Wlvl-
during handling I using aluminium product improve product des~n? Packag~ efficiency and effecIDrety? What facilitator 
product manufacturers I is done with product after use? What is impact OfPl'Oduct after 
manufacturers of office disposal? 
partisons I manufacturers 
of louvre s and blinds etc . 
2-3 clients level 2: Additional manufacturing or treatment ofpowder coated pl'Oduct --> Interview managing director, Wlvl-
financial institutions I improve product des~n? Packag~ efficiency and effectivety? What facilitator 
property developers + is done with pl'Oduct after use? What is impact OfPl'Oduct after 
building contractors I disposal? 
retailers 
...... '-. 
2-3 c!ientsleveI3: Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated product --> Interview managing director, Wlvl-
consumers impl'Ove pl'Oduct des~n? Packag~ efficiency and effecIDrety? What facilitator 
is done with product after use? .... Vhat is impact Ofpl'Oduct after 
I disposal? 
4,4 liquid re sidue generate d I clients level 1: Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct --> Interview managing director, WI~1-
during handling I using aluminium product impl'Ove pl'Oduct des~n? facilitator 
product manufacturers I 
manufacturers of office 
partisons I manufacturers 
of louvres and blinds etc. 
... 
1 clients level 2: Additional manufactwing or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct --> Interview managing director, Wlvl-
financial institutions I impl'Ol'e pl'Oduct des~n? facilitator 
propelty developers + 
builcling contractors I 
retailers 
I clients level 3.' Additional manufactwing or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct --> Interview managing director, INJvl-
consumers limpl'Ove product desi2;n? facilitator 
4,5 gas residue generated 2-3 clients level 1: Additional manufac~ or treatment of powder coated pl'Oduct --> Interview managing director, WIvl-
during handling I USirlg aluminium product impl'Ove product des~n? Replacement ofTGIC·hardener (toxic) in facilitator 
product manufacturers I powder coa~? 
manufacturers of office 
p tlItis om I manufacturers 
of louvres and blinds etc. 
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2-3 
.. .j. .. 
clie/1ts level 2: 
fu)ancial institutions I 
property developers + 
building contractors I 
retailers 
clients level 3: 
consumers 
Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated product --> 
improve product design? Replacement ofTGIC-ha.rdener (toxic) in 
powder coating? 
Additional manufacturing or treatment of powder coated product --> 
improve product design? Replacement ofTGIC-ha.rdener (toxic) in 
? 
'" railrlg from ° (1pwest iIrtp~c~t~on the envir?!1l1'leI1t)t_o.~@:gJ:l:e~!1E'p~~t?_I1~~~E.'0:r..o~~I1~2 ____ .. ~ _ . __ 
To do the railrlg ~so\)jectiyeaspossl\)le,coI1stllt Appendix P(s c o!U1ggtli~e1irles a!1~ protocpls) 
Interview managing clirector, Wlv!-
facilitator 
Interview managing director, Wlvl-
facilitator 
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NETVVORK IlVIP ACT lVlATRIX UPDATE: 19 JUNE 2000 
-'---~,,-.- .. 
• NEfWORK IIIIP 1\c:T~!Il'!c;~ FOf{:I!lr~ .. ~ OWDER C OA TID AL illI'ffi'UUM 
material choic e for 
chemicals used used during 
recycle / waste treatm. 
,process 
3 
paint waste, including IGas is used to heat up the oven to solidy the waste paints which can not Pre-assessment repolt waste 
paint dust be reused in- or externally. Solidy waste paints is done at U.e same time minimisation. Interview managing 
as curing of new powder coated products and/or during U.e pre-heating director, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
of the oven. SUI) ervis or. 
chromium precipitate ICrti+ is converted to Cr3+ by N a2S03, addition then lime is added to Ipre-assessment report waste 
sludge adjust the pH of the chromate conversion bath. minimisation. Interview managing 
director, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
sup erYlS or. 
2-3'7 I aluminium pre cipitate 
sludge 
Al3+ is pl"ecipitated by ill S 04? Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, W1'JI-facilitator, UCT 
2-3 
2-3 
4 
3 
3 
3-4 
spent degreasing 
solutions 
spent de smutting 
solutions 
sp ent pas sivation 
solution 
sp ent chromate 
conversion solution 
spent etching solution 
dirty rins e waters 
Spent degreasing solution is discharged to the sewer at U.e same time as 
U.e spent de smutting solution --> neutralisation. No other treat.ment of 
U.e spent degreasing solution is taking place. 
supervisor. 
Pre-assessment repOlt waste 
minimis ation. Interview managing 
dire ctor, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Spent de smutting solution is discharged to the sewer at U.e same time as Pre-assessment report waste 
the spent de greasing solution --> neutralisation. No other treatment of minimis ation. Interview marlaging 
the spent de smutting solution is taking place. director, WM-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Spent passivation solution is discharged to the sewer every week. The 
passivation solution contains chromic acid (0.03% v .v). No treatment of 
the spent passivation baU. is taking place. 
After the chromium precipitation has settled, the treated chromate 
conversion solution is discharged to the sewer. 
After the aluminium precipitation has settled, the treated etching 
solution is discharged to the sewer. 
Dirty rinse water used througout the rinse system is discharged to the 
sewer without treatment via rinse tank 3 and 4. Rinse water is 
contaminated with C16+ and Cr3+ (4-13 ppm). 
Pre-assessment report waste 
mi.nimisation. Interview managing 
director, WlvI-facilitator, UCT 
SUll ervis or. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
mini.misation. Interview managing 
dire etor, Wl'JI-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Pre-asses sment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Pre- assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
dire ctor, WlvI-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor . 
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5,2 energy use during recycling 
! '.vaste treatm. process 
1·2 
1·2 
3·4 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
dome stic waste 
industrial waste 
paint waste, includ ng 
paint dust 
chromium precipitate 
sludge 
alUlninium pre cipitate 
sludge 
I spent degreasing 
solutions 
spent qesmutting 
solutions 
I spent passivation 
solution 
G I ' pont ""om,t. 
conversion solution 
Liquid domestic waste (kitchen, toilet, etc) is discharged v,ithout Pre·assessment repolt waste 
treatment to the sewer. Solid domestic waste (office, kitchen) is collected minunisation. Interview managing 
by a conunercial waste company !local government to be disposed director, WM.facilitator, UCT 
Viithout treatment on landfill site. supervisor. 
Industrial waste is collected by cOllunercial waste company !local 
government to be disposed without treat.rnent on landfill site . 
Paint waste is baked in oven (heated by gas) to solidy. Cyclone is used 
to !elvin the paint dust. Cyclone has efficiency of90% . Cyclone uses is 
energy intensive (electricity). Regular maintenance could improve the 
efficiency of the cyclone .. > one of the waste nUnisanon ollnons . 
No or litUe energy is used to eliminate the Ctti+ and to create the 
chromium precipitate. 
No or litUe energy is used to precipitate alulninium. 
Pre·assessment report waste 
lninimisation. Interview managing 
director, W1vl.facilitator, UCT 
supe!Vlsor. 
Pre· assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WM·facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Pre· assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, VVIvI.facilitator, UCT 
sup erV1S or. 
Pre·assessment repolt waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, W1vl·facilitator, UCT 
supervtso! . 
No or litUe energy is used to discharge the spent degreasing solution to IPre.assessment report waste 
the sewer .. minimis ation. Interview marlaging 
director, Wlvl.facilitator, UCT 
sup ervls or. 
No or litUe energy is used to discharge the spent desmutiing solution to IPre.assessment repOlt waste 
tile sewer. lninirnisation. Interview managing 
director, Wlvl.facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
No or little energy is used to discharge the spent passivation solution to IPre.ass essment repolt waste 
the sewer. m.initnisation. Interview managing 
director, VVIvI.facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
No or littie energy is used to discharge the spent c[lIomate conversion Ipre.assessment report waste 
solution to tile sewer. IniIlinusation. Interview managing 
director, W1v1·facilitator, UCT 
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5,3 solid residue generated 
during recycling! waste 
treatm. process 
o 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
dirty rins e waters 
dome shc waste 
I UlUUSUHIl waste 
aint waste, including 
aint dust 
chro!ni,:un pre cipitate 
sludge 
aluminium pre cipitate 
sludge 
sp ent de gl'e asing 
solutions 
No or little energy is us ed to discharge the spent etching solution to the -
sewer. 
No or little emrgy is us e d to discharge the dUty rins e water to the sewer. 
ramport of solid domestic waste from powder coating company to the 
landfill site is the only energy intensive process. 
Transport of industrial. waste from powder coating company to tile 
landfill site is the only energy intensive process. 
Waste paint is reused as much as possible. Some waste powder paint is 
sold to somebody (who?) who does not require goo d quality paint. If it 
is not possible to reuse or sell the waste paint., then it is baked in oven 
(heated by gas) to solidy for disposal.. Frequent colour changes cause 
mixed colours which has to be disposed --> can not be reused. Small 
. which are not n~covered by cyclone. are emitted to the 
--> should be filtered. but is too exvensive. 
degreasing solution to the sewer. 
l!lUIllllUsat..1On. Interview managing 
dire ctor, Wlvl-facilitator, VCT 
superY!sor. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, Wl~1-facilitator, VCT 
e!Y1sor. 
el'Vlsor. 
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5,4 re sidue generate d 
during re cycling / waste 
treatm. process 
1-2 
2 
3? 
spent desmutting 
solutions 
spent passivation 
solution 
spent chromate 
conversion solution 
spent etching solution 
dirty rins e waters 
domestic waste 
waste 
a1nt waste, including 
aint dust 
chromium pre cipitate 
sludge 
de smutting solution to the sewer. 
No or little solid residue is generated for dischargi.ng the spent 
passivation solution. 
o or little solid residue is generated for discharging the spent chromate 
conversion solution to the sewer. 
o or little solid residue is generated for discharging the spent etching 
solution to the sewer. 
No or little solid residue is generated for discharging the dirty rinse 
water to the sewer. 
assessment report waste 
ation. Interview managing 
director, WIlli-facilitator, UCT 
Pre-assessment report wazte 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WIlli-facilitator, UCT 
olid domestic waste (office, kitchen) is collected by cOIrunercial waste Ipre-.assessment repoIt waste 
company / local government to be disposed WlthOut treatment on landfill IrurunusatlOn. InteIVlew managing 
site. director, WIvl-facilitator, UCT 
Industrial waste is colle cte d by c oIrunercial waste c omp any / 10 c al 
government to be dsiposed \vithout treatment on the landfill 
site.Valuable substances of industrial waste are paper, boxes, plastic. Is 
it feasible to collect/dispose paper waste seperately? --> hire container, 
disposal costs 01' income? Contamination ofb3{!;s used to pack solid 
ha:zardous chemicals --> are disuosed as industrial waste. 
No or little liquid residue is generated related to the paint waste and 
paint dust. 
Chromium sludge is dewaterecl but not 100%. Sludge is disposed by 
commercial waste treatment company to be disposed on landfill facility. 
Can sludge cause le~e on landfill site? 
Pre- as s e s sment rep ort waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
dire ctor, WIvl-facilitator, UCT 
sup eIVlS or. 
-n-sessment report waste 
ation. Interview managing 
director, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
e s sment rep ort waste 
sation. Interview managing 
director, Wlvl-facilitator, UCT 
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W 
3-4 
2-3 
2-3 
3-4 
3 
3 
aluminium precipitate 
sludge 
sp ent de gre asing 
solutions 
spent desmutting 
solutions 
spent passivation 
solution 
spent chromate 
conversion solution 
spent etching solution 
dirty rins e waters 
domestic waste 
Aluminium sludge is dewatered but not 100%. Sludge is disposed by 
cOllunercial waste treatment company to be disposed on landfill facility. 
Can sludge cause leakage on landfill site? 
Spent de greasing solution is discharged to the sewer at the same time as 
the spent de smutting solution (once or tY,1C e a year) --> neutralisation. 
No other treatment of the degreasing solution is taking place. Reuse of 
spent degreas~ bath is possible ifoil is filtered out of the solution. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WIv!-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managirlg 
director, \NM-facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Spent de smutting solution is discharged to the sewer at the sa.me tUne as Pre-assessment report waste 
the spent de greasing solution (once or twice a year) --> neutJ'alisation. minimisation. Interview managing 
No other treatment of the desmutting solution is taking place . director, WIvI-facilitator, UCT 
Concentration of nitric acid in spent solution is very low (6%). 
Spent passivation solution is discharged to the sewer every week on 
advice of the chemical supplier. The passivation solution contains 
chromic acid (0 .03% v.v.). No treaunent of the spent passivation bath is 
taking place . uiental recycle 01' reuse possible? \VJ\'I-facilitator is 
assessing the possibilit)' to c~e to de mine ralise d water. 
After the chromium precipitation has settled, the treated solution is 
discharged to the sewer --> once a year. WM-fllcilitator is assess~ 
the possibility to change to Cr-fl'ee of Cl"(IIl) chemicals. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WIIIl-facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WIvI-facilitator, UCT 
supelVlsor. 
After the aluminium precipitation has settled, Uie treated etching Pre-assessment report waste 
solution is discharged to the sewer --> once a year. E:\ienlalrecycle 01' minimisation. Interview managing 
reuse possible? dire ctor, WII,~-facilitator, UCT 
sup ervis or. 
Dirty rinse water used througout the rinse system is discharged to the 
sewer without treatment via. rinse tank 3 and 4. Rinse water is 
contarni.nated wiUi Cr6+ arid Cr3+ (4-13 ppm). uiel'nall"ecycle or reuse 
possible with ion exchange and closed-loop sytem --> waste 
mbtimisation oDtion. 
Liquid dome stic waste (kitchen, toilet, etc) is dis charge d without 
treatment to the sewer. 
Pre- as s e s sment rep ort waste 
minimis ation. Interview managing 
director, WM-facilitator, UCT 
supervisor. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimis ation. Interview managing 
director, WIIIl-facilitator, UCT 
supelVlsor. 
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5,5 gas re sidue generate d 
during recycling f waste 
treatm. process 
3 
3? 
2? 
0-1 
0-1 
2? 
3? 
2? 
paint waste, including 
paint dust 
chromium precipitate 
sludge 
aluminium precipitate 
sludge 
I spent de greasing 
solutions 
I spent de smutting 
solutions 
I spent pftssivation 
solution 
spent chromate 
conversion solution 
sp ent etching solution 
No or little liquid residue is generated by disposing industrial waste on 
landtill site. 
aint dust that is not recovered in cyclone (90% efficiency) is 
discharged to the atmosphere --> assess feasibility for installation of 
oxicity of chromium precipitation? 
omity of alUJttin:ium precipitation? 
No or little gaseous residue is generated for the discharging of spent 
degreasing solution to the sewer. 
No or little gaseous residue is generated for the discharging of spent 
de smutting solution to the sewer. 
Chromic acid is include d in the USEP A list for air contaminants. 
of spent passivation solution? 
Chromic acid, pho sphoric acid, fluoride s and calcium hydroxide are 
included in the USEPA list for air contaminants. Toxicity of spent 
chromate conversion solution? 
Sodium hydroxide and hydro gen sulfide are include d in the USEP A list 
for air contaminants. Toxicity of the spent etching solution? 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WIvI-facilitator, UCT 
Pre- as s e s sment rep ort waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, liVIvl-facilitator, UCT 
e- as s e s sment rep ort waste 
sation. Interview managing 
director, WTvl-facilitator, UCT 
. s ation. Interview managing 
director, WTvl-facilitator, UCT 
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dirty rins e waters 
0-1 dome stic waste 
No or little gas e ous residue is generate d for the discharging of dirty 
rinse water to the sewer. 
No or little gaseous residue is generated by disposing the domestic 
waste on a landfill site. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minimisation. Interview managing 
director, WM-facilitator, UCT 
sllPervlsor. 
Pre-assessment report waste 
minirnisation. Interview managing 
director, WIlli-facilitator, UCT 
SllP elvis or. 
2? industrial waste Toxicity ofcontuninants of solid hazardous chemicals in plastic b~s? jPre-assessment repolt waste 
.,. ratingfroll\O(1(illfestilnpacton theel1yirolUnen9to4(l1igllestul\pa~.~ 0 11 tll~. ~nvirolUl\ent) . 
To do ti1e rating as 0 bJ e clive aspo s sible, col1s111t i\ppendix D (5 coringgu.i~elirlesand pr~t~cols) 
I 
m.inim.is ation. Interview managing 
director, WM-facilitator, UCT 
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1. Sharel~klers Material Financial Infonnation 
flow flow flow 
(intensi ty, (intensity, (intensity, 
directi on) direction) direction) 
2, Suppliers LOC8t10rt Activity Products 
(producer, supplied 
trachng, (ind, AID! 
assembling) POP) 
3, ]'l,'lajor clEnts £ize of SeconE! tier Products 
COffll' any eJtettg purd1ased 
4. ]'l,'lajm' Lo C8t1 on Products Con'vetition 
co HIJetitors manufactured region ! 
marl<;et 
5. UtilityplUvidiI~ Material Financial Infurrnation 
organisations flow flow flow 
(efi tlicity + water) (intensi ty, 
directical) 
(intensi t y, 
directi cal) 
(intensity, 
di.recti on) 
6. Waste treatnent Waste vVaste IvIaterial 
ani recycliI~ stre3m tre3tm ert! flow 
organisations rw;c1ing (intensity, 
or ganj S3.ti on directi on) 
7. Support Purpose of Material Financial 
organisations associatical flow flow 
(intensity, 
directi cal) 
(intensity, 
direction) 
8. Govenuren t & Purpose of Material Fimncial 
conummity ass oeiati en flow flow 
or ganisa tio ns (interlsity, (irlterlsi ty, 
directiCttl) direction) 
9. ]'\,1 allltenanc e Kind of MattIlal Financial 
maintenance flow flow 
(irlttIlsity, (irltensi ty, 
direction) directiCttl) 
XXXX = suggested to add to ronttl1ts of the wDrksheet 
~ = SlIggested to eliminate from the conttl1ts ofthe wa-ksheet 
" iij . ... . £:-: ~" ~" . ::;; ", W',_ "." 
IVlaterial Financial Infonnation 
flow flow flow 
(intensi t y, (intensity, (intensity, 
dire cti an) direction) direction) 
Material Financial InfclIlnati on 
flow flw flow 
(intensity, (irltensity, (intensity, 
direction) direction) directi enl) 
Gon"4'et1t1oll StfC1'I:;I;hs f Infonnation 
to corapany wealme; 5e, 0 f flow 
eOl'f:l1' et1hil' (intensity, 
elir ecti en)' 
hl'qJl C1'flentcci 
~ 
Financial Infonnation Wa4e 
flow fl ow kultmmj, 
(intensi ty, (intensity, fJfe€eS5 
direction) direction) 
In furmati on 
flow 
(intellsi ty, 
directi an) 
Infonnation 
flow 
(intensity, 
directical) 
InfOlmation 
flow 
(inttIlsity, 
direction) 
-
: ~..:  i ,~~ ~ ~.~;' "~' ' , ~);.u., ., 
Rerrarks 
(prcblems & 
pJssiliilities pis!, 
pre~nt, future) 
~ TrdJ1sport Rerrarks 
impoMnce (prcblems & 
p)ssiliilitits P'1:;t, 
pre~nt, future) 
% l:er.'entle Trdflspcat Rerm.rks 
gC11C1atea by (prcblems & 
~ [J)ssiliilitits pis!, 
pre~nt, future) 
Influtl1ce Rerrarks 
competitor (prcblems & 
[J)ssiliilities P'1s!, 
J:Ue~nt, future) 
Rermrks 
(prcblems & 
[J)ssiliilities pis!, 
pre~llt, future) 
TranSJKIrt Renmks 
(prcblems & 
p)ssiliilities pis!, 
pre~nt, fUl1lle) 
Rerrarks 
(prcblems & 
[J)ssiliilities pis!, 
pre~nt, fUl1lle) 
Rerrarks 
(prcblems & 
Fossiliilities p;:;t, 
pre~nt, future) 
RC1mrks 
(prcblems & 
[J)ssiliilitits pis!, 
pre~nt, future) 
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